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ABSTRACT 

Changing the law is one of the most direct ways by which 
governments respond to crime. In this volume quantitative 
indicators of changes in a \ra'riety" 9f order maintenanc'ie. 
s tat ute san d 0 r din a nee s are use d t 0 .;~, mea sur e t r end sin 
~riminalization~ p~nalty se~erity, and discretion. The sources 
are enactments tio state and city codes from 1948 to 1978 in the 
ten cities, and their respective states, which are the focus of 
the Governmental Respo~ses to Crime project. 

'e' ,,~ 

Chapter I, sets out the .conceptual framework and describes 
briefly the historial and cpmparative elements in the design. 
Chapter II ,describes the s~tatus of the content of laws in 1948 
as a base for ~nterpreting subsequent changes. Chapt~r III 
looks at the power of cities to legislate and examines some 
effects of those formal constraints on local action. 

Chapter IV examines the volume of enactments over tim~. 

The increases, particularly in state revisions of order 
maintenance offenses, coincided with the placement of crime on 
the local political agenda. State attentive~ess to revising 
personal and property offenses and city atte,ntiveness to"" order 
maintenance provisions was much less frequent and more subject 
to local variations. City atte~tiveness was related to the 
amount of local power to legi~late. The results of~ests of 
the relationship between ~ity cohncil structure and volume were 
mixed. 

Chapters V and VI report trends in the content of the 
revisions. Cfiminalization and penalty severity increased in 
major ways at the state level over time. Constraints on 
judicial ~nd administratJve discretion in~reased especially in 
the last years of the period. ~ecause of the great variability 
across the cities in their rule-making power, tha g~neral 
~.~tern at the city level was unstable although the trend i~ 
substantive poli~y preferences was to criminalize. 

In the concluding chap~er we discuss the overall increase 
in the amount of law. H.owever , within tha tgeneral pattern, 
the quantity of law decreased with the reduction in 
administrative discr~tion. The more global responses involved· 
in penal ieform ~ccurred after'the more narrowly focused 
efforts at definitional change had been tried. The symbolic 
power of law to deter was thu~ supplemented by increasin~ the 
concrete power to punish. 
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PREFACE 

This is one of three technical reporGs of the Governmental 
Responses to Crime Project. The project constituted an 
unprecedented opportunity to examine on a broad scale the ways 
in which local governments responded to crime. With much of 
the nation mesmerized by the specter o~ rising crime and with 
a~ apparently wide variety of programs seeking to contain it, 
such a study seemed propitious when it was begun in October 
1978. The project sought to analyze policy responses to the 
rise of c:rime in American cities during the previous 31 years. 
Its principal research questions were: 

What characterized the rise of crime in the United 
States during this period? 

How did attentiveness to crime change over the 
period? 

What were the connections between the structures and</ 
patterns of urban gOvernments and their responses to 
crime? 

How did the urban communities principal responses to 
crime change over time? 

Our focus here is primari~y, though not excl~sively, on 
the local community. In the United States, local governments 
have always possessed the major responsibility for responding 
to crime. Police' sl<,wly' evolved from the unpaid watch system 
of colonial timeaJ At no point were state or national 
governments entrusted with substantial responsibility for 
policing. Despite a steady grdwth in federal expenditures on 
criminal justice, only 14.8 per cent of all criminal justice 
expenditures in 1978 were made by the federal government. An 
additional 29.7 per cent were made by states but 56 per ~ent 
came from local governments (Hindelang, Gottfredson, and 
Flanagan, 1981:7). Even elements of the system which are 
funded and managed by state and national officials are 
physically located in (and often influenced by) local 
communities. Our focus, though mainly on city governments, 
does not preclude investigations of some county, state and 
national responses to crime, though it is their implementations 
at the city level upon which we concentrate. 

Our analysis does not attempt to study superficially all 
local communities. Rather we draw heavily upon intensive 
studies of ten American cities. We track their crime problems, 
their attentiveness to crime, their political and governmental 
processes, and the policies chosen by those processes. These 

?~ ten cities are: » a 
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Atlanta, Georgia 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Houston, Texas 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Minneapolis, Minneiota 
Newark, New Jersey 
Oakland, Californi~ 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Phoenix, Arizona 
San Jose, California 

These cities do not ~onstitute a representative sample of 
American communities, but they represent a"broad spectrum of 
American urban life. They represent diifinct clusterings on 
particular dimensions of cities which are theoretically and 
practically interesting to us. Three cities, Newark, Atlanta, 
and Oakland, elected black mayors during the period. Three 
others, Minneapolis, Houston, and Philadelphia, are noted for 
their politically active police departments and two of these 
(Minneapolis and Philadelphia) elected police officials as 
mayor. Three cities (San Jose, Oakland, and Phoenix) are 
"reformed" local governments with a city manager plan, while 
the others a;e not. 

" 
koreover, these ten cities vary considerably with respect 

to their fiscal strength. Many indices of fiscal conditions 
have been propos~d in rec~nt years (Schneider, 1975 Louis, 
1975; Nathan and Adams, 1976; Bunce and Glickman, 1980). 
Regardless oj the index used, the ten cities exhibit enormous 
diversity. Table 1 reports) for example, the scores from 
HarDld Bunce" and Norman Glickman's "needs index" for 58 cities 
with 1970 populations larger than 250,000 (Bunce and Glickman, 
1980). This is probably the most influential of the various 
city ranking efforts, l~tgely because it was developed to 
evaluate HUD's allocations of Community Development Block Grant 
moneys. The "needs index" is a factor score composed of more 
than 20 indicators of community age and decline, density, and 
poverty. As Table 1 indicates, the ten cities 0 selected for 
this project anchor bot~ ends of the spectrum, even though the 
site selections preceded the, publication of the needs index. 
Newark is the worst-off American city by this calculation; 
Atlanta, Boston, and Oakland are among the twelve most 
distressed cities. At the other end of ebe ranking are three 
more of our ten cities, ~hoenix, Indianapolis and San Jose, 
scoring as the three best-off cities among the 58. Minneapolis 
scored almost at the median. This index certainly documents 
the very wide rang~ of cities studied by the Govetnmental 
Responses to Crime;project. 

'\ 

Other indlces, constructed for somewhat different 
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TABLE 1.1 

1\ 

SCORES AND NEED RANKINGS, CITIES WITH POPULATIO~S OVER 250,000 
11 " 

I( 

Need Need 
Rank City Score- Rank City Score" 

1 Newark 1.448 30 Kansas City 0.042 
2 New Orleans 1.166 31 Los Angeles 0.017 
3 st. Louis 1.022 32 Denver -0.030 
4 Cleveland 0.782 33 Fort Worth -0.117 
5 Birmingham 0.777 34 St. Paul, --0.134 
6 Baltimore 0.764 35 Sacramento -0.142 
7 Washington 0.663 36 Portland -0.160 
8 Detroit 0.626 l~?l . Columbus -0.165 
9 Atlanta 0.590 38 Toledo -0.168 

10 Boston 0556 39 Baton RO\lge -0.178 
11 Cincinnati 0.543 40 Long Beach -0.202 
12 Oakland 0.524 

II 
41 Seattle -0.221 

13 Chicago 0.521 42 Oklahoma City -0.242 
14 Buffalo 0.5] 3 43 Dallas -0.249 
]5 New York 0.507 44 Charlotte -0.260 
]6 Philadelphia 0.495 45 Jacksonville -0.331 ., 
]7 Louisville 0.485 46 Houston -0.356 
18 Pittsburgh 0.484 47 Wichita -0.363 
19 San Antonio 0.467 48 Albuquerque -0.365 
20 Miami 0.459 49 Omaha -0.389 
21 Norfolk 0,341 50 Austin -0.399 
22 EI Paso 0.322 51 TucsDD -0.435 
23 Memphis 0.316 52 Honolulu -0.476 
24 Rochester . 0.299 53 San Diego '. -0.510 

25 San Francisco 0.219 54 Tulsa -0.517 
26 Tampa 0.155 55 Nashvi!l~-Davidson . -0.556 
27 Milwaukee 0.060 56 Phoenix -0.564 
28 Minneaeolis 0.059 57 Indianaeolis -0.567 
29 AkroD 0.048 58 San Jose -0.892 

• The average need score fot the population of the 483 metropolitan cities inc1uded in 
the needs analysis is zero. Large cities as a group are someWhat needier than average. 

!f 

Source: Bunce,.and Glickman (1980: 525) 
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purposes~ array large cities in different ways, bu~ confirm the 
"spread" of our cities on various dimensions. Two of these 
indices are repo~ted in Table 2. One is Nathan and Adams' 
(1976) ranking of central city "hardship", the degree to which 
the central city is disadvantaged in relationship to its 
suburbs. Another is Arthur Louis's (1975) popularized and 
often-cited rtinking of the quality of life among 50 large 
cities. His assessments represent the average ranking of 24 
separate indicators ranging from parkland to Who's Who listings 
from the city. The third and final index, listed in Table 3, 
is particularly useful for our purposes, because it is the only 
one to provide rankings at two points in time. Fossett and 
Nathan (1981) developed an "urban'condition index" score for 
large cities in 1960 and 1970. Among our cities Boston and 
Newark rank as the mo~,t distressed while San Jose and Phoenix 
were relatively well off in both years. 

All of these indices demonstrate that our ten cities vary 
widely as places to live, work, or govern. In comparison with 
other large American cities, these ten communities 8're not 
concentrated in a narfow band with respect to key variables. 
They provide us with ample variat10ns in key socioeconomic 
dimensions, regional location, and the overall measures of the 
quality of urban life. 

The period of our study was chosen to capture the years 
~hen reported crime rose r.apidly in the United States. The 
year 1948 was selected as the beginning point because by then 
most of the temporary dislocations caused by World War II had 
passed and the nation was electing its first post World War II, 
post FDR president. The year 1978 was chosen to mark the end 
of a decade of federal grants from the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration and because it was the most recent 
year for which data could be obtained during the time that the 
study was funded. 

There are, of course, countless ways in which governments 
can respond to crime or to perceptions, of it. Just as all 
governments cannot be encompassed' in a single research 
enterprise, neither can all possible responses. Varying 
responses to crime have been debated with considerable fervor 
and are tinged with ideological content. Some have advocated 
policy responses designed to attack the purported "root causes" 
of crime, such as poverty, discrimination, and breakdowns in 
family structure. Other strategies center around reforming or 
reinforcing traditional law anforcementjinstitutions. These 
include expanding police forces, manipulating their bahavior, 
experimenting with new parole and penal systems, and somehow 
"toughening" the punishment of offenders. Such strategJ;es are 
intended to increase apprehension rates of offender~ and to 
deter additional criminal acts. More recently, a whole new 
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TABLE 1.2 

RANKINGS OF GRC CITIES ON CENTRAL CITY HARDSHIP INDRX 

AND "WORST AMERICAN CITY" INDEX 

Nathan-Adams Ranking of Louis Ranking of 
Central City Hardship l'Worst America~ City" 

(55 cities ranked)S (50 cities ranked) 

City Rank. Hardship Score City Rank 

Newark 1 422 Newark 1 

Atlanta 7 226 Philadelphia 12 

PhilJ!delphia 14 205 Atlanta 15 

Boston 15 198 Boston 17 

San Jose 18 181 Houston 23 

Minneapolis 32 131 Oakland 25 

Indianapolis 36 124 Phoenix 30 

Houston 46 93 Indianapolis 35 

Phoenix 47 85 Minnapolis 43 

San Jose 47 

/; 

'Sources: Nathan and Adams (1976: 51-52); Louis (1975: 71). 
a 

Oakland' was not included. 
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//. TABLE 1.3 4 !,( 

\ FOSSET-NATHAN URBAN CONDITIONS I,i,\ INDEX 

1960 1970 
CITY. SCORE SCORE 

Boston 201.0 193.2 

Newark 196.3 207.0 

Philadelphia 166.2 168.5 

Minneapolis 144.5 154.7 

Oakland 120.7 106.6 

Atlanta 70.7 67.0 

Houston 40.2 27.7 

San Jose 27.7 13.3 

Phoenix 9.8 18.5 

Source: Fossett and Nathan (forthcoming, Table 1) •. Indianapolis 
is not included in this ranking. 
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ba t teryofc rime cont rola.nd pr'even tion po 1 i c:te"s have been 
advocated, some of which, involve "target hardening" or 
~environmental design" (see, ~~g., Angel, 1968) or enlisting 
neighborhoods in soc1al ~ontrol processes., 

Cl~arly, . if a s'ingle research project investigated every 
p()licy taken in the name of crime reductio!), a pa.noply of 
social programs as well as th~ criminal juati~e system could be 
included. "A war on. poverty may be urged (and was' urged by s,pule 
people) to remove one of the causes of crime, as ,can .a host, ·of 
other social programs. Our resources, ho~ev~r, required us to 
distinguish between proximate and 0dilHal' responses to crime •. 
By proximate responses, we mean those policies whose adoptions 

'are urged primarily ,because of their assumed links with th~ 

crime problem. An increase in police manpow~r, a change in. 
sentencing procedures,' or a police reorganization is normally 
advocated because of its putative impact on offender. or 
potential ,offenders. D'istal responses, on the other hand, may 
have intended impacts on crime claimed by supporters, but crime 
reduction is only one among a large ntimber of objectives. 
Reducti~n in youth unemployment, for example, might achieve a 
number of policy goals, on~y one of which is to deter juvenile 
deli nquency. () ,'I 

There is one other crucial distinction between proximate 
and distal responses to crime. The theory underlying proximate 
responses implies a relatively simple causal chain, while that 
underlying distal responses is quite com.plex. Changing from 
two- to ()ne-man patrol cars, f()r example, is justified as 
spreading th~ police over a broader catchment. area for 
responding to service calls. Schemes ~o cut unemployment, 
reduce poverty, or reverse family disintegration depend upon 
much more complex cau$al webs if they are ultimately to have an 
impact upon crime. Moreover, the adoption of such meliorative 
policies is the result of different political strategies and 
they require different resources. 

Already we have drawn some boundaries around our inquiry 
into governmental responses to crime. Our focus is a 
particular time period, 1948-78. Our locus is a set of 
American cities. Our particular concern is with proximate 
rather than distal responses. Last, we concentrate on 
governmental responses rather than ono the responses ~of 
families, firms, D~ neighborhoods. 

Even wi th these, four limi ta tions, t here is a large 
research 'agenda • The research task required collection of a 
~e~y ~ubstantial amount of both qualitative and quantitative 
data from indivldual commuriit1es.~ This informati~n went well 
beyond census data and information available from other 
secondary sources. Insofar as possible, we secured 
quantitative annualized information. These primary source 
materials were. supplemented wit~~} historical and contextual 
information about the cities themselves~ To provide reliable 
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and ~omp~rable information from a number of cities, matiy of the 
resourceg of the Governmental Responses t~ Crime project were 
spent in the field. We had the good fortune of being able to 
employ,s field d1rectots an exceptionally able group ~f social 
scientists. Under our direction, they collected the data upon 
which this report is based. 

, De tail s of the. si te selec tion proce ss, da ta collec tion and 
management are available in the Final Administrative Repo~t of 
the Governmen tal Re sponses to Crime pro jec t. Muc h' of· the data 
will be deposited .wit~ the Inter-Universitj Consortium for 
Political and Scicial Research at the University of Michigan. 
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Chapter I 

MEASURING THE POLICY CONTENT OF LEGISLATIVE 
RESPONSES TO CRIME 

A. Changing the Law 

One of the most important -- but also most neglected 
policy responses to crime is changing the law and ordinances· 
Of all the common responses to crime, "changing the law" is 
perhaps as common as "get tough on criminals." For instance, 
with grime regularity, each assassination or assassination 
attempt has been followed by calls for, stricter laws regulating 
the availability of firearms (Violence Commission, 1968; G~rner 
and Clancy, 1979). Another example of the uses of law rJform 
arises from contemporary social movements. The Amer~,ican 
feminist movement of the 1970s developed as one' of "its 
bellweather political issues the treatment of rape. Included 
have been requests for changes in ~he d~finitions of penalties 
for rape to reflect changing views of women (Brownmille~, 1975: 
375, ff.). Finally, getting tough on crime has often carried 
with it recommendatiOns for revisions that would produce 
harsher penalties. let much more scholarly attention has been 
focused on changes in police responses th~n in the decisions 
which define criminal behavior and assess punishments. 

The res t of t his pro jec t has. focus ed on the city as the 
unit of analysis because of the centrality of the city in the 
responses to crime. However~ the ability of the city tQ 
res pond by changing the law is li'1ni ted to. some large degree by 
the formal relations between tlT~ city and state As a result 
in this part of the study our attent{on shifts to the 
relationship bet~een the city and its state legislature rather 
than the city as an independent unit. D 

Legislative bodies, whether the state legisl~ture or city 
council, control the formal definitions and sanctions of crime. 
Therefore, they have the potential to make very visible 
responses to crime. A careful examination of thes,e :;:'outputs 
will show whether more retributive policies w~re enacted (e.g., 
more severe penalties) and whether l.gislatures have 
criminalizedor decriminalized particular kinds of behavior 
during this period of ~ising national concern wLth crime. It 
will also show changes iri the level of legislative involvemenf 
in criminal lawn.policy plaking .In the realm of "the re ough t to 
be a law," we ~ould expect that there would be a general trend 
to expand the scope of the law by always adding new 
prohibitions. 1,'But" the converse 11, may also be .true. 
Decriminalization, i.e-, removing the criminal sanctions from 
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acts that have been considered offensive in the past but have 
gained a certain measure of acceptability (e.g., smoking 
marijuana), are also possible responses. 

, Only a ,limited amount of attedtion has been paid to 
cha~ges in the actual content of criminal law. Donald Black 
(1976) has proposed a set of propositions about the 
relationship between ~~cial complexity and the growth of law. 
Although he offers ntJoperational definitions, he proposes that 
an expanded quanti~y of law could be identified by the "number 
and scope of prohib~tions~ obligations, and other standards to 
which people are subject and by the ~ate of legislation 
litigation, and adjudication" (1976: 3). Our study takes up 
the challenge to compare the amount of law across time and 
place. 

~ A variety of studies have looked at the antecedents of 
specific law reforms. Two recent reviews of the literature on 
the sources of criminal law legislation have identified some 
general patterns. Hagan (1980) describes two perspectives, one 
of which views law as the product of a social consensus on 
values and the other, which looks at law as the product of 
conflict among different social or ecomonic groups in the 
society. The literature reviews are useful in identifying the 
different methods that have been used iGalliher 1980). Thus, 
two studies may look at the same reform and explain it in terms 
of the personalities of the actors (Roby, 1969; Bonnie and 
Whitebread, 1974) or the instrumental needs of the agencies 
which enforce the provisions (Lindesmith, 1967). Or, the 
explantion may focus on the competing values among different 
social or ecomonic groups (Vann Woodward 1957; Brownmiller 
1975; Musto, 1973) or more specifically on local constituencies 
(Berk, et al., 1975 Heinz, et al., 1969). Thus the important 
role of organized groups in the legislative process, the media. 
and triggering events have been described in numerous studies. 

Of particular interest has been the work describing the 
dissemination of ideas for changing the law across state 
l~gislatures. This research suggests that aside from regional, 
economic, and political explanations: the availability of a 
reform proposal and the knowledge that other states have 
already enacted similar reforms explains the adoption process 
(Walker, 1969; Gray, 1973). 

While most previous analyses have been case~~udies, Berk 
and his associates p,rovide a quantitative as well as 
qualitative description of the legislative process Our work 
builds on Berk's methods but focuses on the developing content 
of the law in order to see if the call for changing the law has 
resulted in changing policy directions in legislative respOnses 
to crime. 

well 
Vi~tually all of the research on the sources of ch.nge as 

as its substance have 10Qked at changes at the .tate 
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l~vel. Few if any studies exist which examine the role'of th~ 
city in defining crimes. Some work has been done on the 
criminal procedural consequences of local definitions (Gom:ment, 
Minnesota Law Review, 1951-2; Comment, Northwestern La~~Review, 
1973). There has been virtually none, however, on the policy 
content of such local action Vann Woodward's (1957) study of 
segregation laws is art exception. For an e~amination of the 
political organization of legislatures, probably the most 
comprehensive study is the Eulau and Prewitt (1973) work on 
California city councils. It develops many interesting theme~ 
about the polictical realities of the councillor role but does 
relatively little in terms of the consequences for policy. 

B. A Policy Typology 

Substantive and penalty changes may be described in terms 
that will allow comparisons across offense categories. Such a 
scheme concentrates on how the benefits and sanctions of each 
change are distributed. In some changes the targets of the 
revisions are not difficult to determine. Increasing the 
severity of 'the penalty provisions or prohibiting public 
marches; the order-desiring public is the intended beneficiary 
while the convicted or potential.offender receives the negative 
sanctions. In other cases it is more difficult to ",determine 
because a single change may encompass a number of different 
issues. We will discuss two dimensions of a 'policy typology: 
who determines the allocation of benefits and who are the 
intended beneficiaries of tha decision. 

Building on the work of Lowi (1964), Salisbury and Heinz 
(1968), and others, I examine the relationship between 
different kinds of crime policy and the arena in which those 
decisions are made the legislative process. We used a 
typology which divides the content of public policy into two 
general categories, depending on the decision costs associated 
with the adoption of each issue, in the legislative arena. The 
two general types are allocative, which confers benefits 
directly, and structural, which establishes the structures or 
rules for future allo~ations. Structural decisions involve a 
delegation of authority to others, such as a subcommittee, the 
corporation counsel's office, or an administrative agency. 
Allocative decisions, on the other hand, put the authority to 
make decisions in the hands of the decision-making group itself 

the legislature, in this case. 

Since most criminal law include~·prohibitions, we would 
say that it is primarily allocative policy. 'The legislature 
t~kes upon itself the job of defining what is acceptable 
behavior and wha t is unacceptable 1:fehavior. Thus, it is the 
legislature which states that youocannot walk in public while 
drunk; that you cannot take possessions from someone using 
force dr fear; you cannot possess drugs. 
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Allocative policy can be broken down into two 
subca tegories, depending on who ,:t he benef ic iai" ies of the pol icy 
are. For example~ many of the criminal law examples that we 
will ba examining are design:ied to address the needs of two 
groups -- the society at large which feels the need fo~ 

protection and the offender who behaves in the proscribed 
manner. The prohibitions take b~nefits (e.g., liberty) away 
irom some (the offender) whil~ conferring benefits on others 
(safety/for the public). This t~pe of decision we have labeled 
redistrib~tive. Rapists, drunks~ and burglars are directly 
affected; the public is at least indirectly affected. To s~me 

extent it is like a zero-sum =game in redistribut1ve 
decisions some people will win at the expense of others. 
Moving from a policy of gun licensing to outright prohibition 
would be classified according to this scheme as a shift toward 
redistributive policy on the grounds that gun owners had lost 
out to those wishing to control the number of guns in public 
hands. 

A second type of allocative policy distributes benefits 
(or prohibitions) more broadly. Labeled distribu!!ve, this 
type of policy in its pure form, would spread the values among 
the competing groups. It would be less clear who were the 
losers and winners or, from a somewhat d~fferent perspective, 
the values are spread across a number of different groups 
Distributive policy is probably somewhat less common in the 
criminal law the us-them approach (insider-0U:J:sider or 
conventional-deviant) is the most basic formulation. Bl~ck 
(1976) has suggested such a pattern in his distinctions between 
various mechanisms of social control. Nevertheless, as we see 
issues becoming more complicated, and as the social dynamics of 
crime become more visible, it is quite likely that a more 
varied group of interests will surface. ThqJ, victims, as 
distinguished from the public or the state, have become 
indentifiable groups. We have victim surveys to determine the 
volume of crime; we have victim compensation programs: and, in 
the recent rape reform legislation we see growing attention to 
the concerns of the victim. One result of changes in rape laws 
has been the definition of the criminal "offense so that the 
victim's rights are more carefully identified and protected. 
As such~ the rape reforms are an example of the policy 
consequences of adding a third element to the distribution of 
social values: the rights of victims are added to those of 
defendants and society. 

There are ,two types of structural decisions which we can 
identify in the criminal law. Structural decisions set down 
the rules by which future decisions are made. Two example,s of 
structural decisions are the use of indeterminate sentencing 
and classification schemes for offenses. Indeterminate 
sentencing delegates to courts and Departments of Corrections 
the more precise length of time an offender will serve. The 
legislature specifies such penalties as "ten years to life" or 
"up to five years." The legislature provides the range within 
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whic6 the other agencies will make decisibns. The 
classification schemes which some legislatures have. used when 
rewriting the criminal codes set up broad sentencing categorie~ 
and fit each felony or misdemeanor intO one of these 
categories. Thus, thet·e may be five classes of fel~ny and f:1.ve 
or misdemeanors. Each class has a p~nalty associated with it. 
Different elements of an offense may then be ~ssigned to a 
different class (e.g" armed robbery may be a-first class 
felony but robbery a ~econd class one; aggravated sexual 
assault may be a first class felony while sexual assault may ~e 
second or third class). It is up to the courts then to 
d,etermine which offense classificati.on is appr6priate and" in 

omany ~urisdictions, up to the Department of Corrections or 
Parole Boar~, to determine how much time ari offender will in 
fact serve. The legislature thereby removes itself from the 
sanctioning proc~ss -- it sets up the framework within which 
the other agencies operate. Such provisions would be 
classified as regulatory policy. 

A quite different approach involves the use of mandatory 
minimum sentences and determinate sentencing which involve the 
legislature in determining quite directly the amount of time to 
be served in any particular conviction. Such ientencing 
refoims we would classify as adoptions of redistributive rather 
than regulatory policy. Such sentencing changes would be 
classified as redistributive rathef tban regulatory since the 
legislature takes more sentencing responsibility for it~elf 
rather than delegating it to others. 

A second kind of structural decision that legislatures 
make is ~-regulatory: it involves the delegation to others 
not only the distribution of benefits but also the rules by 
which. the distribution takes place. For example, firearms 
regulations may give to the National Rifle Association or to 
target ranges the au thor i tyto deter-mine the requirements for 
licensing gun owners Since much of the criminal law involves 
the public determination of the allocation of values it is 
unlikely that we would find much s~lf-regulatory policy' b~ing 
made. Nevertheless, we may find some issues which for a time 
produce such changes. 

The conceptual typology that has just been outlined posits 
that the content of the pb~icy will ~e affected both by the 
decision costs of the legislative body (that is, how difficult 
it is to obtain the information and a winning coalition) and 
the extent to which the interest groups seeking policy chs.nges 
offer similar or conflicting policy recommendations. The 
pattern in the demand fo'~r solutions 100Jts quite different when 
victim groups differentiate themselves from ·th~ traditional 
prosecution-oriented groups testifying in the legislature. 
With growing fragmentation in 'the solutions the gro~ps propose, 
the tendency, we would expect ~buld= be to provide some 
benefits to each of the competing groups. 
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This typology serves some heuristic purposes in the study. 
It allows comparative descriptions of trends in a variety of 
criminal law issues. Also, the focus on who dec~des who will 
be rewarded (and penalized) is at the heart of one of the major 
trends in recent criminal law legislation. The rise o,f 
legislative, as distinguished from administrative or judicial, 
initiatives in setting sentencing policy signals not just a 
change in penal philosophy but an important shift in the 
p01icy-making process. The typology, like many, is difficult 
to apply at the level of individual enactments. We have not 
attempted a systematic operationalization of all of its 
elements. Instead, it is used to suggest the comparative 
trends in policy directions across different issues and 
different legislative bodies. 

C. Dimensions of Legal Change 

We looked at the policy content and volume of changes in 
the city codes of the ten cities in the Governmental Responses 
to Crime project as well as their respective states. We 
identified 11 off~nses which were regulated at both the city 
level as ordinance violations and in the ~tate criminal codes· 
The content of these offenses serve as the basic data source 
for the comparative and historical examination of the interplay 
between state and local legislative responses to crime. A more 
detailed presentation of the design and construction of 
measures is available in the Tech Appendix. 

Penal sanctions may be imposed for vl~lations of probably 
thousands of different acts in any given ~urisdict~on. State 
penal codes run hundreds of pages long and cover everything 
from homicide to one's drinking habits, eq~ertainment, and 
efforts to protect on~self from personal attack. The penalties 
that maY be imposed vary from the death penalty to minimal 
fines. Within this enormous range there are a variety of ways 
in wh~ch a legislature may make changes that would serve as 

, to crime The first order of legislative business responses . bl 
ld be to decide what dimensions of crime were pro ems ~ 

wou "i ing the)l 
ding attention. "Getting tough may mean ncreas 

nee ) b i i t-h " 
severity of penalties that may be imposed either y ra s ng - e 
maxima or by reducing the discretion to impose the minima. The 
number of offenses that are recorded may be affected by the 
number of acts that are defined as offenses. Thus drug arrests 
will g,~ down, other things being equal, if the crimi.nal 
sanctions are removed from marijuana possession. Disorderly 
conduct arrests may go down if poL;~ce discref,/ion to use th~il' 
own definitions of offensive, people is restricted. On the 
other hand the number of such arrests may go up if the statute~ 
or ordinan~es add provisions defining drug addiction as an 
offense. Further, a change in the definition of one gffense 
may affect (or at least be_designed to affect) the rate of 
commission of other offenses. One of the major arguments used 
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by propon~.nts ,of gun control is that makin''g it more difficult 
to obtain" guns will reduce the number of guns in circulation 
which will, in turn, reduce the number of homicides and 
robberies. Discouraging drug use through steeper penalties or 
more stringent regula~ion of drug'\sale~ is ofren proposed as a 
means of c~ntro~ljng that portion of prope~ty crime committed 
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to obtain mOlley to buy drugs. Thus, the';re "may be only, an 
indirect connection between the section of the code thf.ft is 
revised and the perceived crime problem. Legislative efforts 
to address robbery and burglary may well be located in the 
narcotics an~ disorderly conduct sections of the code. 

The study includes examples of both the serious f.lonies 
and the seemingly more minor order maintenance offenses. Table 
1.1 lays out th~;offenses drawn from each city and state code. 
The bulk of the :rttention is given to order maintenance for two 
reasons. First, as discussed in more detail in Chapter IV in 
the context of the volume of enactments, comparatively speaking 
state legislatures have revised their felony provisions very 
rarely while giving considerable attention to matters of order 
maintenance. As a result we focused on "where the action is" 
-- drugs, guns~ disordetly conduct, and the like As has just 
been suggested, however, order maintenance offenses are not 
entirely divo~ced from the more common notions of crime. Some 
aspects of these offenses included significan~ penalties. Some 
jurisdictions ~have provided 50 year prison sentences and 
mandatory prison terms for violations of gun and drug sections. 
EveI), for disorderly cunduct some provi~ioI).s' have permitted 
lengthy prison sentences as options. In'addition, in these 
penalty provisions we are able to trace the directions of 
legislative penal policy. With the ex~eption of the death 
penalty, which was not an option fol' order ma::intenance 
offenses, the study includes a discussion of changing theories 
about the utility of various criminal sanctions. In fact, one 
of the major issues that emerges in the study is the ~ecreased 
discretion in se'ntencing that legislatures have been granting 
court and corrections agencies. 

The preceding discussion does not suggest that orde~ 
maintenance offenses describe the sum total of legislative 
conC,ern w:~7th crime. Rather, we make the more modest assumption 
that these offenses are not un~~lated to the more commonly 
discussed crime categories. Fprtb~rl since many of the 
legislative actions a~fected the more minor offenses, they are 
a useful focus. 

The second r~ason for emphasizt'ngorder maintenance 
offenses is that they are impo~tant in their own right. While 
we were unable to find complete enough data over time to make 
systematic analyses of t~e subject, the Uniform Crime Report 
Part II offenses which il');clude all of the provisions in the 
study, account for a large portion' of the total a.rrests of any 
police department. As an':"example, when the new Indianapolis 
police 6"·hief was faced with meeting the city"s vice and" 
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TABLE 1.1 

OFFENSES FROM STATE AND CITY CODES USED TO TRACE 
CHANGING CONTENT OF THE LAW "),,-----------.......;----------------------r----~C') ~.) 

OFFENSE CATEGORIES 

PERSONAL/PROPERTY 

ORDER MAINTENANCE 
Public Order 

Morality 

Public safety 

STATE CODES 

Rape 
Robbery 
Burglary 

Disorde:r1y conduct 

Heroin 
Marijua~la 

Other nl:trcotics 

, " 

Firearms 
Weapons 

G 
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CITY CODES " 
;;;..-.-~----

Di.sorderly conduct 
Loitering 
Vagrancy 

Heroin 
Marijuana 
Other narcotics 
Public drunkenness 
Prostitution 
Gambling 

Fireanns 
Weapons" 
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j~venile delinquency problems (defined as the major crime 
problems at that time) he ordered the department to crack down, 
using the city's disorderly conduct and gambling ordinances 
(Pepinsky and Parnell, 1980) • 

Our study of legislat~ve policy making centers on order 
maintenance provisions. Changes in selected violent and 
propert~ felonies are ~reated as a separate dat~ set, are 
presented in the chaptet ori legislative attentiveness to crime 
as a comparison with the state and cit~ order maintenanc~ 
provisio~s. 

The study is historicai in that it looks at' all changes in 
definition and penalty for the 31 year period from 1948 to 1978 
~n each of the jurisdictions, thereby making mUltiple time 
series available. The study is also comparative. C~mparison 
are made in devlopments in ten large American cities ~ndthe 

nine states iri which they are located. Also, comparisons are 
made between two cities located in the ,same state (California), 
thus controlling for the effects of state laws governing local 

~ , 

pow~rs and criminal offenses. Comparisons are also made 
between patterns in city and staEe code reforms. Finally, 
comparisons are made between attentiveness to order maintenance 
and personal or property offenses in state codes. 

() 

1. ~~pendent _Variables. Changes in the law may involve 
modifications in the definition of or the penalty for, an 
offense. To measure the content of offenses we 'identified 
thre~ elements that define a given set of circumstance~ as an 
offense. The three are who does what, and under what 
coriClitions. Thus, a definitionof an offense descriJ.leSa-n act, 
vhich 'consists of a behavior conducted in a particular setting 
or context, and with appropriate resources. We developed a 
unique set of descriptors for each offense ,to address pertinent 
elements in the definition. As an example" a convicted felon 
(who) may not ~ossess ,a handgun (what) 'anywhere in Minnesota 
(where). And, no one may carr,y a handgun in. public (where) 
without a license (with ,what) in Californi~. We used,these 
definitions to measure the content of offenses and the 

o ' 
directions of change. This approach to a quantitative study of 
the content of law is consistept with ~he proposals Black 
(1976) makes for studies of the grq,lHh of law. 

'i 

We identified four variables which allow us to, trace 
changes in the content of the law across different 
jurisdictions. First, we examined the scope of the definition~ 
of each offense as tbey existed in 1948 and then in 197~. The 
scope consists of the number of acts which are included in an 
offen~e. It is thus a m~asure of the specificity of the' law 
i tse;I'f. 

Second, for each change in the law's definition, we looked 
at its effect on criminal~.ation. The number of people who 
could be prosecuted may irtcrease (a criminalization) or 
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decrease (a decriminalization) as a result of any change. 
Adding further requirements to the licensing procedure for 
obtaining a gun would be a criminalization; it would also add 
to the quantity of law. Removing small amounts of marijuana 
from the definition of drug possession would be a 
decriminalization; changing the definition of loitering from an 
activity in any publi~ place to activity only in public streets 
and throughways would be a decriminalization. These latter two 
would reduce the quantity of law in a community. 

Third, changes in penalty provisions may result in 
increases or decreases in the overall sev~rity of the criminal 
sanction Severity may be affected by changes in the maximum 
or minimum penalties provided as well as the procedures by 
which penalties which ar imposed. Reducing the discret~on of 
the judicial and administrative agencies not only gives 
legislatures a more active role in sentencing but has the 
intent of increasing the severity of the overall sentencing 
patterns in a jurisdiction. Thus, calls for determinate 
sentencing have come both from those who want a "tougher" stand 
on crime as well as those who want more certainty in order to 
reduce sentencing disparities. 

Fourth> we have looked at the.volume of ~~actments. Our 
measure of enactment activity looks at how frequently 
legislatures enacted code changes. Assuming that enactments 
occur when legislatures can "afford" to take action (i.e., the 
political costif are not too high) and that the number of 
changes reflect the degree of concern about the targeted 
problem, the volume of enactments is a useful measure of 
political concern. 

2. Independent Vari~bles. The route from changes in the 
scope of the problem (crime) to adoption of solutions (new 
definitions or change in penalties) is not necessarily direct. 
Statements in the press about the need for stiffer gun control 
laws have not always been followed by new laws; Changing 
perceptions about the problems of crime and the availability of 
solution~ will affect legislators' willingness to make changes 
in the laws. Constraints such as court decisions or the 
state's definition of the legal authority of cities to act may 
well structure legislative initiatives. Also, different states 
and cities may put different priorities on the utility of 
revision laws .'; We have examined three independent variables to 
help explain the pattern of changes in the law. 

First, the adoption of municipal or state code reforms is 
a function of the political context in which the legislative 
body exists. By "context" we mean traditions~ norms, and rules 
which encourage or discourage the use of the legislative 
process ~s a ;policy response to a perceived problem. Some 
jurisdictions ffequently use the route of passing a law to 
address public issues. Others may only rarely change the 
formal rules by which the society is governed. Various efforts 
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have been made along that line to look at the reasons for what 
reformers have cilled legislative effectiveness (Citizens 
Conference on State Legislatures, 1971) and even the 
relationship between legislative productivity and political 
culture (e.g., Sharkansky, 1969). Other research has attempted 
to assess the relationship between legislative productivity and 
policy content (Grumm, 1971). We have examined the size of the 
city#s legislative body and its representational base (district 
of at-large) as two measures of organizational rules. 

The passag~ of law appears to depend to some degree on 
whether the jurisdiction considers passing laws a useful public 
exercise. Enactments may be useful, for example, because they 
are intended to structure people's behavior. Enactments may 
also be a symbolic statement of public concern with a problem. 
These intents are probably quite different from the 
problem-solving response and represent fhstead some benefits to 
the legislators. These benefits might, for example, assist 
l~e g i s 1 a tor sin the ire I e c tor a 1 aim s . For e x amp 1 e , r e c en t 
changes in prostitution and pornography ordinances in 
Minneapolis were in large part the result of the changing 
fortunes of mayoral candidates seeking to develop a political 
issue (McPherson, 1980b). 

The second type of independent variable is the 
attentiveness to the problems of crime. To some degree 
legislative responses-are due to a climate of concern \\about 
crime. When crime is highly visible we expect that the ~tate 
and local legislatures will act Attentiveness, in the 
legisla~ive arena, means the passage of some enactment. In 
this s~6dy legislative attentiveness is operationalized as the 
volum~ of enactments. Thus resolutions decrying some 
crime-related issue or calling for gun control are not 
included. Also not included are the number oi bill.~hiCh are 
in t r,oduc ed not pas sed. Th is la t ter is an importan t caveat 
since a legislature J may spend considerable time in committee 
and in full debate discussing bills which are then defeated. 
Heinz, Gettleman, and Seeskin (1969) suggest that a rather 
d~fferent picture of the legislative process might emerge were 
one to focus on bills introduced rather than passed. 
Unfortunately, the practical difficulties of data collection 
precluded their inclusion· As justification, it is useful to 
put a.threshold on legislative concern. In this case we 
exclude those proposals that do not receive sufficient support 
to be adopted~ We have located legislative attentiveness in 
the policy agenda process by looking at the volume of 
enactments compared with the importahce bf' crime as public 
policy issue for city officials. 

The third independent variable is the presence of _e_x_t_e __ r_n_a! 
constraihts on the power of legislatures to act. These 
constraints are typically ici~posed by other actors in t1.~ legal 
system. Court interpretations, e. g., those hoI ; such 
offenses as vagrancy unconstitutionally vague, no doubt affect 
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the development of the law. A legislature may respond by 
repealing these offense provisions entirely or it may enact 

"~:=:ce:J:evisions to fi t the consti tutional requirements. In April, 
, 1968 Chicago hastily revised its disorderly conduct provisions 

afte~ an adverse Supreme Court ruling in order to be prepared, 
as local officials described it, to handle poritical 
disruptions that might develop during the August Democratic 
convention (Chica~~~ily News, March 20 to April 10, 1968). 

A second type of constraint on legislative responses at 
the local level involves the legal status of the city to define 
offenses. One of the questions we need to consider is whether 
the states have delegated to the city the authority to define 
offenses in the process of regulating local affairs. Clearly, 
defining offenses is primarily a state function, but cities are 
also involved in the process. Thus, local officials may want 
to regulate the availability of guns, even if state 
legislatures have not. Or, as the preceding example of 
Chicago's move to reinstate a disorderly conduct ordinance 
suggests, some cities went to considerable lengths to maintain 
their local enforcement options. If the cities have no formal 
power there may be little they can do. 

The formal division of authority between city and state 
has been a long-standing issue. The notion that the city is a 
creature of the state is derived from republican and liberal 
reformist thought in 19th century America (Frug, 1980; Hartog, 
1981). This has contributed to an image of the powerlessness 
of cities to control their own affairs. Home rule provisions 
designed to reduce the absolute power of the state have been 
described by some as ineffective (Frug, 1980) although others 
have argued that at least some versions have provided 

.considerable local discretion (Vanlandingham, 1968; Minnesota 
Law Review, 1951-2). These' patterns change over time. The 
legal status of cities has changed during this period in 
several jurisdictions included in our study. While this makes 
the analysis more complicated, it also allows a more systematic 
examination of. the effects of the formal rules on the state and 
local relations. 

D. Legislative Responses to Crime: Some Hypotheses 

The plea that is often heard in response to the question 
"what can be dorie to stop the rise of crime?" is that the laws 
should be strengthened and penalties revised. Our purpose in 
this volume is to examine. the extent ot which state 
legislatures and city coucils ha~e answered that plea. We have 
concentrated on several offenses which involve problems of 
public disorder, private morality, and public safety. Both 
cities and states are likely to regulate these offenses so that 
we may compare the responses at both levels. 
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We have described four variables which measure the content 
of policy changes. These include the changing s~ope \of the 
offense definitions, trends in criminalization and 
decriminalization, changing patterns in penalty severity, and 
the volume of enactments. With these variables we are able to 
trace developments from 1948 to 1978 in the content of offenses 

I 
and compare the changes made by cities and their respective 
states. 

We have al~o describ~d three background variable which 
will be used to explain the developments in the law at the city 
and state level. TheBe include the political context, external 
constraints, and the place of crime on the political agenda. 

We developed several hypotheses about the patterns that we 
would find among the major variables. In stating proposed 
relationships we summarize the directions of the inquiry. 

1. Several hypotheses are pertinent to scope. The scope 
of law would increase over time as part of -a--developmental 
trend toward greater specificity and differentiation (Black, 
1976). Encouraged to redefine offenses both because of court 
decisions ruling existing provisions unconstitutionally vague 
and because of the process of targeting responses to address 
particular crime problems, legislatures would expand the scope 
by increasing its ~pecificity. An alternative hypothesis is 
that the scope would decrease over time as legislatures removed 
the broad sweep of vaguely defined status offenses but did not 
provide alternative formulations. 

2. We expect the volume of change to vary with the 
placement of ~rime on the agenda and the seriousness of the 
crime problem. As the perceived severity of the problem 
increases, we would expect increased legislative concern and, 
hence, an incrpase in volume. We may also expect th~t the 
volume is negatively related to the existing scope. There may 
be a process of "catch-up"' or regression toward the mean. 
Jur i sd ic t ions wi t h narrow s cope would rus h to make add i t iO.ns in 
order to join the mainstream. ,Or, scope and volume may be 
positively related on the grounds that specificity is a 
func tion of the. number of addi t ions tha t have been made. 

We hypothesized that changes in home rule provisions which 
increased local power to act would be followed by inc'reased 
city legislative activity. Further the. oppor~unity for 
greater constituency input, measured by larger council size and 
district-based elections, would be associated with a *reater 
number of city code changes. -

3. We would expect increased criminalization to be 
positively related, like volume, to the changing scope of the 
crime problems and their placement on the political agenda. 
Such a formulation is suggested by the examples of gun coptrol 
as a r~sponse to violence and reformulated disorderly conduct 
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provision to meet concerns about political demonstrations. To 
the extent that increasing criminalization is also a function 
of increasing specificity in the definitions of offenses, we 
would expect that ~cope would be positively related to 
criminalization. To increase the scope of the offense would by 
definition be associated with criminalization. The converse, 
however, is not necessarily the case. A jurisdiction may not 
alter the number of acts that it defines but increase 
significantly the number of people affected. Thus, if a state 
increased the number of requirements for obtaining a permit to 
purchase a gun we would consider the change a criminalization 
although the total scope of the offense was unchanged since a 
permit had previously been required. 

4. Penalties, too, have changed over time. As an 
outgrowth of a more punitive model of crime control, we might 
exp~ctthat severity would increase over time, especially in 
relation to the increased prominence of crime on the political 
agenda. Changing penalties is an important symbolic effort. 

These hypotheses have been based on developments within 
the criminal law and use the policy content,and volume as 
dependent variables. We also identified three types of 
background variables which structure changes in the law. The 
external constraints which govern the delegation of authority 
to define law may well determine the extent to which local 
jurisdictions become active. In particular, the home rule 
provisions. among American states vary considerably. We thus 
hypothesize that legal responses to crime are affected by 
formal rules. 

The ~l!tica~ontext in which the state legislatures and 
city councils operate will affect the value placed on passing 
laws and the interest in enacting new formulations to deter 
offensive behavior. There will be variations in the speed with 
which policy innovations are adopted. The variations will be 
based in part on the availability of a solution that has been 
adopted by other states to which decision makers turn for 
ideas. 

Finally we have looked briefly at the relationship 
between policy content and attentiveness to crime problems, 
partic~larly the place of crime on the political agenda. If 
crime becom~s an election issue we would expect to see ch.nges 
in the code as evidence of le,gislators" attentiveness . 

• ~ r 

E. Conceptualizing Changes in the Law 

We may summarize the procedure~ that we deve16ped by 
recapping the de sc r ipt ion of the da ta' base and. the bas ic 
concepts that we ha~e used to describe the changes in the l.w. 
We examined the city ordinances and state statutes governing 11 
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offenses for the ten cities and their respective states. We 
coded the definitions of the offenses in 1948 and 1978 
according to sets of descriptors that had been empirically 
derived. For each change in offense from 1948 to 1978 we coded 
whether the effect resulted in a criminalization of 
decriminalization and if the change made the penalty options 
more or less severe. From' these data we generated four 
indices. First, the volume of enactments consisted of the 
number of dates upon which a change in anoffense definition or 
penal ty took place. Second, the scop~ of the offense includ'ed 
the total number of descriptors that were included in an 
offense definition in 1948 and 1978. Third. the cumulative net 
criminalization index measured the accumulated changes-rn the 
penalty provisions. It measur~a the increases and decreases in 
the overall severity of the penalty provisions It 
incorporated decreased judicial and administrative sentencing 
discretion as an increase in penalty severity. 

The general model that we have used assumes that trends in 
the content of legal codes are a function of a variety of 
conditions. The simple relationship between the identification 
of a problem and the adoption of a solution needs further 
specification. It iricludes the internal dynamics of the 
processes of policy change, the formal .rules governing the 
legal authority to enact laws, the local political context~ and 
the availability of policy options. We provide that here 
through a comparative and longitudinal analysis of changing 
definitions of the criminal law. 
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Chapter II 

CONTENT OF ORDER MAINTENANCE OFFENSES IN'1948 

A. Introduction 

In order to provide a context for examining legislative 
changes in the content of the law we took a sounding or 
cross-sectional view of the substantive content of state and 
municipal provisions as they existed in 1948. Such intbrmation 
provides a base against which to consider strbsequent 
developmen ts'. The desc r iption of ciJndi tions in 1948 provides a 
set of boundaries within which to describe trends. 

We had expected that the move toward code reform would be 
sparked at least in part by the condition of the pre-existing 
code. Thus, cities with relatively detailed codes, specifying 
a broad range ,of ~cts as offenses"would be less likely to use 
legal changes as a responset,o percE!ived crime problems than 
ones whose codes were les~ comprehensive. Table 2.1 lays out 
the rankings of city and state codes in 1948. The cities 
distributed themselves into roughly three groups in terms of 
the scope or variety of, acts that were regulated in 1948. 
Atlanta and Phoenix stand out at the head of the list with the 
broadest scope. At the o',Pposi te end, w'ere Boston, Newark 
Philadelph~a> and Indianapolis whose codes covered relatively 
few of the offenses in our study. In the middle group were the 
two C~lifornia cities (Oakland and San Jose), Minneap61is, and 

" III 
Houston. The groupings, while rough, show the wide variation 
among codes at that time in their attentiveness to defining 
offenses. Much of the rang:e·' was due to variatioIis iiri the 
number of offenses that a'city addtess~d in anyn~ashion at all. 
Thus~ atone extreme the Atlanta and Phoenix codes included at 
least some reg~lation of virtually all 11 offenses. At the 
other extreme Philadelphia ordinances included only a minimat 
provision for one offense and Boston included' only five. In 
1948 only three cities had vagrancy provisions. Two 
(Minneapolis and Philadelphia) did not include loitering. 
Drugs, public drunkenness, and weapons were also often absent 
ftom local codes Their absence does not mean that these acts 
were unregulated. State regulation would still perta~n. 
Rather, these were matters on which some city codes were 
silent. At the other end of the continuum, ait cities included 
at least some regulation of gambling throughout the whole 
period. 

Anothe, r way of illu:strating the range 'across Ci,t,' i~i~r\f.S to 
look at the proportion of the issues describing the of~enses 
that cities included in·theit' p,ro'visions. 'Operationally the 
proportio~ is derived by summing the number of descriptors that 
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Table 2.1 Scopea ofoffens~ definitionsb in 1948 

Jurisdiction -Cit)!" ordinances: State codes: 
deseriptors specified descriptors 

per centC rank per centd 

Atlanta 58 1 Georgia 71 

Phoenix 55 2 Arizona 65 

Minneapolis 39 4 Minnesota 68 

Houston 39 4 Texas 77 

Oakland 39 4 California 76 

San Jose 30 6 California 76 
...... 
00 Indianapolis 25 7.5 Indiana 72 

Newark :25 7.5 New Jersey 85 

Boston 16 9 Massachusetts 80 

Philadelphia 3 10 Pennsylvania 75 

aproportion of potential descriptors mentioned in ordinance or statute language 

bIncludes 11 offenses for cities; 6 offenses for states 

cMean per cent = 33; range = 3 to 58 

dMean per cent = 75; range = 65 to 85 
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\ 
a city code included and divid~dg by the total number of 
descriptors that we specified (ta8 for all the offenses 
combined). Atlanta's code, with the greatest scope, covered 
58% of the maximum .while at the other end, Philadelphia's 
covered 3%. The mean for the ten cities was 33%. For4purposes 
of comparison, at the state level the mean scope for all the 
offenses in 1948 was 74%. The summary proportions tell us two 
things. First, the cities did not, on the whole, focus a great 
deal of attention .on defining the multiple facets of the 
offenses we studied. Instead, defining offenses has been a 
state more than a local task. 

B. Models of State Domination of Offense Definitions 
.i 

Two examples of the scope of city and state code coverage 
in 1948 illustrate the model of state control· 

1. Indianapoli!. At the beginning of our period the 
Indianapolis code was one of the narrowest in terms of scope of 
any Of the ten cities. Jt contained no regulation at all of 
drugs qr public drunkenn~~s and the variety of behaviors 
covered for the other offenses was quite limited. The only 
exceptions were rather broad loitering and disorderly conduct 
provisions. Included is a classic example of the status 
offense: 

... It shall be unlawful for any vagrant, mendicant, 
begger, prostitute or criminal or person known or 
reputed to be such, to loiter at any place in this 
city ... sect. 10-1010 1951 code. 

lhe disorderly conduct section was written in similar 
terms, covering a wide variety of offensive acts ~hat might 
take place anywhere in the city, including private buildings 
and land. Thus while the city code specifies comparatively few 
issues related to qur study, what was present provided a fairly 
wide enforcement mechanism for maintaining the public order. 

The coverage in the state code was quite extensive. While 
there was little regulation of firearms and disorderly conduct 
there was ~~nsiderable attention to drugs. The comparison of 
the two c~des in 1948 showed that for the offenses -coded in 
common, the city contributed little independent scope that 
might be used by.local enforcement efforts. At the begtnning 
of our period~ then. the relationship between the two fit the 
model of state domina~ion with little local action on these 
matters. 

2. Boston. The history of state and local relatiDns in 
Boston has been uneasy with the city politicians needing to 
seek e:~ate authority to deal with most local affairs 
(Greenblatt, 1980)., The relationship helps explain the 
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relative level of concern expressed in the two codes in 1948. 
The scope of the state code ranked second only to New Jersey in 
1948. ParJicularly extensive was the state's regulation of 
firearms. M.ssachusetts made it more difficult than any other 
state in the study to obtain a gun without violating the law. 
~rugs also were extensively reg~lated. Disorderly conduct, on 
the oth~r hand, had a relativ;ely narrow scope in ter!Als ~f th·e 
variety of acts that were prohibited, although it included a 
.n u m.b e r 0 f s tat us 0 f fen s e s • 

The Boston code contained references to only five of the 
eleven offenses in our study in 1948. The offenses that were 
included had an extremely narrowv scope. Disorderly conduct in 
the city was a problem of off~~sivQ behavior in the street 
markets and on the streets and other public grounds, primarily 
parks. Some of the provisions date back to 1701. The only 
locations over which the code provided control were "within the 
market limits," "ion the Common, P~~lic Garden or other public 
grounds of the city," or "in any street or other public place." 
The city thus claimed a concern over a relatively limited area 
of the city. Not covered was behavior on private property or, 
presumably, Fublic buildings. The attention to conditions in 
the streets, parks, and market places was consistent with case 
law interpreting the state constitution and statutes specifying 
home rule powers in effect until 1966. 

The penalty for violating the disorderly conduct ordinance 
in 1948 was a fine of up to 20 dollars. There was ~o provision 
for imprisonment. The penalty provision, while minimal in 
comparison with other cities in our study, was the maximum 
permitted by Massachusetts statute (ch. 40, sect~ 21). The 
code thus ga~~ little discretion in imposing sanctions. While 
in Atlanta fines, labor and incarceration were all available 
for use in sentencing, in Boston a small fine was the only kind 
of pen~lty that was permitted. 

Bos ton's. loi tering provisions had a similarly narrow 
focus, both in terms of the ac~s themselves and the context of 
the acts, particularly the location. Loitering ~as not defined 
as a violation e~cept on the streets of the city. Within the 
constraints of regulating only limited location~ of the city, 
Boston might have defined broadly or" narrowly the kinds of 
behavior it felt were offensiYe/h~rmful. Foi example, ~he~ 
might have set up a uumber of prohibitions concerning types of 
p~blic disorder -- ~demonstrations, marches, or failure to 
disperse after a police request. Boston chose not to. In fact 
Boston explic~tly protected the rights of free speech. 
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No person shall 
nothing in this 
curtail, abridge, 
of any person !to 
persuasion. 

~aunter or loiter in a street ... but 
section shall be construed to 
or limit the right or opportunity 

exercise the right of peaceful 
. .Ch.29, sect. 

36 (passed, 1850) 

No permit shall be required nor shall this ordinance 
operate to affect, interfere with or in any way 
abridge the right of persons on the streets to carry 
or display non-commercial show cards, pla~ards or 
signs or to distribute non-commercial handbil~s 
cards, circulars or papers other than newspapers. 

Chapter 29, sect. 
37 (passed, 1942) 

The Boston loitering ordinance is notable then, for its 
narrow coverage. Its exemption of political activities is 
limited only by the requirement that the actions be "peaceful." 
Such explicit protections ar~ unique among the ten cities and 
are cqnsistent with the image of Boston as the land of Sam 
Adams and Henry Thoreau. The content of the loitering 
provision remained the same throughout the period of our study. 
The penalty that could be imposed also remained the 
maximum of 20 dollars. same~, a 

Bos ~.pn' s code con tained no vagrancy provi s ions beyond the 
descript10ns of sleeping in the market place. Missing are some 
of the more colorful provisio~:sc~:tp.und in other cities, such as 
Atlanta or Phoenix, which are direc'~:led at those who did not 
have any visible means of support arid might be found in public. 

The treatment of morality offenses in the Boston code was 
similar to that 6f the public order offenses: minimal penalties 
and limited coverage. 

Boston's gambling provisions were contained in two 
sections of the code dating from 1701 and 1785. they were 
general prohibitions against playing games of chance or 
locating such games or equipment on streets or in parks. The 
maximum penalty throughout the period was 20 do~lars. I) There 
was some attention to licensins~ coin-operated amusement 
devices. The license procedure, in its minimal form, was a 
revenue device. It provided no city basis for controlliD~ or 
prohibiting gambling in many of its permutations. In 
Commonwealth v. Wolbarst (319 Mass. 291, 65 NE2d 552) which 
sets out some of the case law on preemption, there is reference 
to the fact that the stBte had preempted the field Qf gamblin~. 
Unless the city wished to become involved by the use of its 
order maintenance authority, Boston's coverage of gambling in 
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the public view may be as far as it could go, 
the changes in home rule in 1966. 

at least l' until 

\i 
The Boston code regulated firearms and weapons in 1948. 

It included a provision prohibiting firing a cannon, gun, 
fowling-piece or firearm within the city limits." The penalty 
thoughout the period was a maximum fine of 20 dollars. It is 
interesting that ~h~ code did not, as it did for other 
offenses, limi t the coverage to the m'arket places or parks. 
For firearms the order ~aintenance function extended beyond the 
sidewalks. 

The Boston code is thus useful as an historical 
but'for information about what behavi6rs were defined 
one needed to look at the state code. It was at 
level that the largest legislative response to crime 
made by 1948. 

document 
as crimes 
the state 
had been 

Boston and Indianapolis in 1948 show one extreme in which 
the definition of offensive behavior is primarily a state 
function. City officials often did not have an option of 
invoking city ordinances to regulate behavior. Instead, the 
provisions in the state codes set the limits for enforcement. 

C. Models of City Participation in Offense Definitions 

A second model exists of city-state code provisions that 
deserves mention. It consists of the state and city both 
defining crimes. Aside from showing varieties of local color, 
in the second model the interest at the city level in defining 
local offenses comes through clearly. 

1. Law as an Instrument of Social Control: Atlanta. The 
Atlanta Code'-in 1948 had the broadest scope of the ten cities. 
It contained regulations covering more acts than any other 
city. Only one other city (Phoenix) included regulations on a 
similar range offenses. Being drunk in public, being black and 
sitting with whites in a theatre being a vagrant, obstructing 
public throughways, soliciting for prostitution, gambling 
involving pinball machines and" lotteries, using drugs, running 
an opium den, carrying firearms'without paying a license fee, 
selling firearms without keeping proper records: all were 
prohibited by local ordinance in 1948. The broad scope at that 
time was in keep~ng with the minimal constraints placed on 
local action by the state courts and legislature. 

The enthUsiasm at the local level for defining offenses 
was not matched at the state level. The coverage at the state 
level r~nked seventh out of nine states. ~When th~ coverage 
provided by the two codes was combined, Atlanta was one of the 
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most highly regulated jurisdictions in our study. Coverage at 
the local level accounted to some significant degree for that 
ranking. Disorderly conduct in particular received more 
attention at the local level that at the state. To summarize, 
in Georgia there was considerable delegat10n of authority to 
reg;~Jlate local affairs, a situation of which Atlanta took full 
advantage. 

2. Law as an Instrumen't of Social Control: Houston. The 
scope of offense de~initionsin the Texas state code ranked 
third among the nine states in 1948. The state included a 
broad range of a~ts within its definition of disorderly 
conduct. Its coverage of drugs was moderately comprehensive 
but its coverage of firearms and weapons was modest at most. 
The coverage at the city level was similarly broad and showed 
the same emphases. The Houston code in 1948 provided that one 
could not fight in public or play cards, look "goo goo eyes" at 
a girl or show a "nigger Shooter," or let adolescents play 
pinballs. Proble~s of public order were the first priorit~. 
Maintaining private morality was also a major 'concern. 
Gambling and prostitution were elaborated in considerable 
detail although public drunkenness was absent entirely and drug 
provisions included only regula~ion of~pium dens. While the 
city code gave considerable attention to public order and 
morality offenses, the issue of public safety, seen in firearms 
and weapons prco/isions, was a minor concern at the local level. 

I, ' 
\ ) 

By combining the coverage at the state and local level in 
1948 we found that the city made a modesi independent 
contribution to the total coverage. The city's additions were 
most notable in the disorderly conduction sections. Because 
public safety coverage at both levels was minimal, we might 
expect to see more activity in that field at one level or the 
other. After all, at one point Houston wa~ called the ~murder 
capital of the world," and Dallas was the unfortunate location 
of the John F. Kennedy assassination. The analysis of 
subsequent developments in Houston (Chapter V) suggests that 
the broad scope in 1948 did not presage great interest either 
at the state or local level in using public regulation to 
address problems of crime. 

D., City Initiatives in Writing Law 

Havin~ discussed the variety in local codes the next step 
involves pairing the cities with their resp~ctive states to see 
whether the scope at the city level ~ay be explained in light 
of the comprehensiveness at the s~ate level. We can address 
this issue mo"st directly by looking at the offense definitions 
in city and s~ate law both seperately and joiptly. Table 2.2 
presents relevant findings for the six offenses which we coded 
at b'oth the city and state level: We combined the scope of 
both city and state provisions by counting the number of 
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Table 2.2 

Jurisdiction 

Atlanta 

Phoenix 

Minneapolis 

Houston 

Oakland 

San Jose 

Indianapolis 

Newark 

Boston 

Philadelphia 

T' 1 a f ff' b. 1948 ota scope 0 0 enses 1n 

City c 
scope 

47% 

61 

47 

27 

48 

24 

20 

17 

14 

0 

Stated 
scope 

71% 

65 

68 

77 

76 

76 

72 

85 

80 

75 

Tota1e scope 

81% 

82 

75 

81 

82 

79 

76 

89 

80 

75 

City contributton 
to total scope 

8% 

15 

7 

4 

6 

3 

4 

4 

0 

0 

aproportion of t~ta1n of descriptors mentioned in ordinance or statute language 
bInc1udes the six offenses c.oded in both cith and state laws. 
cMean per cent = 
dMean per cent = 
eMean per cent = 
f Mean per cent = 
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31; range = 0 to 61 
75; range = 65 to 85 
80; range = 75 to 89 
5 ; range = 0 to 15 
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descriptors included in ~ither code to measure the total scope. 
It shows variety of acts for which a person may be convicted 
whether for a violation of a city ordinance or state law. It 
should be remembered that the total scope is not so~e ideal or 
normative measure but rather an empirical descr~ption of the 
substantive issues or di~enslons of the offenses iri our study. 

There was some variation across jurisdictions in the scope 
of the definitions of offenses. The total scope ranged f.rom 75 
per cent (59 of 79 descriptors) in Philadelphia Minneapolis, to 
89 per cent (70/79) in Newark. The range tells us that there 
was some variation across states in the definitions of problems 
associated with maintaining public order. Marching in a 
demonstration along a city street, failing to disperse when 
ordered to do so, or failing to register a pistol properly 
would be a violation of either or both city and state codes 
depending on the jurisdiction. Nevertheless, we should note 
that the variation' occurred within a fairly narrow range of 
acts. 

Taking the total scope one step further to see the extent 
to which city codes made separate contributions to the 
definitions regulating behavior within a city we found 
considerable variation Almost twenty percent of the scope of 
the offenses in Phoenix were defined only in the city code. In 
Atlanta, thirteen percent came from the city code. On the 
other hand, the city contribution particularly in the 
northeastern cities such as Philadelphia and Boston was 
negligible. 

The variation in the local contribution points to 
differing roles for cities as sources of offense definitions. 
The cities which made the most independent contribution to the 
scope in 1948 were the ones which had the most extensive city 
codes. Conversely the cities with the narrowest scope made the 
least contribution. 'Such a statement may appear trivial since 
on its face it would seem likely that the greater scope at the 
local level would mean by definition that the city was defining 
more acts as offenses. However, it does not necessarily follow 
that the greater scope at the local level would expand the 
combined scope since the city might only be repeating what was 
already specified in the state law. For a city, such a 
position is not necessarily wholly symbolic. By making 
offensive behavior a city violation the city would have, if it 
desired, greater discretion in enforcement since either state 
or city code cou,ld be invoked. Less severe city penalties and 
less stringent standards for prosecution would make local codes 
a potentially useful tool even where they were not specifying 
any new offenses (Northwestern Law Review, 1973; Minnesota Law 
Review, 1951-2). Alternatively, the city with the narrowest 
scope might save its effort to define as offenses only those 
aspects that were not set out by the state. However, our 
findings suggest that those cities which gave more attention to 
offense definitions were also the ones which provided more 
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unique p~ovisions (i.e, provisions located in the city but not 
the state codes). 

Comparatively cities with the broadest scope in 1948 were 
located in states with relatively narrow scope for the same 
offenses. Conversely the cities with the narrower scope were 
located in states with broader coverage. Philadelphia is ~n 
exception. Its ordinances contributed nothing but the state s 
attention was also relatively low. Such a finding suggests 
that in 1948 there was some degree of consensus in what the 
boundaries for illegal behavior were in large cities. What was 
in question was who would regulate them. 

In the next chapter we address that issue in light of 
formal relationships between city and state. 
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Chapter III 

THE POWER OF CITIES 

A. Introduction 

.In the preceding chapter different patterns tor the 
relationship between city and'state were outlined as they 
existed in 1948. In this chapter we examine the formal rules 
which specify the amount of power a c~ty has to define local 
offenses. Xhe answer is neither stra*ghtforward nor permanent. 
While the matter may se~m to have little that is problematic, 
in fact it is a dimension on which both at the le~el of formal 
rules and political reality there is some degree of dispute. 
The investigation took us to state constitutions, statutory 
provisions, and state court cases. Both the variability and 
the changes that took pla~e allow us to make observations about 
the ways in which the structures of government affect policy 

1,1. . 

coritent. In addition, since tw6 cities were located within the 
state there is the opportunity to observe two sets of local 
responses operating within the same set of state ,regula~ions. 

Thus the research design allows several kinds of compa~isons to 
show the strength of such formal rules in regulating the degre~ 
of local attentiveness. ' 

B. Some Theories About the Power of Cities 

The idea that the city is a creature of the state "which 
breathed into it thi hreath of life" (Dillon quoted in Frug, 
1980) is a formulation of l~te 19th century thought. This 
principle structures current thinking about how much power 
cities have to cont~ol their own affairs. However, recent 
research has suggested' that alternative solutions to state 
dominan.,ce are available. Hartog (1981) has described how New 
York ctty after the Revolutionary War increasingly went to the 
state legislature for approval for its own actions although 
earlier it had acted on its own· He found,for example, that 
the city felt it necessary to seek permission from the state 
legislature to enact an ordinahce regulating smoking in livery 
s tables and 1igh ting fi res ""on boats that were docked in the" 
city harbor (Hartog, 1981). lis'rtog interprets such moves by 
the city as volunta,ry acts rather than on,es which were forced 
upon it by a strong state legislature or which were required by 
existing law. What is interesting is that the city vo!!-mtarilY-, 
sought legitimation, acting only after receiving explhcit state 
approval. Today, the ~ity's powerlessness, in a l~gal sense, 
in taken as a given: 
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Today, these ideas constrict our own actions, not 
only through our continued reliance on the legal 
status of the cities they helped create but through 
their influence on our ability to think about 
changing the city as an institution. Our ideas make 
the current status of the city seem such a natural 
and inevitable fracture of modern society that any 
attempt to find, as a matter of law a 'local' 
function to be protected from state control, or to 
find, as a political matter, a way to decentralize 
real power to cities, seems defeated from the start. 
(Frug, 1980, 1121) 

Frug concludes that state grants of home rule power have been 
failures. " ... in accord with the liberal view, the interes~s 
of the state and the individual have been upheld at the expense 
of city pow~r, even in the face of supposedly restrictive 
constitutional amendments" (Frug, 1980: 1117). 

C. City Powers to Act: A Study of Comparative Laws 

Analyses such as Frug's suggest that contemporary American 
cities, operating within a paradigm of strong state control, 
have taken few steps to regulate their own affairs. However, 
in the preceding chapter 'we showed variation in the extent to 
which cities have taken up the challenge. One explanation for 
that variation is the degree of authority granted to the cities 
by their respective states. We examined the working 
relationships that developed between city and state in the 
different jurisdictions. 

Of particular interest are those cities whose legal status 
changed during the course of our period. While the great bulk 
of home rule initiatives had occurred by 1930, the legal status 
of four cities (Boston, Newark, Philadelphia, and Indianapolis) 
changed significantly sometime after 1948, through state 
constitutional revisions. The state court for two others, 
(Oakland and San Jose) took a somewhat different direction in 
the 1970s in its interpretation of what constituted "municipal" 
affairs. Contained within the design is the opportunity to 
assess the implementation of the formal rules which would give 
more power to cities. 

Four of the cities, Indianapolis, Boston,Newark,~~and 
Philadelphia quite clearly had very limited authority to act in 
1948. For example, Boston had the right to regulate municipal 
affairs but through court interpretations the scope of that 
authority was severely limited in terms of the places (public 
streets, sidewalks, markets, and public parks) and behaviors 
(snow removal, gas mains, etc.) that the city might address. 
Not surprisingly, the codes in these three cities had the 
narrowest scope in 194R. 
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In contrast, Atlanta, Phoenix) and Minneapolis ha'd 
considerable ~uthority to act. We based this categorization on 
the general trend of statutory language and court decisions 
within each state. The codes,in these three cities were quite 
broad in scope. Thus, the extent to which a city was actige in 
the field in 1948 was determined to some large degree by its 
role in relation to the state. It is not a trivial point to 
note ,that cities used, the power that they had. While 
historical causes for the development of city-state relations 
may be problematic, our study of codes in 1948 sugg~sts that 
the "universal" acceptance of the city as the creature of the 
state does not qecessarily mean that all cities were powerless. 
On the other hand power is a relative term. We are not 
suggesting that any city approached exclusive authority. 
Instead, given the tools, some cities gave fairly broad scope 
to the d~finition of offensive behavior in their jurisdiction. 

1 Indianapolis: Changing the Rules. The arialysis of the 
Indianapolis code is of particular interest because the city's 
governmental structure was revamped in 1970 to provide for a 
met~opolitan form of government -- Unigov. Its purpose was to 
expand the authority of the city in order to p~ovide more 
comprehensive plann'ng capability and ~o be able to take more 
responsibility for addressing locai problems. We would ~xpect 
that such a change ift the formal government relations,with the 
delegation of a considerable degree df autonomy to the city, 
would lead to an increase in the scope for the local code as 
Indianapolis sought to define for itself the offenses that were 
matters of local concern. In 1948 the city code defined few 
offenses. We would expect to see an expanded scope in the code 
in 1978 and an increase f~ the number of changes after Unigov 
was put in place. Tracing the, developments in the lOcal code 
in Indianapolis provides useful opportunity to lOQkat the 
effects of changes in the formal deciSion-making rules on the 
content of local policy. 

In a move that was consistent with the structural changes 
included in Unigov, the Indiana state code made a significant 
change in direction in its delegation of authority to cities in 
1971. Prior to that time the state had followed to some large 
degree what has come to be known as the Dillon Rule which was 
articulated around the turn ~f the century and which put the 
city totally at the mercy of the state. The Dillon Rule, which 
was part of the agenda of the urban refo~mers attempted to 
remove as much authority as possible from th~ all~gedly corrupt 
and ill-managed cities. In a recent article) Frug (1980) has 
laid out some of the historical under~lnnings of Dillon's 
influential writings. The description of ~the city as the 
creature of the state was a product of that period. In 1971 
the state revised its statutes using language which allowed 
much more generous interpretation of the powers delegated to 
local governments. In an an~lysis of the change, a 1974 
Indiana Law Journal article argued that even if city ordinances 
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dupltcated or expanded the coverage of state statutes the 
ordinances could now coexist Such a position amounted to a 
significant revision in city-state relations. 

However~ in 1976 the state supreme court gave a rather 
different view of the revision. It struck down an Indianapolis 
ordinance covering resisting arrest because the court felt that 

an impermissable conflict between a city ordinance 
and a criminal law of the state will exist whenever 
the ordinance contridicts, duplicates alters, 
amends, modifies or extends the subject matter of the 
statute. Indianapolis v Sablica, 342 N.E. 2d 853 
(Indiana Supreme Court,-1976) 

The court's interpretation hardly served as encouragement to 
cities attempting to exercise local authority. 

Yet another chapter in the evolving definition of the 
power of the cities was written in 1980, after our period ended 
but included here because it suggests the legislative as 
contrasted to court, interpretations. ,In an act that became 
effective in September, 1981, the legislature added a new Home 
Rule chapter to its code. In an interpretation provided by the 
drafting commission the legislature adopted the view that the 
state was delegating to local units all th~ power necessary to 
run their governments. The new provision 

maintains local authority to establish units to 
pres.~~e public peace and order and may prrivide 
facilities an~ equipment to do so •.. (the city) may 
regulate conduct, or the use or possession of 
property that might endanger the public health, 
safety, or welfare (Indiana code, 1980) 

What is particularly interesting is the rather 
statement with which t~is interpretation is given: 

emphatic 

The intent of the Commission is to settle once and 
for all that the policy of the state to grant to 
these units .•. all the powers that they need for the 
effettive operation of government on the local level. 
(Code, 1980) 

,., 
The explicitness of the 
interpretation had not been 
court case points to one 
state courts. 

statement suggests that the 1980 
universally acc~pted. The 1976 

of the sources of opposition: the 

Thus Indianapoli~ is useful in our study for two reasons. 
It provides an oppprtunity~o observe the effects of the 
introduction of an experiment in metropolitan government. It 
allows us to ob~erve the impact of the controversy surrounding 
the state legislative attempts to redefine the delegation of 
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powers to the cities. 

By 1978 the Indianapolis code remained relatively 
undifferentiated, the city'.' having made few revisions after the 
rule changes were put in place. 

2. Oakland and San Jose: Two Different Views of the Same 
~!~ te R~les-. - I f the direc tions taken by the;F- :fft:ies are to some 
large degree a function of the rules set by th~ state, then we 
would expect to see considerable ~imilar.ity between the'two 
cities, Oakland and S~n Jose, reflecting th~ polict 
perspectives at the state level Instead, the direction of 
change in the two cities was dr~matically different. Oakland 
made changes which resulted in a marked criminalization in the 
1950s. After a lull, the city then made numerous modest 
chang~s starting in the lat~ 1960s. Like Oakland, Sah Jose 
seemed to increase its attentio; to ,crime definition in the 
later period. However, in contrast, San Jose decriminalized 
behavior, although the direction of the trend is not as clear 

'cut ~s it is with Oakland. The increased tempo of changes in 
bot h cit ies may have been a res ponse to the' improved cl ima te 
for local initiatives created at tti~.,:: state level. On the other 
hand, the different direct10n~ taken in the two cities suggest 
that the content of t~e- changes was a function of local 
conditions. The comparisob between the two cities suggests 
that the formal rules defining the limits of local initiatives 
affected the volume but not the direction or content of policy 
changes. 

,While both cities gave most of their attention to morality 
offenses, in San Jose that meant regulating public drunkenness 
while in Oakland, it meant gambling. Ii is iriteresting that in 
the face of the Black Panther activity in Oakland, and 
shooting of ChicanoS in San Jose and the periods of violent 
union problems -in b~th cities, the attenti~eness to defining 
public disorder and safety did not tak~_ a higher priority 
( G rae v en, S c h 0 n b 0 r'n , and Fer gus 0 n , 1 980 ~";--)B e t s 21 e 1, 1 9 8 0 ) • In 
both cities gun regulation decreased during the period. While 
in Philadelphia and \) Minneapolis there were strong local 
initiatives to provide gun restrictions in the face of renient 
state "provision, San Jose and Oakland~took no such action. 
Further analysis of California home rule eases suggests that at 
least a good argument could be made that the state legislature 
had not preempted the field, thus leaving open the option for 
local lnftiat±ves.' There was ~he greatest cohirast between the 
two cities in their ~hanges in public order offenses. While 
Oakland expanded significantly the scope of loitering and 
disorderly cond'uct provisions', San Jose removed most of its 
coverage of such offenses,.' The two cities thus took quite 
different actions resulting in very diff~tent codes when viewed 
in 1978.

J 

While both had moderately comprehensive coverige in 
1948, by 1978 Oaklan~ was tied for first while San Jose ranked 
eighth out of the ten cities. The differ~nt patterns sugges~ 
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that the content of local codes reflect 
t not only the effects of 

s ate priorities but also local ones. 

3. £~Control: Three Stories of Ci L 
Cos t Dec i s ions. T h---'-' ---.-' -, t yea d e r s h iJ? in Hi g h 
politics for ale gun control issue has troubled American 
1968) Th ong time (Kates, 1979 Violence Commission 

• e controversies surrounding it and th ' 
strength of the org ide reported 
expensive issue f:: Z:Ol~~~u~s involved make it a politically 

~xamples of the difficult andcc::;le!Ohi:~:~~::·Of ~: haversom: 
aw reform in these struggles. e useu 0 

a. Philadelphia. Th t i 
control in the state e a tent on to firearms and weapons 
the beginning of the' and local codes shows a mixed pattern. At 

period the city had few firearms or 
weapons provisions. In 1948 most adults in Philadelphia could 
buy and/or own any sort f f 
governmental restraints. 0 irearm they wished with no 
to The state provisions included no need 

register as an owner or to register the 'T 
firearm, one needed onl . gun. 0 buy any 
seller, identifying o~e:~l~i!!dO~~ea~i application with the 
48 hours before picking the gun up. onl;e:;m~han:i then waiting 
handgun and if one wanted to ~arr e rearm were a 
concealed did y it while it was loaded and 
from the police :e::~~~:n~e::raali~~nse which could be obtained 
would be issued: cent fee. The license 

i!ar i:n ~~~~:;St~h~~ the applicant has good reason to 
s person or property, or has an 

other proper reason for carrying a firearm and thai 
he is a suitable person to be so licensed (C d 
sect. 4628 (f». . 0 e, 

Assuming one could convince the police that 0 ' 
needing the weapon were " - ne s reasons for 

proper," one could carry the gun r~or a 
year, after which time th Ii 
Members of the police i e cense needed to be renewed. 
fishermen were exempted m,.litary, target clubs, and hunters and 

h from even these licensing procedures. 
T e only categories of pe,ople who could 
wer Ii not get such a license 

e ~h ebns, those convic~ed of a violent crime, those under 
18, a itual drunkards;" and those "of 
18, sect. 4628 (g), subs~quently, 6110). unsound mind." (Ch. 

These licensing regulations which were all defined in th 
state statutes, remained essentiall . 1 e 
period. While th i y unchanged throughout the 
placed on the typeSeO~ :~~~~n:as ~~ther broad, the limitations 
licensing could ~e avoided alt~g the con:itions under which 
a license could be obtain deer, a~\ the ease with which 
had relatively little con:r~lmeant t~at the government ageneies 
The provisions were rimar over t e availability of guns 

rules with relatively ~ew ou!;ig~;g~!~~~~i~i~:!~g broad sets of 
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In 1968 however, the state took a somewhat \different 
approach by targeting specific problem situations! for more 
stringent regulations. Thus, a person needed a lifense to 
carry any firearm, rifle, or shotgun "at any time! upon the 
public streets or upon any public property--in a citYji of. the 
first class." [i.e., Philadelphia] The provision passed on 
June 30, 1968, increased the coverage extending th~ license 
requirement to carrying any firearm regar~less of ,hether lit 
was concealed or loaded. However, the more :str:f,nge'nt 
requirements affected only the l.~gest city in th~ state -
Phila,delphia. In all other places the carrying iprovision 
applied only if state or local officials declared a public 

1 eme rgency. Wi th racial and wa r- rela ted r 19 ts ; becoming 
common-place, Pennsylvania's approach to gun control is 
interesting. Seven months before, in November, 1967, there had 
been a student demonstration in Philadelphia which tur~ed into 
a 'melee due in part to police intervention strategies (Buffum 
and Sagi, 1980). With the application only to emergencies, 
large cities, and visible displays, the target of the change 
seemed to be urban riots. Singling out the largest city also 
suggests that even this response was not overwhelmingly 
popular, being a compromise passed to help law enforcement in 
Philadelphia while not seriously limiting gun availability. 

The only other change in Pennsylvania's coverage came in 
1974. At that time the state legislature passed a preemption 
statute saying local governments could not pass more 
restrictive gun control p~pvisions than were in force in state 
statutes. This prOVision, which was a procedural change 
affecting the constraints on local initiatives, played an 
important part in Philadelphia's efforts to control guns. The 
city's efforts were not unanimously supported in local and 
state political and criminal justice circles. While Rizzo was 
Commissioner, law and order concerns may have led to increased 
attention to gun control (the volume, of arrests went up sharply 
from 1967-1911 and then tailed off). On the other hand, for a 
Mayor who sported pearl-handled pistols, the issue of gun 
contr_C';l may hav(~ been less pressing than it was for the Police 
Commissioner (Buffum and Sagi, 1980). In addition, the 1965 
ordinance was being challenged in the courts as early as 1979 
when ,a local court ruled the ordinance unconstitutional. That 
decision waa~ later over-ruled on procedural grounds 
[(Commonwealth'v. Ray, 218 Pa. Super. 72, 272 A2d 275 
(1970 ), ' va c a: ted -on-0 the r . g r 0 u n d s, 448 P a • 307, 2 92 A2 d 41 0 
(1972)]. With such political and legal clouds hanging over t~e 
city ordin~.nce it is not too surprising that police m,ade fewer 
weapons arrests. Finally, in a decision the state S~preme 
Court refused to re~iew, the Commonwealth Court. (Schneck v 

\\ -- "-:;""="",--=---

City o~~ilade!e.!!.!.a 383 A2d 227, '~~. Pa,' Cmwlth" 96,1978) 
invalidated the 1965 ordinance on the8rd~nds that the more 
lenient 1933 state prOVision should prevail. Left standing at 
the local level was the carrying prohibition. The court 
decision u~sed the preemption provision added to the state 
firearms statute in 1974 to remove the local initiative Such 
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a decision is consistent with the view we outlined earlier that 
the state legislature was unwilling to delegate authority to 
municipalities. While Philadelphia did not develop its own 
provisions for many of the offenses we studied, when it did, 
the state legislature and ~ourts gave little encouragement
Gun control may well test intergovernmental relations in ways 
that other, perhaps less controversial, issues may not. By the 
1978 endpoint the net effect of the changes at the city and 
state level was to put the firearms coverage at approximately 
the same point it was in 1948. 

b. Phoenix. The state coverage of firearms and weapons 
was minimar:-both in terms of the scope as well as the volume 
of enactments. Throughout the period the state coverage of 
firearms was the narrowest of the nine states in our study
Further, it passed the fewest changes of any state. Provisions 
in two enactments point to the possible reasons for the lack of 
attention. In 1953 the state added a subsection to a provision 
about the sale or gift to minors that indicates an aversion to 
one of the recent policy directions used in many jurisdictions, 
firearms registration: 

Nothirig in this section shall be construed to require 
reporting sales or firearms, nor shall registration 
of firearms or firearms sales be required. (Chapter 
31, sect. 13-3109(B» AZ. Criminal Code (added, 
Laws, 1953) 

Then, in 1970, lest local jurisdictions seek to enter the 
field the legislature adopted a provision which emphasized the 
priority of state action: 

Ordinances of any political subdivision of this state 
relating to the possession, carryin~, sale and use of 
firearms in this state shall not be in conflict with 
this chapter. (Chapter.31,sect.13-3108. Added, 
Laws, 1970.) 

What makes this provision distinctive is its emphasis, 'since 
conflict with state law had always constrained local action. 
In conjunction with the 1953 addition which made an affirmative 
statement against registration, the section on local conflicts 
seems to limit significantly a city's attempt to move beyond 
the rather limited state provisions. At the state level, the 
firearms prohibitions covered carrying concealed firearms, and 
the sale, possession, or manufacture of prohibited weapons, 
including automatics, and sawed-off rifles and shotguns. No 
state regulations exist to regulate the distribution of 
firearms or to regulate their possession. 

In the 1977 revision of the criminal code the firearms 
sections were substantially rewritten, affecting a wide range 
of descriptors. The direction of the changes was to 
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criminalize, although the introduction of further exemption~ i~ 
who may carry weapons made ,the net impact modest. The c~f1nge 

strengthened the sale and <possession prohibitions!1",l1~ the 
e'numeration of firearms. At the same time the rev:1"s"ed' penalty 
provisions in the '! criminal code introduced i(determinate 
sentences. rinally in 1978 a minor rewriting took~place which 
inc reased the pro tections fo r those. wi shing to use f\~ rea rms fo r 
sport and reduced the maximum for the more minor asphcts of the 
offense from one year to four month's incarceration. ~ 

II 
'j 

1/ 
Parallel~ng the rather limited attention to gun~control at 

the state level was 'the minimal attention providedc Jilt the city 
level. As in the state code, the P.hoenix firearms provisions 
throughout much:~cf the period covered a rather narrow range of 
acts and were particularly limited in the attention to 
regulatory (as contrasted with prohibitive) provisions. The 
firearms sections were revised three times. Until 1960 the 
"shoot 'em up" vision of the wild west was incorporated in the 
code by prohibiting discharging firearms: 

in any saloon, dance house, store or 
house or business house in the city. 
sect. 4181.) 

other public 
(Code, 1939, 

The 1962 code carried some significant revisions, 
considering the state's limited interest in the ~~~ea of 
regulating arms sales. In 1962 firearms dealers were required 
to register, to provide a list of their inventory, their 
shipments, and their sales (Code 1962 sects.16-1 to 4). 
However, paralleling popular sentiment in the city, Chief Paul 
Blubaum (1964-1968) was vocal in his opposition to firearms 
registration (Hall and Altheide, 1980). 

In 1978 the Phoenix City Council repe~led the gun sell~r 
provisions. 

c. Minneapolis. As of 1948 Minnesota had mad~ relatively 
little effort to control access to firearms. P~~ticularly in 
the mid 1970s the state developed some regulatory procedures. 
In 1975 the state adopted a permit procedure regulating the 
carrying of handguns and prohibited the sale of Saturday night 
specials. Two years J",ater the state added the requirement of a 
permit to transfer a~ well as to ~arry handguns. The permit 
systems involved police checks on criminal records and provid:d 
reasons for rejecting a permit application. The state s 
provisions were not the most stringent in our set of states but 
~ndicated some concern with limiting possession of firearms. 
At least there was a concern to prohibit possession from groups 
thought most likely to "abuse" the right felons, drug 
offenders, and the like. 

An interesting twist in the Minnesota firearms policy for 
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our stud~i of lo/cal,initiatives was added in 1976. The state 
enacted a preemption clause giving it priority in setting 
firearms I policy while exempting more stringent local 
regulation~ for cities "of the first class," (i.e., 

I 

Minneapoli~, St. Paul and Duluth). Thus Minnesota took a 
position ~pposite that of Pennsylvania, which explicitly 
preempted J more stringent local provisi~ns, thereby wiping out 
Philadelph~a's considerably more restrictive sections. 

i 
The second episode, in 1967, has further relevance for our 

study in that the precipitating event was a white tavern 
owner's killing a black patron with a handgun (McPherson, 
1980a). According to reports at the time the owner had been in 
trouble before for using his gun without good reason. The 
following y~ar the city cbuncil adopted a relatively stringent 
firea~m registration ordinance The city's action came seven 
years before the Minnesot~ legislature passed its more lenient 
provision. It was thus the local unit which took t~e 
initiative in the matter. Again, in 1974 the city adopt,d 
provisions ptohibiting the sale of "Saturday night specials" 1-
a year before the stat~ acted. Finally, in 1976, the state 
ratified Minneapolis~ right to take the initiative in 
developing a more string~nt policy than was in effect for the 
state as a whole. 

On one level the actions at the local and state levels 
amount to an ackowledgement of the different political 
realities (and crime problems) in the urban areas in a largely 
rural state. Further, they suggest that in Minnesota the 
meaning of local control of municipal affairs is rather more 
tolerant of local policy initiatives than, say, Pennsylvania or 
perhaps Massachusetts where local efforts, to the extent that 
they have been made, were rebuffed. The ability of the city to 
adopt policy changes which responded rather directly to local 
crime problems suggests among other things the salience of 
these issues on the political agenda. It seems not 
coincidental that a former police lieutenant, Charles Stenvig, 
was able to parlay the "law and order" issue into a mayoral 
victory in 1969. 

The issue of preemption is policy-specific. Further, we 
can se~ in Minnesota that while the city may exist as merely 
"the creature of the state," the city also serves as the sourc~ 
of policies that are subsequently adopted by the state· 

4. Atlanta: Local Ordinances as Mechanisms for Social 
Control. Atlanta's regulation of disorderly conduct reflected 
some of the on-going social and political concerns in the city. 
During the 1940s, prior to the beginning of our study, the 
Atlanta City Council had added sections to the disorderly 
conduct provisions, which formally legitimized segregation of 
public parks and "places of public assembly." 
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It shall be the duty of the proprietor or person in 
charge of any place of public assembly, where 
attendence of both races is permitted, to allot 
different sections or portions of the place of 
assembly to be occupied by white people and different 
sections or portions to be occupied by colored 
people. The proprietor or person in charge of such 
place of public assembly shall be charged with the 
duty and responsibility of seating white people in 
portions allotted to white people and colored people 
in portions alloted to c~Jored people only (February 
21, 1945). 

The provision for racial segregation of ~ublic facilities 
remained in the municipal code until 1965. C. Vann Woodward 
(1957), in his study of segregation laws, notes that, it was 
local ordinances like Atlanta's that provid~d the authoritative 
base for segregation policies during the first half of the 
century . 

In 1949 the city addressed racial issues of a ~ifferent 
sort. In an enactment directed at, g.roups like the Ku Klux 
Klan, the city council added a strong prohibition against 
"masked and hooded men and organizations": no person "while 
masked, shall be on or in any public place in the City," (sect 
64-1423(3». It was an unusual enactment for city codes in 
that it included a detailed statement of purpose and listed 
some of the groups who endbrsed the restrictions. 

Church, civic and other public bodies 
within the Atlanta Community have ~been 

increasingly alarmed and have expressed 
their alarm in a growing volume of protests 
against the activities of masked and hooded 
men and oganizatins. Recently, the Fulton 
County Grand Jurors Association has added 
its protest to that of others who have 
voiced their gravest concern at the 
challenge presented by masked and hooded 
organizations to the law and safety of the 
community. 

The Mayor and General Council~expressly 

declare that public appearances, especially 
in automobiles, of men who are masked or 
hooded and unidentifiable, threaten the 
supremacy of law and cannot be permitted in 
Atlanta. The city herein exercises its 
police power to protect its citizens from 
intimidation, the public from crime by 
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i ., ~asked and hooded per~ons, and to give to 
its police the fullest opportunity to 
detect, apprehend, and bring to justice 
violators of the law. (Section 66-1423, 
enacted May 2, 1949; Cumulative Supplement 
to the Atlanta Code). 

Two years later the Georgia General Assembly adopted an 
Anti-Mask law using a statement of purpose similar to 
Atlanta's. The Georgia statute went beyond Atlanta's to 
prohibit not just public movement of those with masks but also 
their presence on private property, at meetings, as well as 
their burning crosses (sec. 26-53A, adopted 1951, Acts). 
Woodward (1957: 142-143) interprets such changes as evidence 
that some in the South were making an effort to initiate social 
change. Given the sensitivity of racial issues, it is 
interesting to note that the ordinance and Act were 
sufficiently sweeping in their coverage to suggest that the 
Klan had little support with which to moderate the proposed 
changes. 

Atlanta moved first with its anti-Klan provision. Thus 
the city was not merely following the lead of the state code. 
To the extent that the Klan was a "rural" problem and/or 
Atlanta was more moderate, perhaps it was easier for the city 
to act than for the state, thus explaining the sequence of city 
and state changes. From a law enforcement perspective the 
enactments were necessary because without such a section what 
the Klan was doing was not in violation of the law -- riding in 
a car in costume was not, by itself, defined as a crime. While 
passage of the anti-Klan provision does not suggest by itself 
whether this section was implemented, it is an example of the 
uses of code revisions to respond to a social problem The 
change suggests the power to define the issue as a crime 
problem. 

The Atlanta code was again revised during the turmoil over 
civil rights in 1965 to include substantially more severe 
penalty provisions for violations of the disorderly conduct 
provisions. At the same time, the disorderly conduct section 
was rewritten, removing the segregated parks and public 
assembly provisions. To the extent that the code no longer 
covered these actions, the change had the effect of 
decriminalizing behavior. A year later the loitering section 
was revised to include several order maintenance provisions. 
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D. Conclusions 

We have analyzed the structural relationship between city 
and state to see the effects of changes in the powers of a city 
to define local offenses. Newark (1951), Philadelphia (1952 
and 1968), Boston (1966), and Indianapolis (1971) all received 
substantial grants of autho~ity to control local affair~ during 
the years of our study. The most direct test of the effects of 
such restructuring is whether the city expanded the scope of 
the local codes after a city gained some local control. 

Philadelphia expanded its scope more than any other city 
in terms of the raw number of descriptors added by 1978. Its 
experience supports the idea that the new structure increased 
the ability of local officials to act. In Philadelphia we also 
saw a clear example of the dangers to local actors of taking 
initiatives which run counter to state-wide policy. Exetcising 
its authority to regulate local affairs, the city enacted a 
rather stringent gun control provision in 1965. After court 
cases had failed, the state subsequently intervened with state 
legislation to preempt the firearms regulation field 
altogether. The interplay focuses attention on the complex 
relationships involved. 

In Minneapolis we found a similar development but with a 
different ending: Minneapolis, like Philadelphia passed a gun 
control provision that wa$ significantly more stringent than 
the state's. The state's reaction was to pass a preemption 
clause (as did Pennsylvania) but with an exemption for the 
largest cities. In the two examples we found a similar 
situation of the city taking the initiative in the face of 
state inaction. It also points out that preemption arguments 
have been used to assert the state's specific substantive 
policy preferences rather than simply refining the relations 
between state and local governments. The different results 
suggests the uneasy relationship that currently exist between 
city and state. 

The other three cities which gained significant home rule 
authority made few changes in their codes to expand the scope 
of local authority. Although it may be too soon to tell, 
Indianapolis showed a net decrease in the Scope of its code. 
Newark's code remained at the same level even atter more than 
25 years of experience. Boston's code remained essentially 
unchanged thirteen years after the state's voters amended the 
constitution to grant considerable authority to cities. The 
evidence is mixed at best: changing the formal structural 
relationship between city and state did not uniformly produce 
major changes in the attentiveness cities gave to defining 
offenses. We may note that, cities whos~ home rule status 
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changed during the period no longer formed a discr-e,te .c;.luster 
at the bottom of the scale in scope in 1978. However the 
change in the groupings during the period was due to two other 
cities, Houston and San Jose, joining the ranks of those whose 
city codes gave very limited attention to offe,nse definitions. 

The Texas approach to home rule has been described as a 
model for providing local control over local affairs 
(Vanlandingham, 1968). In 1948 Houston's code was, indeed, one 
of the more extensive among the ten. However, after that time 
the st~te's coverage decre?se~, leading us to expect that the 
city might pick up the slack. Instead, the city's code also 
had a narrower scope in 1978 than 1948. The major trend in 
Houston's (and Texas') code was to remove the archaic forms but 
not to chart new areas of concern. The city had the authority 
to act but did not exercise it. 

The comparison of two cities in the same state allows a 
further test of the structural relationship between city and 
state. California had provided a rather broad grant authority 
to local governments as far back as 1914 (Vanlandingham, 1968). 
However, until the late 1960s that authority had been variously 
interpreted by the state courts so that city officials would 
have had some considerable uncertainty about whether a proposed 
course of action would be supported by the courts. Since that 
time there has been a more consistent pattern with the court 
deCiding in favor of local option 

The two California cities, Oakland and San Jose, operated 
under the same structural relationships to ~he state In 1948 
the two city codes were both moderately broad in scope although 
Oakland gave considerably more attention to offense definition 
than San Jose. What is most striking about the two city codes 
is what happened after 1948. Oakiand significantly expanded 
the scope of its code; particularly in the public order 
offenses. In contrast, San Jose cut back its coverage. The 
very different patterns in the two cities within the same state 
suggests that the determination of local policy responses may 
be constrained by the formal rules of city government but that 
local preferenceg also played a determinative role in the 
direction of changes. 

Putting together the different strands of evidence 
regarding the development of intergovernmental relations, we 
would conclude that information about a city's formal status 
within a state is important information although the local 
political context within which the cities operate served to 
interpret the mandate in different ways. Cities have indeed 
been constrained by the limited scope of their authority. On 
the one hand, some cities for a variety of reasons did not 
exercise all the discretion that was available to th~m. On the 
other hand, particularly in issues where the state took a 
relatively weak position, cities with the power to act took the 
initiative by enacting stronger measures reflecting a local but 
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Chapter IV 

LEGISLATIVE ATTENTIVENESS TO CRIME 
VOLUME OF ENACTMENTS 

The next step in the analysis of changes in the law is to 
look a.t the volume of enactment activity in the different 
jurisdictions. We are interested in the number of chauges for 
two reasons. First as a continuation of the analysis of the 
developmental patterns of law reform we wanted to know if 
j~risdictions with less scope were, in a sense, playing 
catch-up with the others. If so then they should be the ones 
with the most activity, either with revisions of the entire 
code or with piece-by-piece modifications. The second reason 
is that the timing and frequency of changes locates periods of 
particular interest in changing the law. 

A. Scope as a Predictor of Legislative Attentiveness 

Among the top four states in terms of scope in 1948, three 
were in the top four in volume. Table 4.1 gives the relevant 
comparisons. At the other end the three with the least scope 
in 1948 were in the bottom half of the rankings for vulume 
although each ranked ~t least one place higher in volume than 
in scope at the beginning of the period Thus the pattern was 
contrary to what we had expected: there was some tendency for 
those states with broader scope to make more changes. 

At the city level the analysis of volume shows two groups 
of cities: those which paid some considerable attention to 
their code provisions and those which infrequently carried out 
such reviews. Atlanta and Minneapolis stand out as active 
cities, the remaining eight, by and large, rarely enacted 
revisions. Atlanta, whose code had the ~roadest scope in 1948 
also led the cities in the number of revisions. Minneapolis, 
which was one of the group of cities with a moderately brDad 

, scope in 1948, was also act.ive. 

Atlanta and Minneapolis ranked second and third (behind 
Phoenix) in 1948 in terms of the independent contributions they 
made to the total definitions of order maintenance offenses in 
their states. The definition of the same type of offenses in 
their respective states was. in 1948, relatively narrow in 
scope. Putting these relationships together, the cities that 
were most active were the ones that had carved out an 
independent ~ole for themselves. They were located in 
jurisdictions where the state had taken relatively few 
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TABLE 4.1 

ENACTMENT RATES FOR CITI:e:S AND STATES, 1948-1978 
FOR ORDER MAINTENANCE OFFENSES 

Atlanta 
GA 

Phoenix 
AZ 

Minneapolis 
MN 

Houston 
TX 

Oakland 
CA 

San Josla 

Indianapolis 
IN 

Newark 
NJ 

Boston 
MA 

Philadelphia 
PA 

SCOPE 
RANKING 
IN 1948a 

1 
7 

2 
9 

4 
8 

4 
3 

4 
4 
6 

7.5 
6 

7.5 
1 

9 
2 

10 
5 

TOTAL 
VOLUME OF 
ENACTMENTS 

59 
39 

16 
34 

42 
43 

11 
25 

15 
64 
22 

8 
48 

15 
60 

7 
83 

11 
23 

VOLUME OF 
ENACTMENTS 
PER OFFE~SE 
CATEGORY 

5.36 
6.50 

1.45 
5.67 

3.82 
7.17 

1.00 
4.17 

1.36 
10.67 

2.00 

.73 
8.00 

1.36 
10.00 

.64 
13.83 

1.00 
3.83 

city! • 1.87 
st~te X .., 7.76 

ANNUAL VOLUME 
OF ENACTMENTS 
PER OFFENSE 
CATEGORYc 

.17 

.21 

• 05 
.18 

.12 

.23 

.03 

.13 

.04 

.34 

.06 

.02 

.26 

.04 

.32 

.02 

.45 

.03 

.12 

city ,x -.06 
state X -.25 

aRanklngs based on proportion of total n of desc~iptors mentioned in 
offenee provisions. 

bVolume per offense • n of ,enactments divided by n of off~nse categories 
(11 for city; 6 for state). ' 

cAnnual' volume per offense • volume divided by 31 years 
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initiative~ and had ~ranted a fair measure of local discretion. 

As a further test of the li,n,kage"betwe,en s,cop~ and volume 
at the lDcal level, we can look at t'he sa'me' comparisons for 
ci ties wi th the lowest (~scope 'in' 1'948: Philadelphia (ranked 

C'" tenth) Boston (ninth), and: Indianapoli,s and Newark (tied, for: 
'eighth) •. Their vo'lu'me 'ran'king's were similarly 'low.' Their 
independimt contrib~ltion to th,e total scope q~f offense 
definiiions in 1948 wasnei1igible. Further, th~y were also 
grantedminiinal' 10ca~ discr,et'tpnthrough m~:ch "of the period. 
These, then are' cities in which the, policy iIt,i,tiatives were,l,. 
by' and large, at the state level. ,,' ., '. 

The pattern of the volume ~hanges re1~ted~in 
to the ~re~existing conditions. Contrary ~o 
hypothesis) locales that had a relatively broad 
tended to update their codes more frequently . 

a general way 
our original 
scope in 1948 

B. ,State Legislative Attent.iveness to Cr.ime: " 
Comjarison .of Felony and Order Maintenin~e Offeqses 

For purposes of compar~~on we calculated the volum~ of 
activity standardized by the number of offense categories for 
the selected order maintenance offenses defined by cities,and 
states and fo~ .three fe10ny offenses (rape, robbery, and 
burglary). In;~able 4.2 the comparative volume fi~uresare 
~resented. The data indicate that the state legislatures made 
far fewer changes in the fel'ony provisions than in:t!he order 
maintenance sections. The latter were changed on the average 
at an annual rate three times greater than that for the felony 
proyisions. The difference in the average enactment rate$ 'for 
the two types of offenses sug~ests that the attentiveness was 
selective. While much concern has been expressed about the 
rise in violent and property crime, of ~'lhic'h rape robb~ry, and 
burglary are major components, there ,is probably" less 
discretion in what legislatures may do to redefine such 
offenses. Rape is perhaps a i~cent exception. At the very end 
of the period some major efforts were made ,in some of the nine 
states to rewrite the rape sections, removing some of the 
burdens: cn the victim' and some of the perceived sexist 
assumptions regarding offender characteristics. Even with the 
calls f·or reform, stemming in. large part from the fem'inist 
movement, the legi sl a tur es ra rely changed the defi ni~ions of 
such offenses. 

What the state legislatures did do, however, was change 
the order maintenance offenses and 'peu'altyprbvi:sions,' 'While 
such attention would not address directly the' problems of a 
s harp1 y r i si rig property and violent ,c,rime rate i~ would provide 
~ontro1s on some of the antecedents (avai1a~{li~y of guns and 
drugs) over which legislatures had greater discretion to act. 
Also, certainly as a corollary to crime,disrespe~t for public 
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TABLE 4.2 

VOLUME OF ENACTMENTS IN ORDER MAINTENANCE AND FELONY ,~ 
PROVISIONS FOR 31 YEARS, 1948 TO 1978' 

Atlanta 
GA (misdemeanor) 
GA (felony) 

Phoenix 
AZ (misdemeanor) 
AZ (felony) 

Minneapolis 
MN (misdemeanor) 
MN (felony) 

Houston 
TX (misdemeanor) 
TX (felony) 

Oakland 
CA (misdemeanor) 
CA (felony) 

San Jose 

Indianapolis 
IN (misdemeanor) 
IN (felony) 

Newark 
NJ (misdemeanor) 
NJ (felony) 

Boston I; 

MA (misdemeanor) 
MA (felony) 

Philadelphia 
PA (m:i,sdemeanor) 
PA (felony) 

VOLUME OF 
ENACTMENTS 

59 
39 

9 

16 
34 
10 

42 
43 

7 

11 
25 

8 

15 
64 
14 
22 

8 
48 

7 

15 
60 

9 
\'-, 

7 
83 

7 

11 
23 

6 

city 
state misdemeanor 

state f~;tony 

',,\ 
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VOLUME PER 
OFFENSE CATEGORY 

5.36 
6.50 
3.00 

1.45 
5.67 
3.33 

3.82 
7.17 
2.33 

1.00 
4.17 
2.67 

" 

1.36 
10.67 

4.67 
2.00 

.73 
8.00 
2.33 

1.36 
10.00 

3.00 

.64 
13.83 

2.33 

1.00 
3.83 
2.00 

X 1.87 
~ = 7.76 
X = 2.,85 

.. \ 

i,' " I' 
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order, the civil disorders, and organized protests were often 
defined as crime problems. The order maintenance provisions 
could be called on to address the immediate problems of public 
safety if not the more serious crimes. It is perhaps 
significant that the law as a mechanism for social control is 
invoked in such issues, suggesting that other forms of 
regulation have failed to address issues involving the growing 
social complexity of the urban settings (Black, )976). 

C. Stat' and Municipal Attentiveness: Trends Over Time 

Figure 4.1 plots the enactment activity for the states and 
cities. "The purpose is to see whether code reform was part of 
a regular review process or, alternatively, wl:fether periods 
could be identified during which interest was particularly 
high. In order to make comparisons we have standardized the 
measures by the number of offense categories used in the study 
(11 for the city codes, six order maintenance, and three felony 
categories for the state codes). The state data were 
aggregated into biennial figures to remove peaks and valleys 
attributable to variants of the two-year legislative sessions. 

<.~ 

Two sets of comparisons may be made. First, at the state 
level the comparative attentivenss to two types of crime 
issues, violent and property crime compared to order 
maintenance crimes. As we have already indicated, revisions in 
thQ felony provisions were made, ~uch more rarely than were 
revisions of the order maintenance sections. The space between 
the two lines on the figure makes that point in a graphic way, 
adding the time dimension. Comparing the movement of the two 
lines, we see considerable similarity in the trends: stable 
levels of attention until the 1967 ~ession when legislatures 
began to p~y relatively more attention to both kinds of 
offenses. However, the two lines diverge rather dr&matically 
only to come together again in the latest session for which we 
collected data. Thus the 1967 session began a period of more 
or less sustained attention to the order maintenance provisions 
at the state level. The same session showed :~nly itemporary 
rise in the rate of f~lon~ rev~sions with a more sustained 
attention coming only with the 1973 session. The/increase in 
the number of revisions in both types of crime provisions in 
the mid 1970s is a function to some large degree of pepal 
reform affecting the entire criminal code, a point discussed in 
m6re detail in Chapter VI. 

I) 

The increase in legislative "productivity" coincides with 
federal court decisions challenging the vagueness of some order 
maintenance provisions in city and state codes. These dealt 
primarily with status offenses such as drug ,ddiction and 
vagranc\:~",-, As a result, the study includes efforts" to address 
those court-generated issues. 

In addition the increases coincide with increases in 
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FIGURE 4.1 a 
VOLUME OF ENACTMENTS PER OFFENSE FOR STATES AND CITIES 
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legislative productivity across a wide variety of issues. 
Gathering data on an annual basis on the number of enactments 
for t~e nine stat~s proved extremely costly. Based on figures 
provided by others (Citizen's Conference On State Legislatures, 
1971; Berk, et al.) 1975) a secular trend exists in the 
increasing rate of enactments. Within that trend, in 
California from 1955 to 1971, revisions in the Penal Code rose 
from three ~ercent to eight percent of all revisions (Berk, et 
al., 1975: 123). Such figures suggest th~t the state 
legislatures may have increased somewhat their attentiveness to 
crime issues ~elative to other public policy concerns. 

A second set of comparisons consists of the relative 
attentivess of city and state legislatures. At the city level 
the volume' of enac tmen t s showed qui te different pa t terns from 
those at the state level. While the rate of change in the 
state codes increased rather substantially after 1965, at the 
city level no such trend emerges. The comparatively low level 
of municipal legislative attentiveness shows up in the range 
used on' the vertical axis. While in the busiest biennium at 
the ~tate level, on the average each state passed one change 
per offense, among the cities in the busiest year less than two 
of the ten took such action. 

What is also notable is the variability from year to year 
in the city data. Since city coun~ils meet frequently 
throughout the year, annual figures are appropriate. 
Nevertheless, for the cities, the coefficient of variabiliti, a 
measure of the variations around the mean was .79. For the 
states, with a much higher volume, it was a much . smoot~er .27 
for order maintenance offenses but .78 for changes in the 
personal and property offenses. The difference in the annual 
(or biennial) fluctuations s60ws the rarity of the event at the 
local level. The effects of the deviant cases (Atlanta and 
Minneapolis) show up quite clearly- The ~ regression 
coefficien ts which measur e the d i rec tion or slope of the .line 
show that there was little change in the rate of enactments 
after those swings are taken into account. Up until 1964 the 
underlying direction was downward (b - ~.01) indicating, if 
anything, more concern in the early 1950s than in the early 
1960s. After 1964, however, there was a very modest increase 
in the volume (b - .03). The trend for the entire period, 1948 
to 1978, showed _ slight increase in the, an~ual volume 
(b - .02, F-ratio· 6.51; significant at .02 l.v~l). The 
increases attentiveness ~ in the latter half of the period 
coincide with the pattern at the, ~tate level and with the 
social and political events of the period. Nevertheless, the 
instability of the patte~n needs to be borne in mind • 

'.;" 

D~ Relationship Between Legislative Attentiveness 
and Crime as a Policy Issue. 

We have asserted at various points that . the. increased 
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leg i s 1 a t i v e act i v i t Y c 0 inc ide d wi t h the r i s e 0 f· c rim eon the 
political agenda. At this point we present some evidence tu 
support that assertion. In another part of the project a major 
effort was made to identify changes in the content of the 
polical agendas in each of the ten cities (Beecher and 
Lineberry, 19R2). The data base draws on narrative histories 
written by the field directors of the project who were located 
in the ten cities, elite interviews which the field directors 
conducted with knowledgeables in their city during different 
mayoral administrations, and newspaper accounts of municipal 
electoral campaigns. The effort produced systematic, 
empirically derived measures of the changing level of 
attentiveness to crime relative to other policy issues as well 
as different components of crime. We found that crime, both as 
an election issue and as an issue confronting city 
administrations rose in importance during the period. Violent 
and property crime not surprisingly ranked high on the lists of 
crime problems. However, they were not the only aspects of 
crime facing city leaders. Relevant to the issue of order 
maintenance, narcotics as a crime problem rose in importance 
faster than virtually any other criminal justice issue. Civil 
disorders and minority problems peaked in the late 1960s as 
crime problems for city policy makers and then fell somewhat in 
significance by the mid 1970s. 

For the purposes of this volume the placement of crime on 
the local political agenda is useful as an explanatory variable 
for legislative attentiveness to crime. Figures 4.2a and 4.2b 
show the correspondence. The volume of legislative enactments 
for order maintenance at the state level tracked quite closely 
the changing location of narcotics and racial unrest on the 
local crime agenda. There was a general upward trend in the 
volume of enactments. The placement on the agenda of racial 
unrest peaked in the middle period. The concerns were 
reflected in changes in disorderly conducted provisions in the 
middle and late 1960s. While the place of racial unrest 
decreased to some extent on the crime agenda in the last ye~rs, 
narcotics as a crime issue continued to rise. When the\two 

\\ it' 
issues are taken together, their rise makes a pattern simi~a~ 
to the one for legislative attentiveness. The volume J /Jf 
changes in felony provisions increased also but many of the 
enactments came in the last five years of the period, after 
violent crime had become a matter of political concern as well 
as after crime as a general issue had moved into a prominent 
position o~ the political agenda. Without making too big a 
point of the pattern, it is perhaps useful to note that the 
bulk of the changes in the three felony offense categories 
involved changes in the substantive provisions of rape laws and 
penalty revisions. These two issues are ones around which 
considerable interest group attention was targeted in the last 
years, unlike that for robbe~y or bur~lary. Such developments 
suggest that the legislative responsiveness is related to 
general demands in the external environment which are reflected 
in the content of the political agenda as well as the concerns 
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FIGURE 4.2a 
STATE LEGISLATIVE ATTENTIVENESS TO CRIME: VOLUME OF ORDER MAINTENANCE ENACTMENTS, 1948-1978 AND 

PLACEMENT OF SELECTED ISSUES ON CRIME AGENDA DURING THREE PERIODS. a 
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FIGURE 4.2b 
STATE 'LEGISLATIVE ATTENTIVENESS TO CRIME: VOLUME OF ORDER MAINTENANCE AND FELO~~ ENACTMENTS, 1948-1978 AND 

PLACEMENT OF CRIME ON THE POLITICAL AGENDAa 
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of groups appearing in the legislative arena itself. It is 
interesting to note the correspondence between agenda content 
at the local level and state legislative action. Issues of 
concern~n- the cities--;ere quite clearly receiving some 
attention in the state legislatures. While it is beyond the 
scope of our inquiry it is interesting to note that the 
increasing attentiveness to crime issues in the state arena 
occurred shortly after the U. S. Supreme Court's Baker vs. 
Carr decision which required redistricting legislature-s-,---often 
resulting in greater representation for cities. Four of the 
ten cities were state capitols and the fifth had the state 
cap~tol in its SMSA. Three of these five led the list in local 
attentiveness while the other two were at the bottom. 
Proximity to the state legislature does not, therefore, provide 
a compelling explanation of the volume of enactments at the 
local level. 

At the ci ty level t he general pa t te rns are mc\re di f f icul t 
I, 

to identify since the volume of enactments ~lbctuated so 
greatly. Nevertheless, the slight upward drifE/in the latter 
period coincides with the upward movement ot the order 
maintenance arid crime issues on the political agenda. Beyond 
these general patterns of legislative productivity (that is, 
the volume of enactments) and the political agenda, the 
development of legislative attention is the product of the 
interplay of groups and events at the state and local level. 
When aggregated as we have done, the idiosyncratic experiences 
show some general correspondence. To see how the processes 
operate would require knowledge of these individual stories. 

E. Relationship Between Legislative Attentiveness 
and Organizational Structure 

The preceding discussion has described, the trends over 
time in enactment volume and the placement of crime on the 
policy agenda. Common patterns of increasing attentiveness 
within the legislatures and the rising importance of crime as a 
political issue in urban America emerged. The legislative 
attentiveness thus appeared as a response to an issue in the 
political arena and, at least indirectly, to the changes in 
crime rates. 

Another way of explaining the variations in attentiveness 
,is to look at the organizational characL~ristics of the 
decision-making body. There is a considerable literature on 
two aspects for which we have data: the size of the 
organization and the representational base of the members. In 
one of the few comparative empirical studies of city councils 
Eulau and Prewitt (1973) found that council size (among the 
cities in California in their study membership ranged from five 
to nine members) differentiated decision-making styl~s. While 
they do not have policy content or activity data comparable to 
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ours they suggest that large council size "makes integration of 
the decisional structure all the more difficult." (Eulau and 
Prewitt, 1973: 187) In addition it produces shifts in voting 
patterns. Pursuing such a finding to the question of council 
outputs We hypothesized that the larger size and more fluid 
voting patterns might lead to greater accommodation to the 
preferences of individual members on at least non-critical 
issues. 

We have three descriptive measures of. the structural 
characteristics of the ten city councils in our study. They 
are: 1) the size of the council, 2) the representational base 
of membership, and 3) the power to act (i.e., the extent of 
home rule powers delegated to the cities). We include the 
issue of home rule as a measure of organizational structure 
since those formal rules govern the discretion available to 
local legislators to define local affairs. Since council 
structure in several of the cities changed on these measures 
during the period of the study we have looked at the 
characteristics for three periods, 1948 to 1962, 1963 to 1974, 
and 1975 to 1978, matching the periods used in the description 
of the political agenda. The following discussion is thus 
based on characteristics of 30 councils (10 city councils for 3 
periods - 30). Table 4.3 summarizes the findings on the three 
measures. Regarding council siz~, we found that the largest 
councils (13 or more members) were somewhat more likely, to 
enact order maintenance provisions than the smaller coun~ils. 
The pattern is not as straightforward as one might like, 
however, since both the small and large councils were more 
active than the mean for the whole group. There is one outlier 
in the small councils: Oakland in the most recent period was 
much more attentive to order maint~nance offenses than any of 
the other small councils. Among the large councils 
Philadelpbia and Minneapolis in the early period ware quite 
inactive. Reducing the effects of outliers by using median 
rather than mean volume per offense category scores produces a 
somewhat more straightforward pattern: the median for the 
smallest' councils (less than 9 members) was .05 for the 
medium-sized, it was .02; and for the largest it was .14. 
Thus, the largest councils tended to enact more changes than 
the others. 

Cities with home rule powers were more likely to enact 
than those without. That finding, which summarizes what was 
presented in descriptive fashion in Chapter 3, indicates that 
cities generally took advantage of the powers available to them 
and, further, that the changes in the rules governing 
city-state relations affected legislative behavior. 

Finally, the representational basis of membership made 
relatively little difference in the legislative attentiveness 
to order maintenance offenses. The annual volume o£ enactments 
was virtually the same whether members were elected by wards or 
at-large. Municipal reform, as many government texts describe, 
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TABLE 4.3 

a 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COUNCIL STRUCTURE AND RULES AND ENACTMENT VOLUME 

A. COUNCIL SIZE 

SMALL 
(5 to 8 members) 

(n = 12) 

.08 

B. REFORMISM 

UNREFORMED 
(some ward-based 
representation) 

(n = 18) 

.09 

C. POWER TO ACT 

II 

STRONG HOME RULE 
,(n = 21) 

.11 

MOD~RATE 
(9 to 12 members) 

(n. = 8) 

.03 

REFORMED 
(no ward-based 

LARGE 
(13 to 29 members) 

(n = 10) 

.15 

.' representation) 
(n = 12) 

.08 

WEAK HOME RULE 
(n = 9) 

.03 

an=30. Each city was counted three times to cover the prevailing condi
tions in 1948-1962; 1962-1974; and 1975-1978. Where changes in struc
ture occurred within those periods, the conditions governing the 
longest portion were used to summarize the period. Data collected 
by Governmental Responses to Crime Project. 
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dating back many decades has had as one of its cardinal tenets 
~h~ advocacy of at~large elections in order to avoid the 
perceived dangers of cronyism, patronage bossism, and other 
such evi~,s of big city politics. The argument was made that 
representatives elected' by the entire city vl0uld be less 
susceptible to d;-:D more parochial or priva~e interest of 
neighbdrhood or social group. - Instead, at~large members would 
work for the broader "public" good (Banfield and Wilson, 1964: 
876). In a study of the relattonship between r~formism and 
pub 1 i cpo 1 i c i e s, Lin e be r r y and F 0 wI e r (1 9 6 7: 7 1 5) con c 1 u d e"1':i y 
muting the demands of privel't~-regarding groups, the electoral 
institutions 'of reformadA,~~vernments make ~ublic policy less 
responsive to the' deh\ands a/i',ising out of social conflicts in 

\\ 

the pop~lation." 

,If ~nacting revisions in the order maintenance provisions 
in the city code is seen as representing the public good, then 
with, reform one would expect increased activity, holding other 
fact~~s constant. Such a hypothesis is plausible assuming that 
the largely allocative poli,cies of such enactments affect 
actionsthro'.l,g,~out the city. Prohibi,tions about public 
drunkenness or gambling apply to activities in all 
neighborhoods. En~ctments, in the reform spirit, are thus 
statements about the~olicy pr~ferences applied to the ~ntire 

U community. 

If one takes a somewhatdi£fRrent,~~eK\ of the enactment 
process, a contrary hypothesis may be offered. If the 
enac~ments are the result of particularistIc concerns of 
constituents rather than more universalistic issues of the 
city, then one would expect greater activity in c~uncil~ which 
l:;ave more direct con'stituent contents, 'the ward-based system. 
The situation in' Boston offered the basis for such a 
hypothesis. WHen asked about the Boston city council's lack of 
attention to code~revisions even after significant changes in 
its home rule ~tatus in 1966, one m,~ber suggested thit the 
size ef theterriibrial base made a sig~ificant difference in 
the counci-l c,a~,tivity (Interview, October }980). The member, 
pointed out t'fiat there were more 'state legislative districts in 
Boston than members ,of the council who in any eve,nt ran 
at-large'. As a result, h~) felt that many citizens ~'l;{ave a closer'i 
tie with thi~ir st~;te representative than anyone o(n the~ouncil 
and therefore take even lo~al problems and r"equests for 
assistance to the sta~e rath~r than ~ity legislators. 

Contained within this observation about state and local 
1 4 i i Boston is the assumption that the volume of po (,,,,t cs. n 

legislativE:' e'nactments reflects orgibizational ,responsiveness 
to neighborhood Of social group requests fr.lr~<~melioration' of 
local " condit:ty.~s. W?en.~c;:Jtizen cOl1rtact wi~th\'Wle,~ted officials 
is minimal' (~:i~l'i,\s arguably the case in at-largt,) , Ju;+sdictions) 
the enactment.i)volume can be expe,~ted to be comparat..:;V'ely low. 

<-' 

The evide~ce from 
(,) 

our study gtves no support" to"either 
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'ref,prmism hypothesis. The mean annual volume of -enactments for 
cities with ward and'at-large elections was virtuaiiy the same. 
As an example,~hile Boston in the 1970s with at-large 
elections ,did Jittle, Atlanta when it had the same procedures 
was very a~tive~ , 

~ , " , 

," Comprehensive tests 
organizational structure , . () J 

legisl~tive productivityafe 
models and' reliable data. 

of the relationships b~tween 
crime ~s ~n agenda issue, and 
impossible without more complex 

What we have are some suggestive 
patterns o~ com~on trends. We found that state and local 
legislatures became more active in reVising order maintenance 
provisions as the issues of cr~me tOok on greater importance ~n 
the policy agenda of the"cities. Based "on that ~oincidence, 
legislative action appears to be at least in ;art a response to 
perceived' problems. Without, more complet~arrest data (the 
best a"vailab~e measure, of the problems of order mainten,ance); 
we are not able to, trace responsiv,eness to the char.;;ginn, 
dimensions of crime itself. Never~hel~ss perceived problems 
a~,re more proximate antecedents '-'than 'the more objective 
,measureS0. An important caveat at the state Iflvel was t,.hat the 
.attention to order maintenance offenses ,was "much greater than 
to property and violent, offenses. As w,e have. suggested, the 
availability of legislative solution~ varie. with the type o£ 
offense. 

ihere appear to h' a variety of organizatjon stru~tures 
that give some legislative b,odiesa greater capacity J;orespond 
than others ,to perceived threats to Jhe .pub!icA)rder. As a 
precondition c,ities c needed the authol;r;Ity to_8'~t on local' 
ma~ters. That included the formal rules as w~li as th~ force 
ofa political'context tha"t, would encd'-q,rage.loca'l initiatives. 

,,,In additio,I,} the size of the council.ir.Ec'~,lf had some effect on 
~ts attentiveness to these issues. " a - ~-' 

, ,,~, 

Case Studies Qf Legisl~ti~e Activity 

f; rF o 0 

The preceding discus sio"n ~i legi sla ti Ve re'sponsi venes s. £0 
crime has Shown th\at) by and large, state"s rathOer than 'cities 
have been "the sites f,o,r ,the greatest activity. 'In ""the 
following, sections we .. p,rovide four vignettes which 1.1lustrat.e:'3° 

,some ,.~f the gene,ral them,es ,tn'at have" been J'roposed. A:'tla,~ta 
~nd, iMinneapoli(t) a'1:"~ ~w~. de,viant C~'boe,s~becaus~ of the 
di$proport~onat.ly high le~eI of acrivity at the city level. 
Newark and Bo~ton, ar·e at the ot,here.xt~reme. Both were quite 
ina,ctive while their state le.,g~slCitureswere addressi,ng a w'i'de 
variety of ;:issues. Be.side,s describ~ng the activity 'at the two 
,levels.; we "have in.eluded ~asc9ntextuai.J infQ,rmation ,~es,criptions 
~f the polit~cal a~tentiveness to eri~e and some D of the 
organizatioval structure_of the9ity "co~ncils.ln ,; each case 
,there are. what we" (,~igJ;tt best ,drscrib:e "as suggestive 
continuities between legislative action ,rnd t.~ese exp'lanatory,o 
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variables. 

1. Atlanta: The Case for City Regulation of Local Affairs 
Since Georgia's code wis relatively undifferentiated (thai 

is, its scope was relatively narrow) at the beginning of the 
period, we expected it would probably become more heavily 
inv~lved than most states in revising its provisions. In fact 
it/ranked sixth out of the nine states in terms ,of the volume 
of enactments over the entire period. Thus it does not support 
the initial expectation that low differentiation would lead to 
higher volume in subsequent years. The state's attention was 
greatest in the last t~ird of the period both for order 
maintenance and felony offenses. The increase at that time 
coincided with rising concern with crime issues in Atlanta. 
(We do not have state-level crime agenda data.) To summarize, 
Atlanta is located in a state that gave comparatively little 
attention to the content of its code Dt least ~ntil the most 
recent part of the period. 

The organizational structure of the Atlanta city council 
ch~nged several times during the period. Its representational 

"base fluc tua ted be twe en a t-large and ward e lec t':i ons al thQugh 
the wards remained a persistent political reality throughout. 
The size of the council also changed but it remained one of the 
largest of the ten, ranging from 16 to 27 members at different 
times. Finally, Atlanta had a moderate degree of authority to 
define local offenses. 0 

The Atlanta city council took full advantage of the power 
to legislate local affairs. It enacted(~ore changes than a~y 
other city in the study, enacting 59 chanie~ ifi the 11 order 
maintenance provisio'ns. It had a highe'r enactment rate per 
offense category than ~ome of the states in the study. 

If At!anta represents the most active city council of the 
ten in our-study, then one of the first observations to be made 
is t ha t changi ng the ci ty cod e is a relal i ve ly rare. o.ccur rence. 

I" The 59 changes, averaged across eleven offenses ,'that we coded 
in the city codes, equals 5.4 changes per offense, spread 
across 31 years.Changi~g the code is nbt ari annual exercise~ 
like passing appropriations. The relative ~arity of the ,event 
suggests that these enactments are episodic rather'''-/than 
incremental. 

' •. -<J The timing of the changes points out th:e episodic nature 
of the code reform process in Atlanta. There were four years 
during which a large number of changes were made (1950, 1965, 
1970, and 1915). However, between 1950 .nd 1965 tbere was a 
lull. Examining' the entire set of ch'anges leads us to suggest 
that there we~e ~wo main periods of ~~form (~.e., 1948-1950 and 
1965~1918). We infer' from these trends tn/at during ,l=hose t.wo 
periods community norma for behaviorwere" in greate:r flux than 
in the quiescent periods. The more active periQds of code 
reform may' also be p.~iods when maintaining ~ublic o~der in one 
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or another guise was a particularly troublesome policy problem. 
Based on the measures of the placement of crime on the 
political agenda in Atlanta available from another part of the 
project, the increasing volume of enactments, which occurred in 
both the city and state codes, occurred at the same time that 
political attention was focusing on crime-related issues. The 
Atlanta. council,with a large number of members and a tradition 
of ward politics, is an example of the use of vigorous local 
attentiveness to definitJ~ons of offenses. 

,.or/, , t 

2. Minneapolis: Local Initiatives in a Pluralist 
Politic~l Context. The Minnesota legislature fairly ~egularly 
mada revisions in it~ order maintenance provisio~s. A peak 
came in 1963 when the state revised its entire code. The 
pattern is somewhat different from that in other states where 
we f6und a growing volume of activity 1n the latest period. 
While the line plotting the number of changes is not flat, 
nei t he r does it have an easily iden ti fia ble long- t.erm trend. 
In fact, the peak and surrounding "valleys" may tell us more 
about the process of rewriting codes (no ch~nges were made in 
the sessions immediately before and afier the 1963 code 
revision) ,than about the crime policy agenda. Minnesota's 
~lac~ (fifth) among the other states in the study in terms of 
legislatiye output provides little support for. the notion that 
one, of the driving forces behind the state's activity was the 
relatively narrow scope of9the existing provi~ions. 

Th~ Minneapolis citi council shared so~e basic structural 
charact~ristics withthe~tlanta council. It was comparatively 
large, with 26 members until 1964 when it was reduced in size 
to 13. Throughout the period members ran in0 local districts~ 
Unlike G Atlanta, however, th~ Minneapolis council has been the 
center, both in practice as well as by charter, of political 
decision-making. 'One of the consistent themes of Minneapolis 

'I 
politics has been an aversion to structures or. practic~s that 
would centralize authoriiy or responsibility (McPherson 
1980a). In fOt,mal structure the c~t~ has a weak-mayor s;yste~ 
which de,scribes its practice as w~ll. Parties appeared to play 
a relatively min6r part ~n local' politics. Lnterest groups and 
localized constit~ent pressures have been particularly 
successful in Minne~polis" accordin~ to McPherson. In 
concluding that formal fragmentation has resulted I in an 
emphasis on consensus-build~ng, ~he, notes, "Given the 
decentralized authoriOty oft;he formQI, decision-making 
structure, the importance of interest groups, and the tendency 
toward non-partisanship, it is. understandable that politicians 
are motivated to avoid cbnflict whe~ever possible" (McPherson , _ J 

1980a: 35). Thus Minneapoli' appears to be ~\plac~ where the 
formal"structures~ummarize quite ~well the pol~/ica~ ,\J:'ealities. 
With these characteristics in mind.~e would expect that local 
constituent requesis for relief as well as tbe policy 
recommendations from "'1ocaJ~groups mig'ht be relatively easily 
incorporated in the code. 
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Minneapolis, whose code was comparativ~ly extensive in 
1948, ranked second only to Atlanta in terms of the nu~ber of 
changes that were made. The city council in Minneapolis made 
42 changes in the offenses we examined. In fact, Atlanta and 
Minneapolis standout as exceptions to the general rule that 
revising the city code was a rel~tively rare event. 

The two peaks of activity came in 1969 and 1977. In'those 
years the city increased the maximum penalty for most types of 
ordinance violations. Such acts affected all of the offenses 
so that they appear as major revisions in terms of the volume 
(as distinguished from the substanc~) of activity. 

Moving to a more speculative level, the volume of legal 
changes in the city code suggests that council wa~ in fact as 
well as id form an active political center. The comparative 
ease with which Minneapolis changed its code suggests that the 
la~k of a strong mayor and the diffusion of power among various 
groups did not per se make reaching decisions especially 
difficult. We should note that pluralism does not necessarily 
mean paralysis nor does it mean that consensus was not 
possible. In fact the frequent success of those, wishing to 
change the C(tde suggests that consensus among various groups 
could be developed without too great· political costs. 

3. Newark: Effect$ of 
Legislative Respanses to ·Crime. 
of enactments as a functio~ 

enactment activity points to 
statutory or ordinance changes. 
of activity. 

Sttuctural Changes on Local 
We have considered fhe v~lume 

of political context since 
the priority placed on making 
We have seen several patterns 

In some locales little attention was paid ai ei~her the 
city or state level (Philadelphia and Houst~~). In others 
'there was considerable attentio~ to both city and state codes 
(Atlanta and Minneapolis). We have foun~ places where the 
state was "the dominant source of change (Massachusetts); some 
where the loc'al jurisdiction gave some,. impetus '.l(Philadelpllia 
and Minneapolis). Newark and New Jersey fall into the mid~:le 
categories of both volume 'and locus of 'attention. ,In 
comparison with other jurisdictions in our study, the political 
context of the city and state put a moderate priority to 
changing the meaning and p~nalties associated with various 
offenses. 

The state legislature revised the ~ode q~ite often: New 
Jersey ranked third among the nine states in our study.' 'I; he 
bulk of the attention was concentrated in three periods --in 
the early 1950s, the ~ate 1960s, and the lat~ 1970s. The firit 
and l~st peaks coincide with revisions',:of the entire code in 
1951 and 1978. The three periods of high activity also 
coincide with periods of concern for p~rticular crime problems: 
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drugs in the early 1950s, riots and disorder in the 1960s and 
alternatives to the rehabilitative, discr~tionary mo~el of 
~entencing i~ the late 1970s. These con~erns will be developed 
1n ~ore deta1l later but suggest the periodic nature -of crime 
poILcy-making. The frequency with which the state code was 
revised is also interesting in light of the fact that the New 
Jersey code in 1948 was already highly specified. 

Newark has been confronted by as many, if not more, of the 
social and economic problems of post World War lIas any large, 
old American city. During the period crime rose precipitously 
on the political and election agenda. Further the 1967 riots 
show up as ~ watershed and as an exampie of the~complex 
problems of ma1ntaining public order in an urban setting. 

The structure f J o Newark's local government was reorganized 
substantiall~ in 1954, moving from a commission to a 
mayor-council form of government. At that time it expanded the 
size of its council from five to nine members, adding four 
at-larg~ positions. These changes in formal strueture affected 
the ways in which policy decisions were processed, with the 
centralization of responsibility in the mayor's office. 

Within this context of changes in the formal structure 
the commission, and then the council, made relatively fe; 
modifications in the local definitior(tl' of offenses. In the 31 
years the legislative body adopted 15 revisions in the 11 
categories of order maintenance offenses. The peak occurred in 
1956 when the city adopted a new penalty provision affecting 
all the offenses. The concentration of ~ctivity in the 1950s 
occurred shortly after the two structural changes in city 
government were in place which were designed to fa~ilitate 
local policy initiatives. In 1950 the state had set in motion 
the option of local control and in 1954 Newark voters 0angered 
by political corruption, finally supported reforme;s who had 
been fightipg to ~nd Commission rule. In the 1954 election 
Newark adopted, a mayof-city council form of government and 
elected Leo Carlin, a leader in the reform movement to the po~t 
of mayor (Guyot,1980). 

() 

A ~ore modest peak occurred in 1967, the year of the 
riots. Preceding the riots by some mOriths, th~ ~hange~ dealt 
with problems of public order -- crowd control. T6ey r.moved 
fro,m the polic l\. som"e of ths sweeping dis,cretion they had had ,to 
regulate the fonduct of various social groups_by re~oving 
status definitions of disorderlv ~onduct •. While ~he changes 
that were enacted may have bee~ made possible by itsonew hom~ 
rule power, the experience in Newark also'suggests that those 

o new mechanisms did not permabently change th~ local-priorities 
on the utility of changing offense meanings. "Moreover 

.".,' 
'1,) 

traumatic as' the Newark riots were,'~;they did not stimula,te ~ 
substantial number of ena,~tments. Thus, at.~,most,·'· the 
s tru~,~:ral ~hanges may have produced some short ter~ effects. 
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4. Bos!on: Tradition is Stronger than Rules. The Boston 
city council, which was one of· the largest at the beginning of 
the period with 22 members, was reorganized in 1952. The 
council was reduced in size to 9 members, all ele~ted at-la~ge 
rather than by wards, as had been the case previously. Later 
in the period the state's constitution was amended to provide 
more extensive power to the cities to regulate their own 
affairs. As was mentioned earlier, the at-large elections were 
a thorn in the side of local politicians who felt that the lack 
of a neighborhood or community base for representation limited 
legislative effectiveness. Whether it was the type of 
representational base or the size of the territorial unit that 
was at issue is less significant at this point than the 
perception that the formal rules were constraining policy 
initiatives. In any event, Boston passed few changes in its 
code. In 31 years, just seven changes were made in the order 
maintenance provisions included in the ~tudy. Thus the formal 
rules, whether home rule authority," council size, or 
representational base, appear to make relatively little 
difference to the legislative responses to crime at the local 
level. Four changes were made in the 1950s, two in 1969, and 
one in 1975. Making changes was an extremely rare event. 

While Boston made few changes, Massachusett~, for a I~ore 
limited number of offenses, made a great many, far more than 
any other State in our study. Aside from the sheer volume of 
activity at .the state level, the trend over time in volume is 
also notable. Whereas for most of the other ~tates in our 
study the attentiv~hess to offense definitions increased in the 
latter part of the period, Massach~setts~ interest in revising 
its code was a more on-going activity. At the beginning of the 
period the scope of the state's coverage was moderately 
extensive -- it ranked second in scope in 1948. On the theorj 
th~t the volume of changes would be inversely relate~ to ~he 
scope in 1948, Massachusetts provides a significant counter 
example. Lopal officials explained their relations. ~ith the 
state by noting that they were, until very recently, reasonably 
satified with their ability to achieve what they wanted ~n the 
stat~ legislature. In an important caveat for developing"major 
shifts in policy directions, it was noted, however that it was 
considerably easier to block legislation de~med' undesir~ble 
than to pass proposals that Boston might prefer. (Interview 
with former corporation counsel, 1980). Nevertheless, there 

,;;-has been sufficient consensus in the state regarding criminal 
law legislation t~ pass a large number of changes if not major 
innovations. Political traditiona of state dominance are 
persuasive factors in explain-:{,ng the minimal att:.en"t-·ion' paid to 
code revision at the city level. As one fof~r corporation 

\~, counsel de ~)c ri bed the situation in Boston, enac tinBord ina'nces 
was grandstanding. The solution to-crime wa. in enforcement , 
not in the availability of laws (Inferview, 1980). 

C. Conclusions 
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The review of the volume of enactments shriwed some general 
c6mparability to the trends in the re~orted crime problems . 
Beyond that, the adoption process included local catalysts in 
the form of unique in¢idents which herped define the problem. 
Further, the process needed a source of ideas for directions 
for reform. At both the city and state level the volume of 
enactments appeared to have more to do with the values about 
the efficacy o~ law reform, and less to do with the ~ubstance 
of the code, its stage'of development, or the directions of 
change. 

Some jurisdictiDns, both at the city and state level, ~sed 
law reform frequently and others resorted to it rarely. S~uch 

l' 
attentivenesG coincided in large part with crim~ issue~ as 
political agenda items and with structural characteris~lcs. 
which facilf:(tated that rersponsiveness. There was some geJ~ral 
support for t'he propqsition that the organizational structure 
was an importantexpl~natory factor in explaining local 
legislative responses. Nevertheless, the critical role of that 
amorphous but apparently powerful concept df political context" 
or tradition come~. through quite clearly as a mechanism for 
structuring expectations about the appropriateness or utility 
of law ~eform. At the individual level we speak of a sense" of 
efficacy about law. At the level of pplicy makefs there may be 
a similar predisposiiion about the uses of law. 
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Chapter ·v, 

CSANGING CONTENT OF.LAW: CRIMINALIZATION 

A~ 

(\ (I ~:' 

In the precedirig chapter we ~iscossed legislative 
attentiveness to order m~intertance 'issues in terms of the 

" ' 

frequen~y wi th which code provisions wet':fi,changed. A seco'nd 
perspective, tOn attentive.ness focuses'on t-he cortsequences of 
tha t . at ten tton: °the changil}g con ten t of the code.s. In t~e 
discussion of the general patterns across the states and eities 
one of the most consistent finding. is .. that both cities and" 
states ,Ihave "expanded the definitions of criminal behavior 'in 
the post war period. We will show the policy development in 
the aggreg~te and then~giv~ some specific examples of h6w state 
and city c~d~s changed,' illyst~atlng the general patterns. 
Within thegene~al trends we will dis~uss the changing 
dimensLons h ~f crimi~alizatidn in light of the dhanging demands 
for'action. Thus, there is variation in the extertt"\ to which 
the 'states., took the lead in addressing'these issues, as has' 
bee.n diacus'se'd in the chapter on the power to legislate. There 
is also va~'iatn)n with respect to the types of. CYffenses being 
addresse~ ;-- different ~roblems ~ap~ear to 'have been handied 
differently within the conteit of&the overall criminalization •. 
In this j'chapter we d~scr,ibe the changing conten,t in terms of 
different :types of policy which depend in part on the demands 
for ~cti~n, ~nd the political costs of ~aking act~onh . While 
the, presenta'tion. does not reach a systematic analysiS of ~he 
po'iicy Pfocess,. identifying the c'hanging policy type,s~ ,:f!iSc,,' 
helpful ;l.n examining the conditions under which tn'e 
l:egis(~~atutes take' aC.tion. D 

, II 

U :~ . 0 

B~ °Anal;t~carprocedures ~ 
'I) 

, Our measure "of the scoipe of an offense 'described the range 
of icts for which a person is liable" for prosecution. For the 
analysiso,.f . changes' in definitions "we used' a measure ,. of' 
criminalization which looks at the magnitud~~of thecha~ges in 
each 4escrfptor that was affected by' a.n en,actment. For 
example, removing all ,-'aoci.al sta tus defini tions of disorderly 
conduct may~hange the content ~f only,on~ or: two' descriptors 
but'" amount to') a' significantdecrimiri,aliz'ation". .Alternatively,"!! 
the adoptio\n,~f' the Urtiform Contfo1led C:'Su'bstances Act may 
affect awh'ole variety of desc~iptors, butresult'in'la' small net 
crimin'aliZ:.ation compared °td the definitions. in effect at,.the .' 
time of a':;Joptiono"The "net. ctlminalization ,:,s'eore for each II 

enactment irt a gi~en year was added together to produce an 
annual net change "score for each 'offense category' and=;C"'tn'~rn"'~ 
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across all the' offenses in the study. These annual scores were 
then accumulated over time. In order to allow comparisons 
across cities and states we standardized the scores by the 
number of offenses examined at the state (6) an.d city (11) 
level. The resulting cumulative net change score traces the 
incremental effects of each change on the existing status of 
the definition. The additive assumption that is built into the 
cumulative net change score, following the proced~~es adopted 
by Berk, et al. (1977) is appropriate since each enactment 
affected provisions in effect at the time of the change. An 
enactment--' affects a time-based condition: it! changes the 
definitions as they existed at a particular time, not some 
ideal condition nor some prior condi~ion. 

" 

C. Validity Check of Criminalization Measure 

Before addressing the trends in the data it is useful to 
compare the results of our 'study of order maintenance offenses 
with the trends that Berk, et al. (1977), found in their study 
of changes in the ent~re penal code in California from 1955 to 
1971. The comparison ~llows a test of the validity of our .data 
base by drawing on an ind.pendent source which examines similar 
pb(I'r~nomena. We used somewha t d if feren t proc edu;r es developed to 
address the different ~esearch needs of our comparative study. 
Nevertheless, the trend lines reported in their stud) and what 
we found show remarkable similarity once one takes into account 
the particular type of c~iminal law policy our study was 
addressing. They reported a marked increase in criminali~ation 
p~rticularly for property and what~~hey termed crimes a,ainst 
the public interest (e.g~, disotderly conduct and firearms). 
On the other hand, they found a small increase in crimes 
agains~ the person and almost no increase in victimless 
offenses (drugs, prostitution, public drunkenness, and ,the 
like). They noted that the minimal increase in this last 
category was due in large part to the decriminalization, of dru,~ 
addiction in the 1960s (1975: 183). For most other crimi!lal 
law issues the early to mid 1960s were years of increa~ing 
criminalization. By 1971, the end of their study, major 
increases were being made less. frequently but th~ incremental 
effects of the hig~ volume ot legislative activity continued ~o 
register ,i~creases ~n criminalization. 'Thus they f.ound, that 
the shape of the d upward-moving line~hanged in o 1967 so that 
aftei' that tim~ the slope increased atVa slower rate. 

The findings in our study of order maintenance offenses 
show a similar pattern for that period but add a firs,t chapter 
(1948-1955) and a last chapter (1971-1978). Figure 5.1 ,shows 
the c~mulative net change in criminalization per~offense in the 
six order maintena~ce offenses tracked in our fotudy of state 
codes. The· trend line starts at zero in 1948, following the 
procdure used by Berk, et al. (1917: 141). The base at which 
it started is arbitrary for our purposes since our foc~s at 
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t hi s poin tis on the incremental' effec ts of change s themselves J 

not on some ideal or norm-based definition. The slope of the 
line for the changes would be ~i~ilar regardless of the 
startirtg point. Nevertheless, we do hav~ 8vailabla a base from 
which to start the trend Iini. We know from the preceding 
chapter that:California gave moderately comprehensive coverage 
to its code provisions iTh 1948~'ranking in the middle (four~h) 

,of the nine states at·'that'( time. The scop,e rankings' in 1948 
and 1978 are ~seful ben~hmarks to suggest some of the overall 
~ffects of ~he enactments on the specificity of the code. 
California"'s revisions, which were second only to Massachusetts 
in volume, expanded the v8,rie ty of AC t s conside red of fense s. 
However, ;'the same trend was occurring in other states' as" well 
so that California"'s position in 1978 relative "to the other 
states re~ained essentia~ly the same. 

The unstandardiz~d betas may be compared across the 
di£fe~~nt ~eri~ds as a way of assessing the direction and 
~agnitude of the changes. in content. Since the same variables 
are b.ing used in each time period the unstandardized betas are 
appr~~riate as expre~sions of', the annuai increase in 
criminali~ation for a given period. The betas are useful in 
comparing the changes in city" and state codes because fhe 
cumulative change index b,as been calculated in 'the same way for' 
both sets of data. We-~annot make· direct comparisons between 
the slopes of our data and those reported in Berk"'s study sin~e 
their criminalization index was not standardized, by the humber 
of offense categories in the California code. WTiile their 
approach has the appeal of maintaining somewhat easier 
interpre~ablli~y to the raw numbers, it runs into problems when 
offenses are moved out of the penal code entirely, ,as happen~d 
to most of the ,Arug provisions in the California code in 19605. 
We standard;lzed the number of offense categories in our st~y 
in order to ,be abl'e, to make' comparisons across jurisdictions. 

" While the differences in index ,construction ('mak~ d~'" rec t 
comp~risons impossible, the relative magnitude of 

,) 
the betas 

within each study provide at
l
\ least a heuristic device for-

making comparisons. The slopes in cu~ulative net change in 
crimi ftali(za tion acros"s the entire penal Code in Berk"'s study 
(1977) showed steady increases over time. 

'~While there were ~xceptions ii the 1960s, the net effect 
~f enactments involving order maintenance offeQses in 
~alifornia tended io ~xpartd t~e definitions so that more 
behavior, was defined as ~ri~inal in the later period than in 
the earlier one. 'For example , t ~e telati vely,. nar,row firearms 
regulations were extended to cbver·sawed-off shot~uns, 
lic~nsing re~uirementB wereixp~rided, a'person could not let 
someone in his or het car' with a c~ncealable firearm, a~d 
disorderly conduct no longer contained . lists of. s~ially 
~ndesirable persons, although it ~dded those who obstr~cted 
traffic •.. 
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this point is on the incremental effects of changes themselves, 
not on some ideal or norm-based definition. The "slo,pe . of the 
line for the changes would be ~imilar regardless of the 
starting point. Nevertheless, we do have availabla a base from 
which to start the tr.nd line. We know from the' preceding 
chapter that California gave moderately comprehensive coverage 
to its code p~~"visions in 1948, rankf'ng in the middle (fourth) 
of the nine states a~ that time. The scope rankings in 1948 
and 1978 are useful bendhmarks to suggest some of the overall 
effects of the enactments on the specif~city of the code. 
California's revisions, which were second only to Massachusetts 
in volume, expanded the variety of acts considered offenses. 
However, the same trend was occurring in other states as well 
so that California's position in 1978 relative to the other 
states r~mained essentially the same. 

The unstandardized betas may be compared across the 
different periods as a way of assessing the direction and 
magnitude of the changes. in content. Since the same variables 
are being used in each time period the unstandardized betas are 
appro~riate as expressions of the annual increase in 
criminalization for a given period. The betas are useful in 
comparing the changes in city and state codes because the 
cumulative change index has been calculated in the same way for 
both sets of data. We cannot make· direct comparisons betwe~n 
the slopes of our data and those reported in Berk's study since 
their criminalization index was not standardized by the number 
of offense categories in the California code. While their 
approach has the appe~l of maintaining somewhat easier 
interpretability (to ,the raw numbers, it runs into problems .when 
offenses are move~ out of th~ penal code entirely~ as happened 
to most of th~ drug provisions in the California code in 1965. 
We standardized th~ number of offense categories in our study 
in order to be able to make comparisons across jurisdictions. 

I . 

While the differences in index construction make direct 
comparisons impossible, the relative magnitude of the betas 
within each study provid~ at least a heuristi~ device for 
making comparisons. The slopes in cumulative net change in 
criminalization across the entir~ penal Code in Berk's study 
(1977) showed steady increases over time. 

While there were exceptions in the 1960s, the net effect 
of enactments involving order maintenance offenses in 
California tended to ~xpand the definitions so that .ore 
behavior was defined as criminal in the later period than in 
the earlier one. For example, the relatively narrow firearms 
regulations were exten~ed to cbver sawed-off shotguns, 
licensing requiremenff~ were expanded, a person could not let 
someone in his or her' car with a concealable firearm, and 
disorderly ~onduct n~. long~r contairted 'lists of socially 
undesi ra ble pe rsons, a1 though it added those' who obs ~r):uc ted 
traffic. 0 
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In thi s c a tal og of c han'ges in coverage is evidence of 
several trends in legislative· attentIveness to crime which will 
developed more systematically,later. Our purpose at the moment 
is to establisb the exterhal vs~idity of th~ proc~dures uSed to 
collect and code our data. Similar' to Berk's findings, the 
trend among order maintenance offense·s was to expand steadily 
the definitions of offenses. The periods when· the rate of 
increase- slowed OTj as in 1965~ stopp~d, were due to two areas 
which ran counter to the general pattern of in~reasing 
crtminalization. First was the decriminalization ~f drug 
ad-liction and second, the decriminal.izati.on· of other social 
statuses which had been included in the disorderly conduct 
provi s ions. The· per lad of social t urmoil in the .1960 s shows up 
as a modest contrast. to th.e e.arldetr and'later periods. During 
the ascendancy of the libera.l forces lnthe state legislature, 
described by Berk, et al.(1977), the tendency was to 
decriminalize the status offenses ~nd nuisance provisions. 
Vagrancy was removed, .disorderly con'duct was reduc.ed from a 
broad catchall to cover only more 1'mme'dlate and active threats 
to the public' or'der, and drug· addiction as: a status was 
decriminalized. Penal provisions w~re replaced by civil 
commitment proceedings for addicts and public drunks. These 
policy developments are reflected in the cr.iminalization trend 
line in our data as well as Berk's. What the ttend in the 
California data does not su~port, however, is the proposition 
that Donald Black (1976) has offered, that law will increase 
during periods of increased social complexity or 
differentiation. What we found was a decI;'ease 'in the amount 
or, scope of the law at a time of consJderable scicial turmoil 
compared to earlier, and later, periods. We will return to 
this theme later. 

By extending the· line to 1978 we can se~ that the reduced 
enthusiasm for hard-line law' .and order policies, as Berk 
described them, was short-lived in California. Starting in 
19·71 the c riminali zati·on line moved sharply upward again. The 
rate of increase returned to the same pace as the early 1950s 
and early 1960s. The additional time points available in our 
study suggest that in California the concern wit~ order 
maintenance issues, among which were the highly volatile. issues 
of maintaining political order, i,ncreased markedly in; the last 
portion of the period. The increases in the 1970s occurred 
after many 0;£ the other social .. control aspects, of d rugs and 
vagrancy had been removed under constitutional challenges. 
What appears in the 1970s is the sense tha.t legislatures 
continued their interest in th~ deterrent effects o£ law as an 
instrument of maintaining the. political, if not the social, 
order. 

The California state code changes illustrate how the data 
are organized for analysls and e~tablish a means of evaluating 
their external validity. 
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D. General Trends in Criminalization in States and Cities 

At the state level the overall trend of the changes was to 
criminalize. No state criminalized less in 1978 than it did in 
1948. Given the concerns with mounting crime problems such a 
finding is not surprising. The pattern is presented in Figure 
5.2. The steep slope of the lines points to the magnitude of 
the accumulated changes. Further, the line for criminalization 
was relatively smooth, showing a steady increase. The basic 
legislative response, according to our data, was to eitend 
further and further the reach of the criminal sanctions. The 
trend line aggregated across the nine states in the ~urrent 
comparative study suggests that the legislative decisions at 
the state level most often consisted of adding new actions to 
the definitions of offenses. While constitutional challenges 
on vagueness grounds in several offenses were successful in 
removing some of the discretionary power of police, many 
legislatures enacted new provisions designed to salvage some 
control, particularly to meet challenges to the political 
order. 

The criminalization line for the ten cities looks 
dramatically different from the line for the states. T,he line, 
instead of making a strong diagonal cut on the graph, shows a 
modest increase over time. Both the flatness and the 
year-to-year variation at the city level point to the 
importance of the content of formal rule constraints under 
which the cities operated. The widely different approaches to 
the issue of local control and the variation in the level of 
municipal effort tended to cancel each l other out when 
aggregated. 

The criminalization line for cities does not indicate in 
all cases inaction. Instead it points to the variation in 
local responses. The story of the changing content of order 
maintenance offenses is thus complicated by the variability in 
the relations between states and their cities. In order to 
give substance to the general patterns we will present some 
brief histories of trends in the content of city and state 
legislative policies. The selections illustrate several points 
that will be developed for further discussion. Pennsylvania 
and Indiana are good examples of the general trend to 
criminalize. The patterns in Texas and New Jersey, in 
contrast, show two different routes which resulted in minimal 
criminalization trends. Placed along side of the state 
descriptions are the changes at the city level. Included is an 
example of a city (Minneapolis) in which the city council took 
an active role in initiating changes in policy directions with 
the result that by 1978 the city code was one of the most 
comprehensive in the group. Philadelphia shows a different 
response pattern, largely explained by the state political 
context in which it operated. Houston and Phoenix show cities 
which made few policy initiatives. In the process of 
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FIGURE 5.2 

Cillfln.ATIVE NET CHANGE IN CRIMINALIZATION PER OFFENSE CATEGORY FOR CITY AND STATE 
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describing the !patterns in selected jurisdi~tions several 
issues about sta~e and local legislative policy~makin~ emerge. 

'i 

1. Pennsylvania: Criminalization as Legislative Policy. 
The cumulative effect of the state attention to legal changes 
in the public order offenses was consistently to criminalize 
behavior. Figure 5.3 shows few exceptions to the general 
direction of change. 

Consistent with the theme of the private ethic described 
by Baltzell (1979), in the early period in Pennsylvania, the 
combined state and local coverage of disorderly conduct was the 
least restrictive of any of our city/state combinations. 
Hpwever, the state coverage expanded considerably to include 
~rovisions for traffic control (1968) and dispersing disorderly 
groups (1972). The direction of the changes suggests that the 
state code's treatment of disorderly conduct changed to take 
into account the changing nature of the threats to the 
political order, such as demonstrations and marches. 
Associated with the turmoils of the late 1960s and early 1970s 
was thus an increased visibility in defining legitimate 
behavior. By 1978 the state's coverage of disorderly conduct 
was more extensive than any other state in the study. Further, 
of the three offense types (public order, morality, and public 
safety) the public orde~ con~erns were criminalizeA the most. 

The story of code responses to morality offenses lies 
almost exclusively at the state level, although even there the 
issues did not generate muc~ activity. The state had a quite 
comprehensive drug section of the criminal code at the 
beginning of the periQd. The only changes that were made had 
the effect of extending the coverage, although the state 
legislature was not particularly active during the period. 

The efforts to control guns in Pennsylvania is in part a 
story of the politics of city-state relations. We have 
described in some detail in Chapter III the ways in which the 
formal powers of the city have been used to develop substantive 
policy choices. Pennsylvania's gun control provisions were 
generally modest throughout the period and the state eventually 
preempted efforts by Philad~lphia to provide more stringent 
controls within the city. While the state made a variety of 
modest changes in its coverage during the period, the changes 
did not break significant new ground in gun control policy. 
Most of the provisions delegated to local authorities broad 
discretion by regulating the availability of guns through 
modest licensing proceduies." In 1968 the stat~ enacted some 
outright prohibitions, but, signif~cantly, they were limited in 
their applicability to the largest city and to declarations of 
public emergencies. Those caveats, are consistent with the 
earlier point about the priorit~ thai the state legislature put 
on addressing ~ubli~ ~rder coricerns.N~vertheless, making an 
allocative decision such as prohibiting carrying weapons even 
with those constraints marke~ something of a departure from 
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past delegations of discretion. The reference to urban 
emergen~y conditions in the enactment suggests that the 
consensus that existed in 1968 may have developed around the 
"crisis" conditions of those years. The temporary nature of 
that cons~nsus was demonstrated by the subsequent adoption 
(1974) of a state preemption clause prohibiting mor,e stringent 
local provisions. At the local level, the direction or changes 
in the Philadelphia code was consistent with that at the state 
level increasing criminalization. While the volume of 
changes was so low that to use the enactments as evidence of 
policy directions is presumptuous, those changes that were made 
when placed in a context suggest a set of priorities. 

The city code included no definitions of disorderly 
~onduct or vagrancy from 1948 to 1978. Only loitering was 
defined, first appearing in 1955 after the city gained some 
measure of home rule authority. The first version was minimal 
in scope. An interesting point about the Philadelphia 
ordinance was the explicit exemption of labor strikes in the 
definitions of loitering offenses. Unlike Phoenix, which 
explicitly' proscribed such activity, Philadelphia protected 
labor-related demonstrations, picketing, and the like. 

Subsequent revisions in 1963, 1973, and most importantly 
in 1974 expanded the coverage significantly. The 1974 
revisions covered sit-ins and extended the prohibitions to 
private property, although labor activity was protected. The 
changes gave city officials broad authority to break up 
political demonstrations. The blockade of the Philadelphia 
Inquirer building by Mayor Rizzo's supporters in 1972 and the 
police arrests of Vietnam War protesters during a Nixon visit 
in October, 1972, are examples of the complex public order 
problems that were occurring in the city (Buffum and Sagi, 
1980). Whether the loitering revision may be considered an 
effort by the Council to rein in what it viewed as Rizzo's 
political excesses or was a general statement of concern about 
the political disruptions of the period is beyond the scope of 
our inquiry. However, the revision, which was tantamount to a 
prohibition against certain forms of political protest, 
occurred at a time when such challenges were coming from a 
variety of sources. When faced with these disruptions, 
Philadelphia's response was to limit or narrow the methods 
available for protest. In contrast, when Boston was faced with 
such challenges in the late 1970s during the school 
desegregation controversies, it did not change its explicit 
protections of such demonstrations. 

The picture that emerges in the analysis of the local and 
state attention to maintaining order is one of a consistent 
trend of crimina~1zation. At the city level the attention 
distinguished between the economic and political threats. 
During the period, both city and state made explicit the 
importance of maintaining a stable political order. The 
efforts to regulate the availability of guns included at some 
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points concern with civil disorders, if not riots. 
guns was seen in part as a response to the problems 
control, rather than the rising crime rates. 

Regulating 
of crowd 

2. Indiana: The Case for State Dominance. The changes in 
state law criminalized a wide variety of acts. Figure 5.4 
shows the general trend. F~r example, in 1969 and particularly 
in 1973 the state added rath,er extensive I'icensing requirements 
to its firearms provision. Such additions are somewhat of a 
surprise in a rather conservative Republican state. 

The description of disorderly conduct was changed several 
times to increase the coverage of obstructing traffic. In 1971, 
and 1976 the section was substantially rewritten to remove many 
of the more archaic forms and add some of the acts more 
directly applicable to problems of crowd control and outbreiks 
of violence. 

The crime probi~m that received the most attention over 
the years among the offenses in our study was drugs~ The 
legislature took various appioaches to the issue including the ( 
prohibition of paraphernalia a~d a nuisance offense fort 
covering apartment owners. In 1976 the state moved to) 
decriminalize marijuana by provi~ing fo~ a conditiona~ 
disch'arge of charges for a first time offender and by reducfng 
possession of small amounts of the drug from a felony to a 
misdemeanor. 

i 

The state made its largest increases in criminalizatiop 
during the middle period, from 1957 to 1969. After that t,Lme;, 
although the frequency with which changes were made increased:, 
the net change was more modest. The differentiation amon~ 
offenses and, among different aspects of the offenses, account 
for the more modest net effects in defi~ition in the most 
recent period. 

The Indianapolis city council made few changes in its code 
from 1948 to 1978. The infrequency of the changes makes it 
difficult to argue that we are tapping the c6ntent of a major 
area of legislative concern. That is not to suggest that the 
city did not use its definitions of offenses to prosecute those 
engaged in offensive behavior. For example, the new police 
chief announced a "war on cr:lJlle" early in 1948. Based on 
accounts of the period, clime at that time meant a) vice, 
particularly gambling, and nuisance behavior. among juveniles 
and b) traffic v~olatiohs{Pepinsky an~ Parnell," 1980). The 
Indianapolis police relied heavily on the city's disorderly 
conduct and gambling provisions to make ,arrests. The fact that 
the city council ,did not" change the provision suggests that o ' ' •• 
there were few benefits to be gained~n Indianapolis at the 
time by making even a symbolic ges'ture which might reinforce 
the community norms already incladed •. 

Indianapolis was important to the study because of the 
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~"IGURE 5.4 

CUMULATIVE NET CHANGE IN CRIMINALIZATION IN ORDER MAINTENANCE OFFENSES 
IN INDIANA AND INDIANAPOLIS, 1948-1978 

INDIANA 
(Scope of law rank in 

1948 = 6 of 9 states) 

INDIANAPOLIS 
(Scope of law rank in 

1948 = 7.5 of 10 cities) 

- ----- ------------ - ---------------~-

.J. -' 

a 
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structural changes in the formal powers of the city that were 
introduced with Unigov .nd the revised home rule provisions. 
We had expected that the city might choose to mov~ into the 
crime de'fitliti'on'area in order to assert local pr'efer'e'nces. As 
Figure 5.4 shops, such was not the case. By 1978 the city crid. 
was narrower" in scope than it was in 1.9-48. When the city 
adopted a new code in 1978, gun control and ~isorderly ,c6nduct 
had been largely eliminated as locally-d~£jned off~ns~s and 
loitering had been narrowed to some degree. P~ostitution was 
expanded considerably in 1970 while a relatively ~xtensive 
gambling'section remained unchanged. The city's attention was 
thu~ directed more toward morality offenses than problems of 
public disorder or safety. The structural changes appe,r to 
have had little effect to date on the city's interest in d_king 
local initiatives. The state's own attention may have pra~ided 
s uf ficien t resou r,ces to make local at ten t i venes s ap\pear 
unnecessary. Further, ~he damper ~laced on the articulatio* of 
local preferencas by the state c~urt_ may well have ha~ a 
chilling effect. In any event, the site of criminal ~aw 
policy-making"clearly remained at the state level, not at the 
cit y. ,.~, 

1;, 

,\ 

3. Minnes~a:, The Case f!or City Initiatives. While ttl 
coverage provided by the state c6de in 1948 was limited, tne 
Mlnneapoli sci ty cod e ad d res sed a wi d~ ,var ie t y of issue s i'n 
1948. Of patti6ul~t note was i~s ~ttenti~n'to drugs. During 
the period of our ~~udy there were some discernible shifts in 
the direction of policy. A~ shown in Figure 5~5 from 1965 to 
1968 there was a sharp increase in criminalization. Those 
increases maybe explained by -'the" intro'duct.fon of' various 
restraints on public disorder starting with the introduction of 
a loitering ordinance' in 1965. Loiterln~ and ~di~orderli 
conduct were criminalized in 1967 and 196~,. Prior to that" the 
city addressed such pro~lems of, publi~ disorder a~ crowd 
control in various s,ctibns c~vering' disorderly conduct. 

h ,I , , , 1963 According to t e stat\~/ ""egislative committee s report in. , 
which described the '-ra'1:ionale a,n,q history of the state's 
revised code of 1963, the definition of disorderly conduct had, 
un til t hat tim e , be en I a r gel y , a mat t e r for I b ca I con t r 0 I 
(Advisory Committee Report~ 1963). 

'i 

The timing and direction of the changes in the public 
disorder offenses occurred at a time when such matters were of 
some local concern. Minfieapolis' version of raclal disorders 

-' --

l'occurred in 1966 and 1967. While not of the same magnitude as 
those in De~roit or Newark, the riots had visible effects, at 
least on the politics of the city (McPhersofi, 1980a). The 
mayor at the time took considerable flak because he was out of 
town when the riot began in 1966. " -
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The second ~pisode, in 1967,l"bas f~rther relevance for our 
study in that the precipitating event was a white ta~ern 
owner's killing a black patron with a handgun (McPherson, 
1980a). According to reports at the time the owner had been in 
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F'IGURE 5.5 

!~ CUMULATIVE NET CHANGE IN CRIMINALIZATION OF ORDER 
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trouble before for using his gun witho~t good reason. The 
following year the city council adopted a relat'\ively stringent 
firearm registration ordinance. The city's ~ction came seven 
ye~rs before the Minnesota legislature passed its Dwn more 
lenient provisi8n. If was the local unit, which took the 
i nit i a t i ve in the mat t e r . A g a in, i n 1 9 74 t ~)e cit Y" ado pte d 
provisions prohibiting the sale of "Saturday night specials" -
a year before the state acted. Finally, in 1976, the st~te 
ra t i f 1. e d Min n e a pol is' rig h t t 0 ta k e the in i t i a t i v e 0 in 
developing a more stringent policy than was i:neffect for the 
state as a whole. 

I) 

On' one level "the actions a,:t: the local and state levels 
amou~t to an ackowledgement of the different poli~ical 

realities '(and crime problems) in the urban areas in a largely 
r u r a 1 s tat e . Fur the r , the y s u g g est t h l!:t in Min n e sot a the 
meaning of local control of municipal affairs ~s rather more 
toler.nt 6f local policy initiatives than, say, Pennsylvania or 
perhaps Nassachusetts ,~here loca(;i efforts, to the extent that 
they have been, made, were rebuffed. The ability of ~he city to 
adopt policy changes which responded rather directly- to local 
crime problems suggests, ~mong other things, the salience of 
the s e iss u e son the pol i tic ~/ 1 age n d a~ Its e ems ,0 not 
coincidental that a former police lieutenant, Charles Stenvigi 
was able to parlay the "law and order" issue into a mayor~l 
victory in 1969. 

,':'; 

The city was not always the initlator of c~anges. For 
example, the decrimin.lizations that show up i~ Figu~e 5.5 in 
1972 and 1976 occurred when thec:lty dropped it~s public 
drurikenness, vagrancy, and marijuana provisions entirely. The 
action on marijuana in particular is interesting as it expands 
our understanding of local-state relations. The action came 
the same year that the state enacted a preemption ~rovision 
prohibiting local enactment or enforcement of more restrictive 
drug ordinances. At, the same time the '''State decriminalized 
~ossession of small amounts of marijuana by making it a petty 
mi~demeanor with ~ maxi~um penalty of a 100 dollar fine: less 
than Mi nneapoli s' peiH,l'ty s true ture for ordinance viola tions. 

HIn this situation, a~ contrasted to the gun c~ntrol issue~ the 
st~te took the jnitiative and ensured , sta~e-wfde policy. , 

? >-

Ii \ '" ' ' 
TJ( e con t r a s tin g p'o sit ion s t a ken 0 n d iff e r ern t", pol icy iss u e s 

by thJ Minnesota legisl~ture reg~rding the~ppropriateness ~f 
10 c 8'1 0 p t ion s she d s so mel i g h ton t h e\\:/ com pIe xi tie s 0 f 
intiE!rgovernment"al relations. The issue ofpt~emption ,appears 
as! a matter that is pot~cy-specific. Fu~th~r, we can see in 
M:td~nesota that while the city may exist as merely "the creature 

'/ U "Jl " 0# the state," the city may also serv~ as the source bf 
p'blicies that are subsequently adopted by ~he state. 

Our discussion of the content of local policy has 
suggested that the city, like tbe state in general, took a 
relatively moderate approa&h in the regulation of public order. 
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It'is interesting, therefore, to look at one more area, that of 
private morality,~. specifically gambling, homosexuality, and 

If --::::~, 

prostitution, bi?cau~e these iSSUES recently generated 
con sid era b 1 e 1 c q/a 1 po 1 i tic ale 0 n t r 0 v e r s yin vol v i n g the cit Y ... s 
z 0 n in g cod e ( M c P!l e r son, 1 9 8 0 b) . The may 0 r , the pol ice 
department and the city cod~cil were all involved. The issue 
was raised .in the context of ensuring the city"'~ reputation as 
a "clean," .. ".upright" city. While the matter w-as not resolved 
until 1979, ifter the study period, it is instructive tegard~ng 
the complexities of local policy-making. Our study incl~ded 
tracking definitions of prostitdtion itself. We found that 
Minneapolis'" code J included a modest provision about 
prostitution' ,whicp: ,r~ceived sC,ant. attention during the period 
of our study. The definitions w~re revised twice in 1974 with 
only minimal effect, hardly evid~nce of a long-standing concern 
or of a ,plan for a ~ajor policy reorientation. Thus, these 

J' . 
aspects of private mo/rality did not receive much _ attention in 
the city code. The morality issues in 1979 may be an 
aberr.tion in terms of the general policy direction but is 
consistent with our obs~rvation about the responsiveness of the 
local authorities to matters of current concern. To summarize, 
based on the large ~umber of enactments that were adopted, it 
was rela.tively "easy" to make such changes. As our analysis of 
the local state relations has shown, the state has generally 
supporte1 the city"'sright tQ take the initiatives. And the 
city has exercised that right. Further, the a~tions that have 
been tak~n have not been strictly minor "clean-up" o~erations. 
The leadership in gun control initiatives is particularly 
interesting in that ~ontext. Perhaps it is the social 
homogeneity ~nd liberal traditions rather than the structural 
characteristics that explain the frequency and direction of 
Minneapolis concerns. 

4. New Jersey: A Complex Set of Policy Priorities. At the 
state level the cumulative effect of the 'changes ·in substance 
and penalti,es resulted in an uneven line within which some 
developmental trends may be identified; as shown in Fig6re 5.6. 
Up to 1952~there was a modest tren4 toward criminalization and 
increased penalty severity. From 1953 to 1965, most of the 
changes decriminaliied behavior. Then, ·from 1966 to 1970, the 
slope of:the line chariged, showing a criminaliz~tion trend. 
After 1~70, the line leveled off until ;977 when the state 
again decriminalized some offenses in the pro'cess of a major 
code revision. 

As. an example 6£ the chaaging polic? initiatives, .in 1948 
the state added., tqt!:te""disorderly .. conduct provision those who 
were "common drug addicts"--those who "habit~ally ~se narcotic 
drugs" (Sect. 2: 202-3). In 1952 the state made another 
effort to control drug traffic with a provision requiring 
registration \!wi th/Cl;fhe police of all those convicted of drug 
offenses Failuri to do so was a violation of the disorderly 
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FIGURE 5.6 

CUMULAT;rVE NET 'CHANGE IN CRIMINALIZATION IN ORDER MAINTENANCE OFFENSES IN 
NEW JERSEY AND NEWARK, 1948-1978 
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persons section. Making drug use an offense was part of a 
highly visible campaign to combat drug traffic in New Jersey 
(Guyot, 1980). The. drug use and registration offenses were 
dropped twenty years later, in 1971. In 1970 the state moved 
to a partial decriminalization of drugs by providing for 
pretrial diversion for first offenders. 

During the decriminalization period of the late 1950s and 
early 1960s, the state changed its modest gun control 
provisions to increase the number of people who were exempt 
from the licensing provisions fot purchasing and carrying 
handguns. However, in 1966 (two years before the Federal 
Firearms Act) the firearms sections were overhauled. The 
changes made it somewhat more difficult to purchase and carry 
firearms. The changes expanded the licensing requirements to 
cover carrying, not just concealed weapons, but also those '''in 
[a person's possession] or under his control in any public 
place or public area." (2A: 151-41). Further, rifles and 
shotguns were added to the carrying regulations which had 
previously referred only to handguns (pistols and revolvers). 
The effect was to make it more cumbersome to obtain the 
necessary permits, licenses and identifications to purchase or 
carry guns, although it did not address their availability. 

The net effects the Newark's code revisions form a rough 
mirror image of the changes at the state level. While in the 
early period New Jersey tended to decriminalize, Newark added 
to its list of offenses (see Figure 5.6). The disorderly 
conduct provisions were expanded three times in the early 
period to cover various kinds of lewd behavior. 

After the revisions in the mid 1950s, the city council 
next changed the code in February, 1967, five months before the 
Newark riots. While we had hypothesized an increased effort to 
control disorder with the criminalization of the various 
challenges to the government--failure to disperse, unruly 
crowds, and marches--the changes went in the opposite 
direction. The changes decriminalized some aspects of 
disorderly conduct, loitering, and public drunkenness. Prior 
to the 1967 change, for example, people could be arrested for 
an ordinance violation if, while in a group, they refused to 
move on in response to a police request;~o disperse. In 1967 
the section was revised so that only (he leader -- the person 
who "caused a crowd to collect" could be arrested and even then 
the crowd and its leaders were protected if the leade~s were 
lawfully addressing the crowd (17:2-16 (b». The enact~ents ,in 
February do not seem to have been the result of any immediate 
local disruptions preceding the July riots, although the isiues 
surrounding charges of police brutality make a long and complex 
story covering much of the 1960s(Guyot, 1980). Certainly the 
changes had the effect of reducing police authority to break up 
gatherings with mass arrests. Since the state had removed much 
of its crowd control authority in 1951, by 1967 the effect was 
to reduce the authority of police to use arrests as a mechanism 

82 

,r 

, . 

for controlling crowds, as such. Police could still arrest for 
an ordinance violation anyone committing such overt acts as 

- fighting, using loud or threatening language or behaving in a 
threatening or disorderly manner. However, using mass arrests 
to break up a demonstration would be difficult. Further, 
nothing was done in the city code to extend the rather limited 
firearms provision. 

The decriminalization trend of the. late 1960s continued 
wi t has igni fi can t d ecrim_i naliza tion in the d i so rde r'IY c onduc t 
provision in 1971. In 1970 and 1971 the state was revising its 
own section with a net decriminalization. While for the broad 
category of disorderly persons the city and state moved in the 
same direction, a comparison of the net effects of the changes 
for all offenses combined shows that from 1966 until 1970, the 
state was criminalizing, while the city was doing the opposite. 
From 1971 to 1978, the direction at the state level was 
volatile, while the city made a significant expansion in both 
loitering a~d public drunkenness, The policy content at the two 
levels followed different patterns in each period. 

5. Texas: Bucking the Trend. The patterns of changing 
definitions in the state code look quite differeI}.t from those 
in other states in our study. Figure 5.7. which traces the 
cumulative net change in criminalization, shows a moderate 
increase in the early to mid 1950s and then, after a 20-year 
pause, a modest decriminalization. Th~ result, by 1~78, was an 
overall increase in the two indices, although the magnitude was 
smaller than in many states. Al~o, Texas is unlike other 
jurisdictions in the shape of the lines. Elsewhere we have 
seen variants on a straight-line increase over time. Here we 
have what might be described as a table-top shape, showing 
decreases at the end of the period. In broad outline then 

, , , 
Texas appears not to have moved in the same directions as other 
states in the nationalization of responses. 

At the state level the legislature rarely sought to 
rede~ine offensive behavior from 194:;> to 1978. In other states'. 
the trend, by and large, was to pass~umerous laws de~igned to~ 
deter such behavior and to punish more severely or, at least, \ 
more c~rtainly, those who had been convicted. Texas, however, 
tended not to use law reform. 

Houston, made few changes in its city code from 1948 to 
1978 •. The basic response by the city council was to 
decriminalize. Tbe status of home rule in Houston was such 
that the ~ity could have taken action in at least some of the 
areas we examined, if it had wished to do SOi In 19E8 when the 
city adopted a new code, three offenses were dropped entirely: 
vagrancYJ firearms, and weapons. Much of the activity in 
Houston amounted to deleting archaic forms. In the process, 
the city did not substitute alternat~ve, contemporary 
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FIGURE 5~7 

CUMULATIVE NET CHANGE IN CRIMINALIZATION IN ORDER MAINTENANCE OFFENSES IN 
TEXAS AND HOUSTON, 1948-19;78 
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formulations. 
jurisdictions. 

notioI) 

D. Directions of Change 

of private, largely unregula ted 

Embedded in these general trends, we found considerable 
variation among the states in the magnitude of their concerns. 
Table 5.1 gives the net effect of the changes accumulated from 
1948 to 1978 in the criminalization index~or each set of state 
and city code changes. Georgia and Pennsylvania made the most 
significant ,increases in criminalization, while New Jersey and 
Minnesota 'made the smallest. In the city descriptions we 
identified many of ~he developments which are incorporated in 
the cumula ti ve score. "'~In some case s there wa s an al)11os t linear 
increase in criminalization with few deviations. Massachusetts 
and Georgia are good examples of such consistent and steep 
increases. A further point to be made is the incremental 
nature of those changes. Thus the slope of the line moved 
upward at a steady pace with few step-level changes th~t might 
denote major policy shifts. 

At the opposite end of the criminalization index was New 
Jersey. In the early period, as the state legislature tried to 
control drug traffic we found a net criminalization. After a 
lull in the late 1950s and early 1960s the trend was to 
criminalize behavior. However, in the mid 19708 we found 
revisions which decriminalized some drug provisionsi partly 
mandated by court decision~. Some changes suggested shifts in 
legislative preferences. Although the net effect in New Jersey 
was a very small criminalization, the path by which th~t score 
was achieved was a circuitous one reflecting changing patterns 
of responses and ~hanging perceptions of the nature of crime 
problems. 

The patterns that we found in New Jersey are ones that we 
found in several of the states: criminalization in the early 
1950s due to concerns about drugs and Weapons; criminalization 
in the latter half of the 1960s, particularly of disorderly 
conduct and gun control; and a levelling off or variability in 
the 1970s. In the 1970s several states showed considerable 
variability in the direction of the substantiv~ changes. In 
the more detailed descriptions we found that the variability 
was due to differentiation in the definitions of the dimensions 
o.f.· crime problems. Th.us what appeared as minimal net changes' 
were often due to different directions in the policy responses 
to various crime issues. At the local level the' 
criminalization,scores showed similarly varied, results. Half 
of the cities had an absolute decrease in the criminalization 
score. They were the same cities that showed a net decrease in 
the scope of the offenses by the end of the period. City codes 
declined in scope due in some degree to change~ in local 
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TABLE 5.1 

CUMULATIVE NET CHANGE IN CR[MINALIZATION STANDARDIZED BY OFFENSE 
FOR ORDER MAINTENANCE OFFENSES IN STATE AND CITY CODES 

JURISDICT.ION CITY STATE 
score (rank) score (rank) 

Atlanta -.59(9) 4.45(1) 

Phoenix -.21(6) 3.22(5) 

Minneapolis c. .35 (4) .55(8) 

Houston -1.24(10) .82(7) 

• 90(2) 

J 2;80(6) 
- • .57(8) 

Oakland 

San Jose 

Indianapolis -. 4~(7) (;3.23(4) 

') 
.21(5) .18(9) 

/, 
'" 

Newark 

Boston .75(3) 3.47(3) 

Philadelphia 1.09(1) 3.85(2) 

,';: 

Jurisdictional mean ' " .04 2.51 
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authority to regulate- The' concomitant decriminalization 
suggests that the city authorities took their own steps to 
narrow the issues of local concern. 

1. Patterns of Criminalization. The preceding histories 
show some significant developments in legislati~~ efforts to 
control the public order. The timing of the changes in policy 
directions was often a function of factors peculiar to' 
individual jurisdictions. Nevertheless, the 1960s was, a time 
of major increases incriminalization in many of the 
jur isd i.c t ions. The conten t 0 f tha t c rimi nali~a tion took many 
forms. Often it was the result of a series ()f minor' reVisions 
which, when viewed cumula~~vely, added up to a rather clear cut 
~et of allocative decision~. For example, at the same time 
that legislatures were removing archaic.forms from disorderly 
conduct, lOitering, and vagrancy sections to meet 
cons ti tu t ional vaguene ss te st s they were ad,di ng provi sions ilIa t 
gave police the authority to meet challenges in the streets. 
Police discretion to remove social undesirables was reduced, 
but the legislatures wer~ careful to maintain police authority 
to arrest those whd obstructed traffiC, prevented others from 
working, caused public disruptions, and the like. The content 
of the new provisions, suggests that these were matters of 
continued concern to both state and local bodies • 

The political challenge~ of the civil disor~ers of the 
1960s and 1970s were often met with ~egislatively defined 
prohibitions aga{nst certain kinds of offensive behavior. Such 
a pattern is not surprising in a study which 1s looking at 
offenses for which there is a penal sanction. However, since 
other pertinent sections of the code maintained the power of 
the st.ate to punish assault, arson, and the 11.ke, the 
legislative decision in many jurisdictions to reassert strong 
prohibitions against disorderly cdnduct and often, to extend 
its applicability to civil disorders, is noteworthy. 

In contrast to the legislative eagerness at both the city 
and state level to prohibit publi~ disruptions, the area of gun 
control has been treated more gently with primarily regulatory 
provisions. Many state legislatures restricted to a greater 
(although often to a lesser) degree,~e~ess to guns. The 
:testrictionsO often amounted to a de:r~'gation of authority to 
municipal agencies to regulate gun availability through 
licensing and registration provisions. Less frequently the 
states imposed prohibitions. Two examples of such allocative 
policies, prohibitions against seller a~vertising and carrying 
Saturday night special handguns have been ~nstituted in some 
states. However, most often such provisibns have appeared at 
the municipal level. While the avail.bility o~ guns is a 
regional or national issue, several initiativ~s have beeh made 

.at the municipal level. These local efforts often occurred in 
the context of minimal sta~e regulation. Sometimes the local 
effort was subsequeQtly extended to the state level, as in 
Minnesota. In ot~er places the local initiatives were turned 
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back by state legislatures or state courts. Massachusetts and 
New Jersey are counter examples. Both reversed a trend toward 
decriminalization of gun offenses with a series of 
criminalizations which were the product of a mix of regulatory 
and alloc*tive.poli~j de~isions starting in the mid 1960s. 

The gun 00ntrol issue is one of the most controversial in 
the study. ,Surrounding it are probably more and better 
organized interest groups than any other in the study. Th~ 

power of the National Rifle Association to prevent passage of 
restrictions 6n gun availability is legendary (Kates, 1979). 
As an indication of the difficulty the issue posed for state 
legislatures, the mean cumulative change in criminalization for 
public safety, provisions ~~r state was an increase in less than 
two units of criminalization. For public order and morality 
provisions the figures were almost three units of in~rease. 
Table 5.2 presents the cumulative net change in criminalization 
by offense category. While the raw numbers are not easily 
interpretable, the comparison among the issue areas suggests 
t hat 1 e g i s 1 a t u r ,E:'! s f 0 un d i t m u c h e a s i e r to add pro hi bit ion sin 
some areas than others. The greater controversy surrounding 
gun control policy make it less likely that state legislatures 
will make the politically more costly decision to allocate 
benefits (or sanctions) directly. Instead the decisions are 
more likely to seek accomodation with the different interests, 
often by delegating the ~ecision to other agencies through 
regulatory provisions. 

The decriminalizati~n of possessing small amounts of 
marijuana involved changes in penalty provisions in large part 
and will be discussed in more detail in ~he next chapter. In 
the context of, a discussion of theimport~nce of the interest 
group representation in the legislature, it is interesting to' 
note that the move to decriminalize drugs started in recent 
years with the removal of the status ~~finitions of drug 
addiction, starting in the early 1960s. California's move to 
decriminalize, .began in 1961 (pressaging the US Supreme Court 
decision in Robinson v. California which was handed down in 
1963). subsequ~~t changes served to, differentiate various 
aspects of the availability of drugs. In many states the 
reduction or removal of criminal sanctions covering smal~ 
amounts of marijuana occurred at the same time that mor~ 
stringent controls were beini enacted on other kinds of drugs 
and on the distribution of all drugs. 

The move to decrimina~ize marijuana represented a 
significant change in drug policy and' had its origins to some 
degree in the structure of the demands from politically active 
groups for action. The powerful" federal drug agencies in the 
1930s were able to institute extensive provisions with often 
harsh penalties. At that time groups representing the user 
community were non-existent. Howard Becker's (1962) study of 
marijuana legislation in the state and federal level shows that 
users were not represented in the legislative process at that 
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TABLE ,'s.2 

CUMULATIVE NET CHANGE IN CRIMINALIZATION 'FOR TlfREE OFFENSE TYPES FROM 
1948-1978 IN ,STATE ,CODES 

------~-------t~) ----------------------------------~ 
PUBLIC ORDER 

<;' 
f";-
\, 

GEORGIA 6.83 

ARIZONA 2.00 

CALIFORNIA 1.03 

INDIANA 2.28 

MASSACHUSETTS .80 

MINNESOTA 2.50 

c 

NEW .JERSEY 5.7 

,.:~ 

PENNSYLVANIA 6.3 

TEXAS -1.83 

STATE MEAN 2.84 

(:J 

Public orc\er: 
Disorderly Conduct 
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MORALITY, 

6.06 

6.22 

1.02 

5.03 

4.10 

.63 

-3.00 

2.93 

2.10 

2.79 

Morality: 
Narcotics 
Heroin 
Marijtiana 

" 

.~-\d" 

PUBLIC SAFETY 

\) 

1.87 

-1.15 

5.01 

1.40 

3.88 

- .23 

,1.30 

3.45 ~::::.~~ 

.65 

1.80 

Public Safety: 
Firearms 
Weapons 

',', 
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time and th~ laws that were snacted provided no benefits (or 
protections) for them. By the mid-1970s the issue of drug use 
was vieweft as a much more complex problem. The growing social 
acceptanc~ of marijuana use and the formation of intenest 
groups like the National Organization to Reform Marijuana Laws 
(NORML) to represent user views in the legislative process made 
it likely that policy benefits would be sprea~ more widely. 
There were indeed gai~~ for users in the adoption of ~arious 
diversionary options. Th::s~ gains occurred at the same time 
that other prohibitive provisions were being enacted -- giving 
benefits to the groups representing law enforcement 
authorities. 

At a more abstract level, another point to be made about 
the patterns of criminalization was the reliance, particularly 
from 1961 to 1971, on the power of enactments to deter. Many 
of the legislatures placed considerable store in the importance 
of redefining offenses as a mechanism for solving problems. 
Compared to making revisions in penalty scales for an entire 
penal code (a solution that will be discussed in the next 
chapter), legislative revisions in offense definitions is a 
more narrow or targeted approach. Thus, a particular provision 
for a particular offense must be identified, and alternative 
content provided. The legislative drafter must address the 
complexities of "the crime problem" with a response that is 
contained ~ithin the confines of a statutory provision. 

Addressing the content ofpffense provisions suggest the 
ad opt ion of an analytical model of d e,ci sion-making s tyl e • That 
is, a problem is identified, a solution is tailored to fit that 
problem, and finally, an enactment is introduced. The exercise 
is the least costly when addressing a problem that can be 
rather narrowly defined. The more intransigent the problem 
th~ more difficult both politically and technically to devis; 
solutions. The ireduced rate of criminalization legislation 
across all offenses in the 1970~ suggests that the legislatures 
may have b~gun to rely somewhat less on such solutions in the 
latter years of the period. -

An additional point to be considered is the importance 
placed on the power of an authoritative statement (i.e." a 
legislative enactment) to change citizen behavior. This 
reliance, or,':perhaps, faith in the state"'s ability to control 

- offensive conduct by s~ch statements, raises sOme difficult 
questions about the nature of the relationship between citizen 
and governme~t. ~t assumes that the changes are publicized so 
that all members of the com~unit, may be informed about the 
rul e change. Qne does no t ('need to use a cons pi racy theory of 
government to suggest that the authoritative statements are 
made public only in a very te(!hnical sense.' Since ~bst such 
rule changes are discussed in'~ cursory fashion if at all in 
,the public press, the proposition that an enactment will modify 
citizen! behav~pr requires considerably more specification. In 
a provocative elssay about the development of case law in 
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England, HtBarnett (1981) argues that the largely 
prosecutor-oriented decisions in English courts constitute a 
rule-making process that is in fact closed and secretive 
beca~se there are few mechanisms for giving notice of the 
proceedings or the deci~ions themselves. An analysis of the 
legislative process in the United States could be used to make 
a similar point. The lack of visibility on all but the most 
controversial of bills has been described in some det~il in 
studies of state legislatures (Heinz, et a1., 1969; Steiner and 
Gove, 1960). 

As a sidelight to this question of citizen notice, it is 
relevant to consider the press coverage of legislative crime 
palicy. The Governmental Responses to Crime Project included 
an extensive study of newspaper attentiveness to crime (Swank, 
Jacob, artd Moran, 1982). The number of crime-related articles 
on the front page and letters to the editor and editorial pages 
were counted and coded for a random sample of dates from 1948 
to 1978 in nine of the ten cities in the study. The findings 
;f.n tW)at study were striking but predictable evidence that 
newspapers rarely wrote about l~gislative policy on crime. 
Berk, et al.(1977), found relativeli little attention 'in the 
California press that would inform the public about the 
activities in the California legislature regar<1,lng changes in 
the law. 

At the formal level, then,one function of the 
definitional changes is symbolic. The process of enacting a 
substantive provision constitutes an effort to validate the 
pOr~er of law to structure citizen behavior. Particularly those 
p~~visions which are in the form of prohibiti~ns depend to some 
degree on that assumption. Ofcourse~ the second assumption 
involved in the prohibitions involves the more concrete power 
to punish. This power will be discussed in mote detail in the 
next chapter but ultimately it underlies the symbolic fun~tion. 
The communication process by which the enactment becomes known 
includes the enforcement authority. Thus, the police who make 
arrests under the new provisio~s communicate what the 
applicable standards of conduct are. 
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Chapter VI 

~ PENALTY SEVERITY: 
THE CHANGING LOCATION OF SENTENCING DISCRETION 

A. Introduction Q 

State legislatures frequently decided to define more acts 
as o,ffenses especially during the 1960s. Many states ad""dressed 
order maintenance problems by extending the purview of the 
criminal law. The pr~ceding chapter ~.dressed the changing 

\ I . 
dimensions of tha tpo Ii cy . Depending on" the na t tire of the 
issue and its visibility, legislatures showed a tendency to 
endorse mori allocative policies, taking upon themselves the 
responsibility to define standards of conduct. For the issues 
that generated the most controversy (e.g., gun control), 
legislatures tended to delegate to other agencies the power to 
regulate conduct or else to extend more br'oadly the benefits 
and sanc.tions of the law. Most cities were as active as the 
powers delegated to t'hem permitted in <t:efining local offenses. 
In some. jurisdictions ~he city took the initiative, enactfng 
~ore stringent provisions than the state. This occurred m~st 
often in the politically sensitive area of gun control. Both 
cities and states sought to protect the public order by 
defining) as offenses mass protests and other forms of 
disrupt;'i!.·qe conduct .• The ability of legislatures to pass such 
restrictions points to the lack of organized 0ppoi,sition to such 
policies, a situation that varied considerably across different 
types of crime-related issues. 

In the present chapter the attention turns from the 
definitions of offenses to their penalty provisions. Three 
issues surrounding the power to punish are of particular 
interest. The first;1s the direction of change: w'hat patterns 
of penalty severity eim,erge? In studying state penal provisions 
one is examining decisions with potentially significant 
consequences for ,:;'corrections policy in the tre'litmel\!= of 
offenders. Even order maintenance offenses, whieh ale the 
focus of the study, included some Significant penalties. Many 
states at one time ~r another' provided for life imprisonment or 
upwards of thirty years for the Gore serious drug violations. 
At one level~ the se'verity of the punishment specified, in the 
code constitutes an 6 au thoritative statement a~out the 
seriousness of the offense. Thus it is a description of the\ 
behavior o~ law (Black, 1976). Ch~nge. in penalty se~erity may 
be interpreted as indicati~ns of ch~nging levels of public 
concern with the of fenses arJ c~~~muni ty problems. 

The second issue is the relationship between the power to 
\) 
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punish and the power to define offenses. We examine the trends 
in both to see if there are identifiable patterns in the choice 

,~ of one or the,other legislative response. 
\;,::::::--=::::::::::::..:' 

The third dimension of penalty policy to be considered is 
the locus of sentencing decision making. One of the ~ajor 
changes in criminal law policy has been the issue of who (or 
what agency of government) makes such decisions. While the 
trial court judge and jailer may determine the length of time 
an individual offender will serve, the degree of discretion 
available to each in making that decision constitutes an 
importaht issue in sentencing policy. The legislative role in 
that process, as will be discussed, shows some significant 
changes during the period of the study which have the potential 
for major impact on the sentencing process and responsibility 
for setting crime policy. 

B. Procedures 

There are a number of ways in which penalty provisions may 
be worded. The general form prescribes that, "upon conviction, 
a person may be punished by ...... and then states various 
options. They are usually in the form of ranges in the length 
of imprisonment and/or fines that may be imposed. Each 
component of an offense category may have its own penalty. As 
an example, drug sellers are usually liable for much more 
serious penalties than users. Also, the range within which the 
sehtencer may select the particular sentence may be very great 
(zero to 40 years) or very narrow (five years, plus or minus 
two). Changes may affect only the lower or upper limit of one 
part of the penalty for one part of an offense or it may 
restructure the penalties for a broad category of offenses if 
not the entire penal code. Thus the permutations of penalty, 
changes are almost as great as those for definitional changes 
although the issues involved (time to be served or money to be 
paid) may be more easily quantified. Until recently penalty 
changes have been offense-specific so that one could not study 
legislative sentencing policy without considering the offense 
to which it was applied. The datum that we were interested in 
for the study of penalty changes was whether the net changes in . . \ 
the enactment were intended increases or decreases in penalty 
severity. 

The att~ntion in ,this study is not on the implementation 
(e.g., the effect of, the change on the average length of 
sentence) but the intended effect, relative to the existing 
provisions. Increases in either the length of the maximum or 
the minimum as specified in the code would be scored as 
increased severity. Decreasing judicial and administrative 
discretion by setting out the crit~ria for deviations from 
guidelines or by decreasing the range in provisions available 
were scored as increases in severity. Again, the focus was not 
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on the impact on sentencing practices but on the consequences 
intended in the legislative statement. 

Penalty severity scores were treated in the same way as 
criminalization scores, described,in the Technical Appendix of 
this volum~. 'Annual scores were created by adding together all 
of the scores for a given year. The annual net severity scores 
~ere then divided by the number of offenses (six) in the study 
in order to standardize for comparative purposes. The 
standardized annual net changes were then added together to 
produce a cumulative net change score. As with the 
criminalization scores'the additive assumption is made as an 
approximation of the revision process. 

_ The presentatiou will start' with a discussion of general 
patterns in penalty severity over time. Examples from the nine 
states will be used to show how the general patterns are 
constituted. The pre.sentation focuses on changes in the state 
codes. In the city codes the range in penalty options is 
generally so limi ted by sta te provi sions 'tha t the changes 
provided relatively little insight into the policy process. 
Atlanta was the only city of the ten which made a significant 
number of changes in the penalty provisions independent of 
changes in definition. Even there, the most severe sentence 
option was six months in jail. The major point of discretion 
for city councils is not the penalty policy but the power to 
define offenses. Thus the important issue at the city level is 
the threshold one of whether or not the city gives local 
definitions of offensive behavior. As a result, in this 
chapter the focus is on changes in the state codes. 

C. Trends Over Time: Decline of the Rehabilitative Model 

Penalty severity is an,abstraction, albeit one with some 
very concret~ referents. A sentence is given for cohviction of 
a particular offense. Nevertheless, the sum of the changes 
gives some estimate of the direction of penal policy as set by 
the legislature. Throughout this discussion the attention is 
on legislative policy, not on' sentencing practices. The 
concern is not on implementation but on policy decision making. 

All states in the study made changes which increased the 
severity of the penalty opti0n..s. Not all changes i,ncreased the 
maximum penalties. However, most had the effect of increasing 
the length of time of incarceration that an offender might be 
held or the fines tha t migh t be i~alposed. Figure 6.1 t races the 
aggregated pattern over time. It shows an increase in the 
accumulated changes in severity over time. Compared to the 
criminalization trend, the penalty line showed a very similar 
pattern in the first third of the period as penalties were tied 
to particular offenses. Then in the 1960s the two lines 
diverged as criminalization increased but ~enalty seve~ity 
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FIGURE 6.1 

CUMULATIVE NET CHANGE IN CRIMINALIZATIO~~ AND PENALTY SEVERITY PER OFFENSE FOR NINE STATES a 

. 1948 
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Cumulative net change in 
-criminalization (1948-78): b=.81 
-penalty severity (1948-78): b=.52 
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gen'erally received less attention. However, in the 1970s, as 
indicated by the comparative size of the unstandardized 
regression figures, (b ~ .67 for criminalization but 1.12 for 
penalty severity), the rate of increase was much greater for 
the penalty than the substa~~ive provisions particularly after 
1973. 

The increases in penalty severity in the 1950s were quite 
different in kin~ from those that were made in the 1970s. In 
the early period ~ost states used variants of indeterminate 
sentencing. That is, the statutory provisions included very 
wide ranges. The sentencing judge would identify a wide range 
(for example, up to 20 years for selling marijuana). The exact 
time to be spent in prison was determined by corrections 
officials during Parole Board rei'iriews of individual offend,ers 
depending on the speed with which the offender ,indicated 
evidence of having been rehabilitated. 

Under these statutory provisions the connection between 
legislative statements about sentencing practices and the time. 
served was quite tenuous. Sentencing policy was delegated in 
large part by state legislatures to other agencies. The 
changes that were made in the 1950s had the intent, by and 
large, of increasing the severity of the penalties that might 
be imposed. The changes were to a large extent symbolic rather 

,than concrete in that they made rela~Jvely little difference in 
. the seniencing options available. ~ Within the rehabilitative 

model, however, the direction of cbange was one of increasing 
penalty severity. The legislative sentencing policy, as 
distinguished from the practices in the courts and corrections 
agencies, was to provide increasingly severe sanctions as a 
means of deterring crime. It was somewhat at variance with the 
rehabilitative goals of indeterminate sentencing. The 
legislative decision to change the law, unless it is an idle 
exercise~ assumes, among other things, that the authoritative 
stateme~t (the law) of what acts may be punished will serve to 
deter. The law, therefore, is presumed to have the power to 
control the behavior of those within its jurisdiction. This 
would hold true whether there was a direct allocation of 
sanctioning rules or a more -indirect structural approach with 

.the delegation of responsibility to various administrative 
agencies. 

The decreasing rate of increase in the 1960s occurred at a 
time when the rate of criminalization was going through its 
sharpest in~rease. In the preceding decade the definitions and 
penalties extendea the reach of criminal sanctions at a similar 
rate. In the face of mounting concerns about various 
dimensions of the problems of crime in the 1960s, the 
relatively greater attention to definitioaal' changes suggests 
that the first line of attack, was to u~e the symbolic power of 
law to deter by adding to t'he list of prohibitions. 

Then, as t~e ;ntractability of problems with public order 
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became more visible, the desire to exercise the power of the 
state to punish came to center'stage. By the mid 1970s the 
policy took another dramatic turn. As is illustrated in two of 
the examples wh~ch follow, the penal policies adopted in the 
last part of the period tended to have strong similarities 
across jurisdictions. The common theme that results in the 
steep increase is the shift away from indeterminate sentencing 
toward various forms of deierminate or fixed sentences. While 
several variants were enacted there wa~ convergence around the 
idea that penal policy needed tci provide certainty of 
punishment. Instead of providing wide latitude in sentencing 
options the legislatures specified more narrow ranges or 
required fixed sentences, giving judges rather than corrections 
officials the power to set the length of time to be served. 
While the extremely long ma~ima may have been removed from the 
statutes, the intentions offlie change were to increase the 
time served and to increase the number of people who would 
serve time rather than be granted probation. 

Presaging the overhaul of penal policy were provisions of 
mandatory minimum prison terms for certain offenses. 
Introduced with increasing frequency in the 1960s, the 
specification of mandatory incarceration demonstrated the 
legislative willingness to set penal policy, something that had 
been largely delegated in the past to courts and departments of 
corrections. The consensus emerged in the face of patent 
failures of many other solutions, both within the legislative 
purview and outside, to make significa~t inroads in the crime 
rate. The consensus contained an important shift in 
legislative policy since the proposals increasingly moved 
sentencing discretion out of the hands of courts and 
corrections officials and into the legislative arena. 

~-, _,0- 7- T 

Our attention in this section is on the timing of the 
penal policy developments. It is curious tha~ at the time of 
growing complexity in the crime problems that the legislatures 
should adopt such sweeping allocative policy. Further, the new 
approach decreased the amount of regulation by removing the 
rules and procedures for parole review. It thus runs counter 
to the general proposition that Black (1976) offers, that the 
growing complexity in the society, dr, in terms closer to the 
legis1ative process, complexity in the patterns of demands for 
legislative action, will lead to more law, not less. Tracing 
the comparative developments iU--Criminalization and pena1.ty 
severity suggests a possible explanation for such a policy 
shift. In the preceding chapter the suggestion was made that 
criminalization was a solution most often used when the problem 
for which a solution was sought was rather narrowly defined. 
Thus, the definitional change requir~d the identification of a 
particu1~.r section and provision in the code and the 
development of alt"ernative wording specific to the offense. Of 
necessity the changes had to be tailored to fit a narrow set of 
elements in the "'crime problem." Penal reform trailed by some 
year s the use of criminal iza tion as the d omi nan t the:~e .. of 
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"legislative policy, One of the characteristics of recent penal 
reforms was the adoption of penalty schedules that provided a 
limited set of sentence options to be applied to a' broad 
category of offenses sharing a similar level of seriousness. 
The ,divorce of penalty and offense definitions helped remove 
some of the more obvious disparities in sentencing policy which 
had developed with the piecemeal approach to setting penalties. 
The separation also suggests that penal policy permitted a more 
global legislative response. Changing the outer limits of a 
few subsections could change the penalty structure for whole 
classes of offenses. While it is to some extent an 
oversimplification, the legislators could move relatively 
easily from the identification of the problem (too much crime) 
to the development of a policy preference (assertion of the 
power to punish) and the specification of a solution (increase 
the severity of the criminal sanctions). Whether legislators 
included in the information-gathering process the likely 
effects on prison populations, is a separate issue. 

Another element in the adoption of variants pn determinant 
sentencing model is the support from groups with widely 
differing philosophies to the idea that certainty rather than 
severity of punishment may be a stronger deterrent 'to crime. 
Under the same rubric w~re those who suppo~ted a more punitive 
approach as well as those who argued that what was needed was a 
set of well-established limits in order to reduce the 
demoralizing effects of sentencing disparity. 

The following four des'criptions of ch~nges in state penal 
policy provide substance to the general pattern already 
o~tlined. Each state has its own permutations and the timing 
ot innovations may vary. While each description contains 
exceptions to the generalizations, the theme of, the assertion 
of the legitimacy of the state to punish and th~!changing locu. 
of sentencing discretion come through quite clearly. 

1. California. The divergence in the lines tracing net 
changes in the penalty and substance of offenses present~ 
strong evidence of the mUltiple approaches that have been tried 
in California. While the laws were removing the broad scope of 
the nuisance and stattfl offenses in the 1960s other changes 

·were instituting harsh new penalty provisions. For example, 
for selling.narcotics the penalty was increased from 5 years 
minimum to 10 ye~r minimum in 1961, with the option of large 
fines on top of theVincarce~ation, and with some limited use of 
mandatory minimums for repeat offenders. In 1965 the ceiling 
for some firearms convictions increased from ten years to 15. 
According to Fig~re 6.2, in the 1970s the trend was to increase 
the severity of the penalties. The general trend needs 
elaboration on two points. First, in the mid 1970s the penalty 
changes showed marked variation across offenses~ For example, 
while the penalties for minor weapons violati~i~ were being 
reduced, significant mandatory minimum penalties for serious 
drug offenses were enacted (1975). The following year, the 
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FIGURE 6.2 

CUMULATIVE NET CHANGE IN CRIMINALIZATION AND PENALTY SEVERITY FOR 
ORDER MAINTENANCE OFF.ENSES: CALIFORNIA 
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I( .. s t a}: e adopted a determinate sentencing provision. The result I, r~ 

was to decrease the maxima from life sentences to seven years 
for the most serious of the order maintenance offenses. We 

I scored the change as increase in's eve r i t Y because of the 
" 

an 
~-\ reduced discretion to grant minimal sentences. More to the 
._-"\ 

1~1j point is that the change represents a major shift in the locus 
;, v of sentencing policy. The legislature took a much more active 

r~ c· I\~ (~) "]I 
f) role in the alloca tion, of sente~cing decisions, removing'much ~ 

""', of the discretion that had been delegated to courts and ,'J. 
corrections. When viewed as a reduction in judicial and fS 
corrc.ctions 

, 
discrection, there were some antecedents to the I \) 

19/~ determinate sentencing provision. The, state had made 
, 

" 

earlier moves to r,educe Judges' ',arid" correc tions' of'ficials' 

I 
decision making authority with the the provision for mandatory 

,-' 

~~;' minima. Among our nine states, Indiana (1977) , Arizona (1978), 
and New Jersey (1978) also had adopted determinate sentencing 

1 
by 1978. Minnesota followed i,n 1979. The rapidity with which 

.-'". 
similar policy ,i nnova t ions were adopted across these states 
suggests a diffusion process of some significant dimensions. 

'i 
)' 2 • Arizona. The line tracing penalty severity shows .~ 1"- a 

varied pattern. During th~ 1960s the state made modest 
I) 

Ii) reductions in the severity of the penalty provisions.' This ,~ 
II, II occurred at a time of in'creasing criminalization. Clearly the 

" being given substantive changes 8 re atest attention was to in 

I' 
r:J individual offenses rather than the more global approach of 

whole scale perialty reform. 

... ;-, ;:::..- Arizona' changed its penalty provisions for drugs several 
times. Two changes deserve special attention. In 1961 the 

/) 
legislature substantially increased the penalty severity for ,~,"-

I~.:. 
all three drug types. For the .':!!,:O s t serious parts of the 
offense, the range for the prison ~~rm was increased from zero 

't41. to 25 years to ten to life. For th' more minor aspects, the . \\ 

penalty also increased: maximum fines went from 1000 to was 
, " 50,000 dollars and prison terms range from zero to one year to 

" /' 
.;., , two to ten. In addition, the provision provided 'a mandatory 

, " j, «. 

minimum prison sentence for first offenders for many aspects of .. 
0-

the drug offenses. Thus, the discretion was reduced while the 
severity increased. At the end of the period the discretion in 
sentencing drug offenders was further reduced with the adoption 

-, r of determinate sentencing. 

co In the late 1970s the criminalization and penalty se'lleri ty rI 
" scores increased dramatically when the state overhauled its - :...~: 

criminal code. The sharp increase in penalty severity that , , ~ 
, 

" appears at the end of the period indicates the state 
, 

s adoption 
" 

() ~r-. 
~~: , of determinate sentencing. While the maximum sentences allowed 

" ~!~J "", showed a marked decrease, the pro ce d u r .;1,,1 changes amounted to an 
'-' increase in severity. Arizona's penal i:y se~tion, modeled after 

"~'Ii \~c California 
, 
s, whi,ch had been adopted t'wo years earlier, 

'\ 
severely restricted the availability of alternatives to 

\~ 
_~J , ... ", incarceration. It required the use of fixed sentences selected " - /' . 

" from within a narrow range set by the legislature. It made .. 'I ,q :1 

. , ... : Ii 
- :- " 

, ,. 
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numerous record keeping requirements for judges who imposed 
other than the legislatively mandated sentence. The result of 
the sentencing policy change was to take the discre~ion for 
sentencing out of the hands of judges, prosecutors, and 
correction officials and place it with the state legislature. 

3, Massachusetts. Through much of the period, 
Massachusetts has paid somewhat less attention to the penalties 
for drug violations than the substance. A third 'of the changes 
included revisions in the penalty structure. At the beginning 
of the period the penalty for most serious aspects of drug 
offenses was a maximum of ten years in prison. No fines were 
specified for these most serious cases - only prison. The same 
penalty provisions applied, regardless of the type of drug 
involved. I~ 1951 the maximum doubled, to 20 years. In 1957, 
in a major revision, the maximum was raised again, to 25 years 
and a maridatory minimum sentence for violations of certain 
provisions was included for the first time. Three years later 
it was removed. 

In 1971, with the adoption of the Controlled Substances 
Act, the penalty structure was altered significantly. For the 
first time fines were an option for the more serious elements. 
A separate and less severe schedule. was adopted for marijuana 
offenses. While Massachusetts did not go as far as some other 
states, it enacted a limited decriminalization of marijuana 
possession starting in 1971. Using a penalty revision as a 
mechanism for redirecting policy priorities, the state 
specified probation for first offenders and expungement of 
records upon successful completion. This approach amounts to a 
modified decriminalization since it reduces significantly the 
seriousness of the violation but maintains the criminal 
sanctions. 

The resulting expansion in sentencing discretion was in 
keeping with the multiple dimensions involved in drug 
enforcement, as seen in the greater attention to distribution 
and sources (i.e., doctors and pharmacists). While the 
discretion increased, the maximum penalty was reduced from 25 
years to ten for heroin and the more serious narcotics and from 
2five to five years for marijuana. The 1971 revision, as it 
refined and systematized existing regulations, also expanded 
the sentencing options to address a more complex definition of 
the problem. 

Massachusetts changed its firearms and weapons statutes 
more often than any other state in our study., The firearms 
sections were modified 21 times and the weapons sections, 
eight~ The changing nature of the concern is illustrated in a 
comparison of the timing of changes for the two offenses. Six 
of tbe eight weapons changes were made before 1960. Only four 
of the 21 firearms changes were made during th~t early period; 
ten of the 21 occurred in the 1970s alone. Th~s, the attention 
to tbe use of deadly force has narrowed over time to focus on 
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firearms. When the enactments for the two offenses are 
combined, the volume remains at about the same high level over 
time. This point is significant in light of the ~ttention that 
has been given to one of those changes: the provision, in 1974, 
of a mandatory minimum one-year prison sentence for carrying a 
fireazm, rifle, or shotgun without a license. The inclusiob of 
a mandatory minimum was intend~d to remove from the courts and 
prosecutor considerable discretion in the processing of gun 
cases and is significant as an exercise in legislative 
adjudication in contrast to their more famil~ar role as law 
makers. One conclusion to be drawn from, our analysis of 
changes in the Massachusetts gun statutes is that the 
introduction of a mandatory minimum sentence stands alongside a -
long-standing effort by the state legislature to limit and 
regulate the possession of weapons. The state concentrated on 
licensing and retributive sentences to regulate availability. 

During the early period the emphasis wason weapons, 
particularly in the prohibition and enumeration of weapons. An 
important difference in the approach that the state code 
adopted toward weapons and firearms is that for weapons the 
attention was on the outright prohibition of sales, while for 
firearms the focus was on regulation through various licenSing 
requirements in conjunction with stiff ~riminal penalties. 
Regulation rather than prohibition is perhaps a less severe 
approach since it does not attempt to dry up outright access to 
firearms. The mandatory minimum penalty is probably the 
closest the legislature came recently to an allocative 
decision. In that example the legislature took upon itself a 
greater portion of the sentencing function by reducing 
significantly the discretion available to criminal justice 
agencies in prosecution, disposition and sentencin&. 

4. Georgia. The scope of Georgia's offenses ,was modest 
in 1948. Further, compar.ed to other states, Georgia made 
relatively few changes. We then looked closelt at the content 
of the changes to identify the policy direciions that were 
taken. The plot of the Georgia changes in the two indices is 
presented in Figure 6.3. The trend moved very steadily upward 
indicating a consistent policy of criminalization and, to a 
lesser degree, increas~ng penalty severity. The effect of the 
increased volume from 1967 to 1978 on the trends is quite 
visible. The rather steep increase in criminalization in 1967 
was the result 'of l,an accumulation of changes covering ~iots, 
the availability of W!eapons, and drugs. ~n two years, 19~1 and 
1976, there were absolute decreaseL in Icriminalizati~n due 
primarily to minor modificat:ions in the drug offenses.' , 

'The state spent less time revising its penalty provisions 
than it did the definitional sections. Unlike several 4ther 
states in the study, Georgia did not substantially revise its 
policy in sentencing during the latter period. It maintained 
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FIGURE· 6.3 

CUMULATIVE NET CHANGE IN CRIMINALIZATION AND PENALTY SEVERITY FOR 
ORDER MAINTENANCE OFFENSES: GEORGIA 
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the use of indeterminate sentencing for these offenses during 
the entire period. The ch~nges that were made tended to 
increase the discretion of judicial and administrative agencies 
by expanding the range between minimum and maximum 
incarceration time. For example, in 1968 the range for the 
disorderly conduct convictions increased from up to one yea~ ~a: 
jail to one to five years. In 1974 the maximum narcotics ~ril 
heroin penalties were increased from two to five years to five 
to thirty years. Marijuana, which'had had the same penalty 
structure, was differentiated at that time: the ceiling was 
raised to only 20 years inste~d ,~f the 30'year maximum for the 
o the r drug s • \ ,.. ", 

The policy in Georgia throughout the period was 
consistently to crimi~alize and increase penalty severity. The 
trend became more pronounced in the latter half of the period 
as crime problems were becom~rtg more visible. Talarico and 
Myer (1981), in a study of Geor~ia legislative politics of 
sentencing, have interpreted similar findings as evidence of a 
long-standing cultural tradit~on of punitive policies. Georgia 
did not adopt innovations su~h as determinate sentencing, 
decriminalization of marijuana, or significant gun control 
provisions that we found irt ,everal other jurisdictions. 
Instead Georgia pursued a course of relatively undifferentiated 
criminalization. 

D. Conclusions: The Innovation Process 

The adoption of new sentencing provisions in the later 
1970s points to another issue in law reform: the diffusion of 
reform proposals. Between 1976 and 1979, five of the nine 
states adopted major sentencing reform; all five used the same 
general framework. As another example, the decriminalization 
of marijuana likewise was adopted by five states during the mid 
1970s. Table 6.1 indicates the diffusion process. One of the 
interesting issues is the speed with which an innovation, once 
it is adopted in one'state, becomes law in other states as 
well. Walker (1~69) p~oposes what amounts to a lateral 
transfer process. Legislators are more likely to adopt an 
innovation if it has been accepted elsewhere, particularly in 
states that are perceived by their legislators to share common 
(often regional) problems (Walker, 1969). He found that for a 
wide variety of innovati~ns across a wide spectrum of policy 
areas, states varied in the speed with which they adopted new 
programs or ideas. He reports innovation scores for each state 
covering adoptions from the late 19th century to the mid 20th 
century. The rankings that he developed corresp~nd to some 

, 'I 
considerable degree to the states tha~ figur~d prominently in 
the adoption of criminal law innovations in jour study. Of the 
five states that had adop~ed determinate seqtencing by 1979,1 
three ranked in the top quarter of Walker's list. For~ 
decriminalization of marijuana, four of the five were in the / 
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Table 6. 1 Diffusion of Criminal Law Innovations 

~.:.;..----;-------------------------------------------------.---------------

Determinate Sentencing Decriminalization of 
i ' a Mar Juana 

-----------------------------------------------------------------'-----

California (3)b 1976 Massachusetts (2) 1970-71 

Indiana (18) 1977 California (3) 1975 
!.>':. 

New Jersey (4) 1978 Indiana (18) 1976 

Arizona (36) 1978 New Jersey (4) 1971-72 

Minnesota (12) 1979 Minnesota (12) 1973-75 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
a. Includes removal of significant criminal penalties for first 

offenders such as pretrial intervention programs. 

b Rankings on Walker's composite .innovation score. From Jack L. W~lker 
(1969) "The Diffusions of Innovations"Among the American States, 
American Political Science Review§3: 880-899. 
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,to~ quarter. One absence from the list is intere.t1ng. 
Pe~nsylvania, which ranked seventh on Walker's scale did not 
adqpt any of the innovations that figured in the offenses in 
oui study. Another anomoly is the presence of Arizona on our 
lis.t. It ranked~"::36th on Walker's list. However, as~, an example 
of the dissemin~iion process the 1978 Arizona code revision 
explicitly cited the earlier California adoption as a major 

.' ,,"-
source for Arizona"s code. Thus, while historically Ai~j;>zona 

may have been relatively slow' to adopt new polic.ies, i(:{ the 
subject areas in our study it appears to have followed quickly 
in the footsteps of its neighbor. It appears, therefore, that 
several of the states in our study have had a history of 
adopting innovations in a whole variety of fields they 
quickly pick up on the reforms that are being proposed. 

While the dissemination process is an important 
explanatory model, the local political context needs to be 
built into our understanding. Triggering events such as 
political demonstrations or electoral changes, are o£ten 
salient as they are interpreted by state and local political 
processes (Hagan, 1980; Galliher, 1980). T~e presence of a 
dramatic event or the interplay of local. group's may mobilize 
support for leg1slative action but does not eliminate other 
explanations (Berk, et al., 1977). 

I 

The diffusion of innovations among the state legislatures 
is also evid~nce of another trend that we have noted in our 
data: the nationalization of responses. We have reported in 
other chapters the nationalization of crime. Here we find that 
trend lines for criminalization and severity look similar' 
across many of our states. Further, the content of some Df the 
reform proposals responses is similar. Federal court action, 
adoptlons in other jurisdictions whose situation is perceived 
to be similar, and the presence of national interest groups who 
may lobby in many state legislatures are the sources of 
~nnovation (Walker, 1969). 

An additional point about the developing sentencing 
reforms deais with the location of sentencing discretion. With 
few exceptions during the g~eater portion of 'the period the 
jUrisdictions in our study gave the power to sentence to 
judges, prosecutors, and corr·ections t·hrough indeterminate 
sentencingc~provisions and wide ranges in statutory penalty 
provisions. '" Legislat,uX'es. thus'deleg"ated that power to others. 
In recent years tha't relationship has ch"anged. With provisions 
for mandatory minimum prison sentences,' reduced ranges for 
sentences written into th~ law~ the specification in the law of 
aggravating and mitigating circumstances, the requirement that 
court records include '~he reasons for deviations from the 
legislatively-prescribed timei and the reduced roliof parole 
~oards to al~er sente~ces h~ve all served to redurie judicial 
and administrative discretion in.sentencing. In their places 
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the legislature has assumed; to a greater or lesser degree, thec<? 
power to set sentences. The legislatures, instead of making 
stru~tural decisions which delegated sentencing power to other 
bodies, specified the sanctions themse~ves. 
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Chapter ViI 

LEGISL'ATIVE RESPONSES TO CRIME 

A. Summary of Trends in State and City Legislative Responses 

In the introductory chapter some general themes w.re laid 
ou t rega rd i ng 'di f feren t kinds of policy, and t he po Ii tical 
structural, organizational, and agenda characteristics that 
might be associated with legislative decisions. The histories 
of the ten cities and th~"states in which they are located show 
the development of the policy content as a building process. 
There are several issues about that historical development that 
deserve highlighting at this point. To summarize the findings: 

1. There was an expansion in the scope of law during 
the period. 

2. When not co~strained by state ~reemption of the 
power to regulate local affairs, most cities mad"e 
efforts to define local conditions. 

3. The volume ,of legislative enactments was greater 
for order maint'enance offenses than for personal or 
property felonies. 

4. The voLume of enactments at the state level 
coincided with the placement of crime on the local 
political agenda and the greater urban representation 
in state legislatures following reapportionme~t. 

5. State attentiveness increased starting in the mid 
19608. 

6. At the city level, two of the ten cities paid, 
c onsid erable a t ten tion to the con ten t of the lo'cal' 
code, particularly in the latter periods. The 

'remaining cities made few changes. 

7. Local attentiveness~coincided with some structural 
characteristics of the legislative bodies: there was 
greater act~vity in cities with greater authority to 
act~ when states took minimal actio~~ and arguably, 
when the number of legislators was qui)te large. The 
representational base of the council ~ppeared to make 
n6 difference in the volume of activit~~ 

8. While states were more active than cities, on the 
issues around which legislative decision cOsts were 
greatest, cities sometimes took the lead. 
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9. The general trend in order maintenance poli~y was 
to criminalize: by extending the reach of the law. 
This trend was particularly strong in the latter half 
of the 1960s and included efforts at both city and 
state level to protect the political order even while 
removing, often after court challenges, the broad 
reach of police discretion to regulate social 
behavior in the form of status offenses. 

10. Legislatures in,s~re,asingly adopted allocative 
policy not only in enacting prohibitions but also in 
setting criminal sanctions. One of the most 
imp 0 r tan t c h a n"g e sin vol v edt he is sue 0 f the 1 0 c us 0 f 
discretion in criminal law policy. Increa'riiingly the 
legislatures took that responsibility for themselves. 

11. Major penal reform tended to follow in time more 
narrow, offense-specific changes. 

12. In some areas of the law the trend was toward 
decriminalization in the increased differentiation in 
the targets of law. This was true for some drug 
offenses and status offenses. The pattern occurred 
in response to court chall~figes, the expanding 
variety of interests that were articulated in the 
legislative arena, and changing law enforcement 
priorities. 

13. The adoption process of policy innovations across 
st{;\ . .as and t,he reduced variation among states in the 
scope of law suggested some rlational trends in 
legislative responses to crime. 

I B. Expanding the Scope of Law 

One of the questions that the preceding discussion about 
the growing differentiation of the law raises is whether t~e 

trends ;ere due to the relative degree of differentiation in a 
code at the beg~nning. If there was a underlying trend ~n that 
direction we would expect that the jurisdiction with the least 
specified provisions in 1948 woul~ lead the list in terms of 
the number of changes and the net effec~s of those changes. 
They would be catching up, so to speak. Conversely the 
jurisdictions that ~ere more differ~ntiated would be less 
active~ they had already adopted the policy. One way to 
examine the questIon is to consider the rank order of the 
jurisdictions at the end poin~s and note the size of ~their net 
changes. Table 7.1 presents the comparisons. 

At the state level the pattern is quite persuasive. The 
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TABLE 7.1 

NET CHANGE n~' SCOPE, 1948-78 

Atlanta 
GA 

Phoenix 
AZ 

Minneapolis 
MN 

Houston 
; 

TX 

Oakland 
CA 

San Jose 

Indianapolis 
IN 

Newark 
NJ 

Boston 
MA 

Philadelphia 
PA 

SCOPE IN 
1948 

% 

58 
56 

55 
65 

39 
68 

39 
77 

39 
76 
30 

25 
72 

25 
85 

.16 
80 

3 
75 

rank 

1 
7 

2 
9 

4 
8 

4 
3 

4 
4 
6 

7.5 
6 

7.5 
1 

9, 
2 

10 

0 
5 

ceLty f = 33 
s ta'te X = 73 

SCOPE IN 
1978 

% 

38 
85 

45 
\\ 81 

50 
76 

;'125 
1:':73 

50 
(f 

84 
21 

22 
84 

25 
85 

17 
81 

17 
82 

city X = 31 
state'X == 81 

),-, 
~."'-...) 

(,', 

4 
1.5 

3 
6.5 

1.5 
8 
, ~ 

6 
9 

1.5 
3.5 
8 

7 
3.5 

5{, 
L5 

9.5 
6.5 

9.5 
5 

II 
\! 
\ \ 

CHANGE IN SCOPE 
PROPORTION 
, 1948-1918 ~ 

- 20 
29 

- 10 
16 

11 
8 

- 14 
4 

11 
8 

{) 
9 

3 
12 

0 
0' 

1 
1 

14 
7 

aRankings based o~ proportion 6f 
ordinance or statutory language 

total n of descriptors mentioned in . 
for.: 11 offenses for the cities; 6 offens~s 

for the states. • 
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mean scope f~~, the nine states increased by eight percent. 
Witbin that g~neral increase the states with the higher s~~pe 
values in 1948' showed the least, net change. Those wi th the 
lowest, had the greatest net change. As we might expect with 
those findin~s, the range of scope values across the ,states 
decreased s'lightly from.1948to 1978. Although Minnesota's 
change was somewhat less. than we might have expected the 
general pattern is quite consistent. 

" At 'the city tevel the ,p'a,tter,n is less clear. The mean 
scope a.t .the local level de'c:.rea,sed slightly during the period. 
The cities with both the highest and lowes~ scores in 1948 led 
the list in terms of the ,magnitude of the net change: Atlanta, 
with the' broadest scope. to start, became more narrow in. its 
~ttention) whi,le Philadelphia, with virtually no coverage in 
1948 added several new off~nse.after gaining a measure of , , ' ' , 
home rule authority. 'The cities ranking seven through nine in 
1948 register~dthe least ~hange. Thus the summary findings at 
the local level ~ugg~s~ a much more comple~ pattern than that 
at the state level. ' 

Although as a g~ne~al rule the scope of the local codes 
became more narrow, four ~f Fhe ten expanded their coverage. 
~e have aiready discussed at some length the part that the home 
rule powers has played in the authority of cities to enact 
ordinances governin~ the. maintenance of public order. 
Certainly the reducedsc~pe of the local codes is due in part 
to the effects of state court rulings on state preemption: 
Philadelphia's and Phoenix's gun registration and Atlanta's 
loitering' and pr~stitution provisions are cases in point. 

Perhaps the most .compelling example of the need fox 
additional explanations beyond the formal structures of 
intergovernmental relations lies in the comparison of Oakland 
and San Jose.' Each was governed by the same sta,te statutory 
and case law provisions and each had amoclerately broad scope 
in 1948. By 1978 Oakland was tied with Minneapolis for the 
broadest scope, while San Jo~e had dropped to e~ghth out of the 
10 cities. ~ui~e ciearly local preferences played a 
significant part in dEie~minin8 the direction of change. 

b. 
. 

Legislative Responjes to. Diffe~ent Dimerisions of Crime 

As cities removed antiquated provisions from their codes 
they had twb choices: remoy~ the issue entirely or rewrite the 
section to fit contemporary r~quirements. W~ found that some 
offenses were removed ~~s was done 'with vagran~y and many of 
the drug provisions) while others .. s.urvived but often in more 
narrowly draw~ language (disorderly0 ~onduct and loitering). 
The resul~ is that city code definitions are alive and well in 
the ten citie~ although in· somewhat' "reduced circumstances." 
The changes demonstrate some of the themes we have been 
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developing: the tre~d toward greater ~i~f~renti~tion,the 
removal of the bro.ader status ()f~enses) and the us~ of more 
carefully targeted d~flnitiQ~s. 

We have noted f~he gene~il pitter~s of change~ but su~h 
aggregation n~eds to be supplemente~ by an analysis of 

. offense-~peci!ic ,trends. Comparing the total scope scores in 
1948 and 1978 for each of the six offerise~ that we traced for 
both the city ~}:ld state, we .found that the firearms regulatior~s 
had expanded tne most in Icope during the period. Marijuana 
was second. ,'I'he others allexpanc:leCi, but much more modestly. 
The substantive areas that received the most attention in 
firearms control were various;. forms of gun registration and 
licensing. In addition there was some concern with prohibiting 
firearms altogether to certain categories 6£ people (convicted 
felons, drunks, and, in earlier years,aliens). Neverthel~ss 
the bulk of the increase was direct.ed at such structurai 
policies as record-keeping: identification of weapons and/or 
owners. The cont~oversy, if not complexity, of th~ gun control 
issue showed in the great variety of legislative responses that 
were made. As evidence, the scope of .the fi~earms coverage 
expanded more than any other at the state level although the 
net crimirialization, which measuied developments' in existing 
provisions as well, showed only a modest increase. The 
difference in the two measures points to the difficulties the 
policy issue presents. New procedures were adopted which 
expanded the number of acts that were defined as criminal but 
the coverage !)f some of the existing provisions was'often 
reduced if not removed. ~hus, licensing might be added, 
expand i ng ,t he . scl,npe, but various groups (such as secur I ty 
guards, those going to work, or government Officials) might 
subsequently be exempted, counting as a decriminalization. 

The trend in regulating dangerous weapons was toward 
greater differentiation of response. We tracked both firearms 
and weapons because of the overlapping concerns. Since we were 
interested in, the broader issue of public safety we ~anted to 
be sure to identify the multiple areas of concern. We found 
that w~~pons offenses were changed most often during the 19508 
when new typ~s of instruments, particularly switchblades, were 
added to the list of we~pons. Gun control became the dominant 
focus of CQncern _start~nk in the mid 1960s. The greater 
concern recen tly,tli th the more narrow issue of the availability 
of guns, is seen in the greater expansion in the definitions of 
firearms offenses than weapons •• The .atte~tion has been less on 
the enumeration of all the latest technolbgical developments·ln 
weapons and more with the identification and tracking of the 
more deadly weapons, particularly hand~uns. 

\\ 
, '\.~ 

Counter to the general ,statements about: j;he direction of 
minimal coverage 
decreased their 

gun control legislation! two states which had 
in 1948 made no substantial change or had 

,coverage by 1918: Texas 'and Arizona. 
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We can summarize the net effect on drug offenses in two 
ways. First, as we have noted, there was an increased 
differentiation in drug regulation during the period. The 
adoption of Uniform Narcotic and Dangerous Drug Cod~s has 
produced more similarity in the definition of drug offenses 
across the states than in some of the other offenses that we 
have examined. Second, we found that the cities in our study 
were not usually involved in the regulation of most drug 
offenses. Nevertheless, we found some exceptions. Atlanta 
adopted a marijuana possession ordinance with ,a fine-only 
penalty and Houston and Minneapolis became involved in 
glue-sniffing regulation. Minneapolis also addressed the issue 
of various pills. In general, however, the drug problems have 
not been ones for which the cities set their own policy. The 
lack of attention at the city level is certainly understandable 
in terms of the' lack of local resources, both for investigating 
and penalizing. 

While there was a lack of local regulation of drugs, there 
was often vigorous if often abortive lo~al efforts to regulate 
the avail~bility of guns. Speculatively, we may surmise that 
there was more local satisfaction with the content of state 
drug policies than with state gun control pol~cies, leading 
cities to seek their own policy for guns and to accept the 
state drug offenses. Alternately the organized opposition to 
gun control may be more effective at the state level than at 
the city level. Thus, local initiatives become feasible when 
state action is doubtful. Finally, differences in the 
investigative needs of the two types of offenses surely 
structure to some extent the different responses to the issues 
of guns and drugs at the local level. Local initiatives are 
not inconceivable, as the glue sniffing and fine-only approach 
to marijuana suggest. Nevertheless, the basic policy 
initiatives have been at the state level. 

Regarding the net effect on disorderly conduct provisions 
we found a very mixed picture. Both cities and states were 
active in revising their sections. As expected, in 1948 the 
sections had provided a pot pourri of definitions that 
encompassed a wide variety of acts. In subsequent years the 
old status-type definitions were replaced by provisions that 
were more specifically drawn. The new forms addressed acts 
that might lead to or include some form of confrontation or 
violence. They consisted of obstructing traffic, refusing to 
leave, or similar activities affecting, several forms of 
political protest used in the late 1960s. The two directions 
of change in the definition of the offense tended to reduce 
police discretion in enforcement by reducing the number of 
vague status categories. Such a trend, both in city and state 
provisions, is consistent with the developing case law (Gregory 
v. City of Chicago, 1968) and (Robinson v. California, 1963). 
The legislative response, generally, was to rewrite the 
provisions to allow continued patrol discretion in situations 
that were viewed as potentially violent or at least threatening 
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to the public political order. Put broadly the trend waY~ away 
from the social class control and toward maint.~&ing the 
political order. The changes over time, therefoz:a.;~"p'roduced a 
generally broader scope to the criminal 1,'; that is, an 
increase in the number of different acts for wh~:,ch one could be 
prosecuted. , 

Chan'ging the law is one of the most \ direct ways 
legislative bodies respond to crime. By making d~cisions which 
define criminal behavior and assess puni6hments state 
legislatures and.~ity councils make a Variety ~i inSt;umental 
as well as symbolic responses. Policy optlons which would 
maximize deterr~nce, rehabilitation, or retribution may be 
implemented by~changing the law. A careful examination of the 
content of such" legislative policy statements describes 
changing policies and priorities. Different types of policies 
may change as attentiveness to crime increases. 

State and local legislative bodies do not operate in 
vacuums. The sslection of particular policy options may be 
driven by national developmental patterns in the criminal law 
toward greater .~ecification and differentiation. Also, court 
decisions may structure the policies adopted by the legislative 
bodies. While the rest of the project focused on the city as 
the unit of analysis, the study of changes in the law must 
examine both sta~e and local law and politics because city 
police enforce state law and city ordinances. 

Gene rally" cos ta t e shave the pr imary res ponsi bi 1 i ty for 
defining crimes 'B;nd setting penalties. Cities, though,' may act 
on their own to~. specify or supplement state authority in 
particular are&s., Cities varied markedly in the ~cope of 
behaviors which Mere defined as criminal. There was also 
considerable variation in the amount of authority vested in 
cities to act, and their exercise of that authority. Even when 
cities were inclined to exercise authority, they were often 
constrained by legal or customary restrictions on their power 
by the state. 

D. Law as a Mechanism of Social Control 

At the state level there was more law at the end of the 
period than at the beginning. That is, on ,he average more 
acts were defined as illegal in 197R than in 1948. In all but 
one state (Texas) the scope of law became more pervasive. In 
addition, as was described in the preceding chapter, the penal 
sanctions became more severe. These trends occurred at a time 
when the cultural diversity in each jurisdiction was growing. 
To the extent that cities in the United States experienced 
increased social and economic dislocations, the increased 
amount of law i~ consistent with the propositions developed in 
Donald Black's work, The Behavior of Law (1976). From his 
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perspective, the increase in the scope of law occurs at a time 
when other mechanisms of social control (such as family groups, 
religious or ethical ties, educational values, or a 
c9nventional culture) de~rease in their ability to regulate 
public behavior. As a result, law increases in scope. In a 
broad sense our data support such a formulation. The 
increasing complexity of the political agenda in the latter 
periods (Beecher and Lineberry, 1982) provides a 
policy-oriented operationalization of Black's ideas of 
increasing social disorganization articulated in the political 
arena. Associated with that growing complexity was an increase 
in law. 

The study of the changing content of order maintenance 
offenses also contai~ed a counter example. The adoption of 
determinate sentencing includes the dismantling of some 
extensive administrative regulation by reducing or removing the 
discretion of parole boards, department of corrections, and 
judges. Reducing discretion in these situations, reduced the 
quantity of la~ by reducing the rules set out to determine 
parole eligibility, prison release, and the administrative 
determination of sentence length. The relationship between 
social and organizational complexity may have been useful in 
explaining the growth of law, but it does not help explain the 
reduction in the amount of law. The relatively greater 
cultural diversity across an entire state as compared to a 
large central city would lead one, following B~ack's 

propositions, to predict more law at the state level than the 
local level. While that is certainly the case when one looks 
at the entire code, it is interesting that some of the 
strongest initiatives on the gun control issue have come from 
the smaller, relatively less socially-diverse political units, 
the cities. 

To the extent that changes in the definitions of public 
disorder offenses granted to the police considerable 
discretionary authority the dec!~ions, it might be argued, were 
more structural than allocative.However, often under pressure 
from the courts, the legislative decisions stated more 
precisely than had been the case before, the rules that would 
govern police interventions. As a result, the new sections 
gave to the police and those groups urging crackdowns on 
dissenters considerable support. To the extent that the laws 
removed the criminal sanction from various categories of social 
and economic undesirables, the legislative decision also 
benefited potential offenders. However, since removing such 
broad categories from lists of offenders was updating codes to 
reflect court decisions, the legislatures should perhaps take 
relatively little credit. On the other hand, the 
constitut~onally vague provisions could have been replaced by 
ones whi~h were more narrowly drawn. In the areas of public 
demonstra~ions and drug-related behavior, the legislatures took 
up the hallenge, but for morality and social offender 
categories the legislatures generally did not, with the 
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ppssible exception of, prostitution. The rewritten provisions 
decriminalized ~ehavior by removing from public control so*e 
groups of of!enders while at the same time criminalizing, at 
least with emphasis if not new categories, the chal~enges to 
the political order, 

The allocative nature of the legislative decisions 
regarding morality and public order reflects, within the 
legislative body, some high degree of consensus regarding 
appropriate solutions and a willingness to define community 
standards. Another legislative decision, the adoption of 
determinate sentencing, in five of the states, represents a 
fairly clear shift from structural to allocative policy. For 
example, prior to the new codes, which followed California's 
lead, most of the states adopting the reform had given the 
basic responsibility of setting sentencing policy to 
administrative agencies. The legislatively-set penalties gave 
such broad ranges in criminal sanctions that it in effect 
delegated the responsibility for determing the sentencing 
policy to ~arole boards and courts. With the new determinate 
sentencing provisions, the legislature took for itself' that 
rule-making power. 

Determinate sentencing and mandatory minima provisions, 
which reduced the discretion in the hands of the judges and 
corrections officials, were designed as a means of producing 
certainty of pun~shment. 

Such a significant change occurred when crime was of 
rising concern on the political agenda at least in central 
cities that were the focus of the study. The greater 
attentiveness would likely produce a wipe variety of proposals 
from the various interest groups concerned. The policy shift 
involved in the adoption of determinate sentencing suggests 
that the groups speaking out were in less di-sagreement than 
might have been expected during a period of growing public 
concern. 

Such enactments mark a move away from the rehabilitative 
model of sentencing toward a more retributive approach. 
Further, it marks a trend away from the reliance on the 
symbolic power' of law to deter and toward the more concrete 
control of sanctions. The emergence of a strong legislative 
presence in the adoption of such a policy als.o points to the 
decline in the power of the experts to define solutions in the 
face of the growing demand for')actionc While it oversimplifies 
the situation, it is perhaps ~ignificant that restructuring the 
state's sentencing policy is a global response affecting a 
whole range of crime problems, whereas definitional changes 
address particular aspects of crime. The adoption late in the 
period of such global responses suggests that the problems of 
crime have been viewed as "the crime problem" rather than in 
more precise terms with more narrow solutions. 
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Thus while increased c~mpl.xity and differentiation may 
';\ i.f law the trend toward legislative 

lead to an expans on 0 d i the 
do~inance in criminal law policy can b~dbest ex:l&ing: ven ~.o the 

oncrete terms. Attention nee s to e 
::~:ti:al process of agenda building and issue articulation in 
the legislative arena itself. 
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX 

This appendix describes in more detail the procedures used 
I 

to measure changes in the meaning of offenses. Here we 
descr'ibe the development of'the database and the construction 
of the indices. 

A. Identifying an Offense 

A longitudinal and cross-city comparis~n raised problems 
of defining the units of analysis. The vagaries of 
codification sfyles, changes in the state laws governing local 
options, and, we suspect, the interest in responding to 
specific events, led to aggregating and disaggregatin~ 
different acts withi~ an "offense." A municipal code may deal . , 
with public drunkenn~ssi vagrancy, and loitering in one section 
of the code or separately. Where two or more of our offenses 
were incorporated in a single section, we coded the same 
s~ction twice, once for each offen~e. Another problem is that 
someti.es a subclassification will specify a different penalty 
from the general section·. We usec;l those penalties governing' 
the specific offense in our study. 

These examples illustrate some of the dilemmas associated 
with determining the unit. Ideally a section of the code would 
correspond to an identifiable behavior. Further, all 
regulation and/or -prohibitions of that behavior would be 
incorporated in one section. Thus, all regulations dealing 
with firearms and only firearm regulations would be iri ~ne 
section. Since that situation does not actually occur, we 
needed to use something other than section of a code as the 
operational unit. We developed a list of 11 generic ~ategoties 
of behavior which correspond roughly to legally identifiable 
sets. This list incorporates historical common law categories: 

1. disorderly conduct 
2. public drunkenness 
3. vagrancy 
4. loitering 
5. narcotics 
6. heroin 
7. marijuana , 
8. prostitutioh 
9. gambling .i,\ 

10. firearms 
11. weapons 
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These 11 offenses are all associated with problems of 
maintaining public order. As such, they are particularly 
sensitive to decision-makers' perceptioris and values about what 
constitutes threatening behavior. Some involve questions of 
personal morality such as prostitution, gambling, drugs, and 
public drunkenness, while others affect the stability of the 
established political and economic order (disorderly conduct, 
vagrancy, and loitering), and public safety (firearms and 
weapons). We can combine offense categories to see whether 
more attention was given to different elements in the public 
order (e.g., safety as opposed to morality). 

We examined developments in these 11 offenses in each of 
the ten cities in our study. For each of the states in which 
the cities are located we traced the development of six of the 
11 offenses (disorderly conduct, narcotics, heroin, marijuana, 
firearms, and weapons). (State codes being far more complex we 
focused our attention to a more limited number of offenses.) 
Finally, we traced the number of changes in the major crime 
categories: rape, robbery, and burglary. 

B. Counting the Number of Enactments 

Changes in the definitions of offenses occur when the city 
councilor state legislature enacts a bill revising the 
existing code. A change is not precisely synonymous with an 
enactment. A single enactment which changed the definition and 
the penalty for a single offense would include both definition 
and penalty revisions. If a new penalty structure affecting 
all 11 offenses were enacted, we recorded 11 changes. Thus a 
single enactment which rewrites the entire municipal code is 
weighted more heavily than a single enactment which makes a 
minor penalty change in a single offense. We used the number 
of enactments, or yolume, as the output of the legislative 
process. 

C. Measuring the Content of Offenses 

To trace the development within a variety of offenses that 
have been defined differently across jurisdiction and time we 
have developed an empirically-derived description of the 
content of each offense. Each offense, such as licensing 
firearms and control of disorderly groups, raised unique law 
enforcement issues. No ideal definitions exist against which 
we might compare contemporary formulations. Since we were 
addressing reponses to crime rather than the effects of the law 
on different groups, such as defendants, victims, corrections 
officials, or prosecutors, we needed to identify the unique 
descriptions of each offense. We then categorized those 
descriptors in ways that would allow comparative analysis of 
the changing scope, criminalization, and penalty severity of 
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the law. 

While a particular descriptor may' be unique to an offense, 
it may be combined with others to describe the behavior, its 
context, and the resources that may be needed which define an 
act as an offense. ,Table 1 shows, for each offense, the unique 
set of descriptors which we have used to describe the content 
of offenses. 

Changes in the content of the desc'riptors of ,an' offense 
affect the reach of the law. Thus, expanding or contracting 
the resources needed to commit an offense affects the ease with 
which a law maybe violated. More people are brought within 
the scope of the gambling offense when a new device is added to 
the list of prohibited machines~ An enactment which adds 
pinball machines t6 the lis~of prohibited g~mes is thus coded 
as an addition, or criminalization.We consider~ such a change 
a criminalization because the changes add to the ways in which 
gambling is defined as a crime. Th~location of the behavior 
may also be specified. A change in t;hE!- prostitution provis,ion 
from one which specifies "in public" to "on public streets or 
parks" would be a decriminalization becarise the reach of the 
descriptor of the location of the offense has been narrowed. 

Changes in the definition of the behavior (who does what) 
are distingu~shable from the resource and context of the act. 
The behavior dimension traces the definition in the"code of the 
targets of the law. The definit~on may identify particular 
social or legaL groups e.g., youthful drug users, owners of 
houses of prostitution, aliens, or those with criminal records. 
It may specify instead those who should be exempted (e.g., 
pharmacists as distinguished from drug dealers or union 
picketers as distinguished from political marchers). 

1. Scop~. The next step is to describe how these sets of 
descriptors have been used to measure the changing scope and 
criminalization of offenses. We have used the descriptors to 
measure, first, the ~cope of each offense at the beginning and 
end of the period. The scope is indicated by the sum of the 
number of descriptors that, are mentioned in the description of 
an offense. The scores on the sc6pe measure may range from 
zero, if no descriptors are mentioned, to a maximum of ten to 
14, depending on the total number of descriptors for an 
offense. As one example, ~e have included the Minneapolis 
provisions for firearms as they existed in 1948 as an example 
of an actual code (see Table 2). We have then listed all the 
firearms descriptors and how we coded the scope of Minneapolis 
provisions. Some of the coding is rather straightforward. We 
made one decision rule abQut coding that has significant impact 
on the meaning of scope. Following ~he work of Berk, et al. 
(1977), we coded the words in the ordinance and not to attempt 
to address what was included by impli~ati6n or interpretation 
by law enforcement officials, the med~a, citizens, etc. Thus, 
th~ scope measures whether a particular descriptor was 
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mentioned in the law and not whether, by its silence, the law 
included what was not mentioned. A good example is the 
Minneapolis breach of the peace seetion. 

No person, ~n any public or private place, shall 
engage in, or-prepar., attempt, offer or threaten to 
engage in, or assist or conspire with another to 
engage in, congregate because of, any riot, fight, 
brawl, tumultous conduct, act of violence, or any 
other conduct which disturbs the peace and quiet of 
another; save for partIcipating in a recognized 
athletic contest. (Code, 870.060) 

Three descriptors for disorderly conduct are applicable: 
a) is the conduct prohibited in public? b) is the conduct 
prohibited in private places? and c) are locations specified? 
We coded the first two descriptors, yes, and the last, 'no', 
because the ordinance did not indicate any parts of public or 
private locations that were to be included. If the offense had 
omitted the phrase "in any public or private place" we would 
have coded all the location descriptors as 'no' because in the 
words of the law there was no provision about where the offense 
might take place. Such a Jecision was essential in order to 
develop reliable codes, although the scope of the offense might 
provide maximum enforcement discretion. If one wanted to 
investigate the scope of the enforcement possibilities as 
distinguished from the scope of the laws' language, one could 
do so, by looking at the content of individual descriptors. In 
the Minneapolis disorderly conduct example, the ordinance did 
indeed give wide discretion to the police to arrest people 
anywhere within the city, even in citizens' own homes. We 
could identify that; issue by noting that the public arLd privat'e 
elements were included but no specification was provided which 
might limit that relatively vague phrase about the place. 

The scope score at the end points measur~s the number of 
descriptors that the language of a'provision in an ordinance or 
statute addresses. In the measure of scope we used a simple 
presence (1) or absence (0) score to indicate whether the law 
included information about a particular descriptor. It is not 
a measure of the enforcement scope, but rather a measure of the 
number of issues surrounding recent developments in the law 
that a provision includes. A higher score indicates a greater 
range of acts that are regulated. 

2. Criminalization. We also used the descriptors as the 
basis for measuring the direction and magnitude of the changes 
in coverage. Taking the same descriptor list, we identified 
each change in language and coded whether the new version 
amounted to a large (2) or small (1), addition to (+) or 
subtraction from (-), the existing coverage. As a continuation 
of our examples, the firearms provisions in Minne~polis were 
changed in 1957 with the addition of the following provision: 
Table 3 sets out the language in the code and then shows the 
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coding decisions leading 
criminalization score. 

to the calculation of the 

In this example the various changes, when considered 
together, resulted in making .it s,omewhat more difficult for the 
seller to conduct business without violating the law. We 
balanced the increased ease of reporting with the significant 
restrairrt on doing business. To represent that change, we 

,'J 

developed a mean crirninalization score for each change in 
offense definition. A positive value indicates?that the change 
expanded the definition, making more people ~otentially 
offenders. By making it more difficult (i.e., cumbersome or 
expen~ive) to run one's business, the legislature increases the 
number of people who may be unable or unwilling to comply and 
~herefore who may violate ~he law. The criminalization score 
tonsists of the mean magnitude of all th~ changes in 
discriptors of an offense. In the preceding Minneapolis 
firearms enactment, which was shown in Table 3 the score was 
+.67. The maximum value for an enactment would be a +2.0. The 
larger scores indicate more significant changes. Mean scores 
are useful as measures of central tendency but it should be 
remembered that they will underrepresent the significance of 
those changes which incorporate opposite tendencies. Thus, a 
modest score may be the result of a minor change in a single 
descriptor or a balancing of changes which move in opposite 
directions. In drug offenses, for exampl~~ making possession 
with intent to sell a major offense, but at the same time 
decriminalizing possession of small amounts of marijuana, might 
result in a modest magnitude score but amount to a mator 
revision in drug policy. The net effect is just that: 
balancing the multiple directions of the policy initiatives. 

The mean criminalization score serves as the base upon 
which we have built the analysis of the direction and magnitude 
of changes in the law. To create an annual net change score we 
added together all the mean criminalization scores for a given 
year. If two offenses changed in a given year, the annual net 
change would be the sum of the two mean criminalization scores; 
if none changed, the net change would be zero. We then used 
the accumulation of changes in existence at the time of each 
enactment as the base onto which each annual change was added. 
The accumulated score measures, at any point, the cumulative 
net criminalization. 

Thus, if in 1968, Philadelphia, for example, had changed 
its disorderly conduct provision to prohibit protest marches in 
public parks (mean criminaliz8tion = +1.5) and required a 
permit to purchase a handgun (mean criminalization u +2), the 
annual net change in Philadelphia in 1968 would equal +3.5. 
The cumulative net change would be incremented by 3.5 un:l.ts of 
change in 1968. An algebraic representation of the calculation 
of the cumul~tive net change score is provid~d in Table 4. 

These annual adjustments, when plotted over time, show how 
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crime policy develops. It is a summary of the - policy content 
and is not ~ffense-specific. Where significant changes in the 
treatment of particular offenses have taken place, we point out 
the details; otherwise we discuss the broader policy trends. 

3. Penalty Severity. Regarding penalty changes we 
identified two dimensions, severity and discretion, which we 
will use to describe penalty changes. For penalty severity, we 
indicated whether the net effect of a, penalty change was to 
increase or decrease the potential severity of a sentence. For 
example, increasing the maximum from 90 days to 180 days was 
scored as an increase in severity; a decrease in the severity 
of the' minimum from five years to two, was counted as a 
decrease in severity, even though the maximum remained the 
same. The measure makes no attempt at an ordinal, let alone an 
interval, scale since the ranges across city codes are minimal 
and ceilings are sometimes placed on the ranges that could be 
used (e.g., California allowed nothing greater than 500 dollars 
fine and/or ,~ix months in jail for ordinance violations). 

For sdme of the penalty changes, however, the interesting 
issue was not only the direction of the change in severity but 
the changes in the discretion delegated to the adjudication 
process (judges and corrections). One of the trends recently 
in penal reform has been to attempt to provide certainty of 
punishment by narrowing the ranges of alternatives available to 
sentencers. Thus, as we shall see, in Arizona the criminal 
code changed the penalty maximums from, e.g., five years to two 
but made it mandatory to provide that sentence (with a 
percentage increase or decrease in most cases for aggravating 
or mitigating circumstances). 

While not new, the momentum to set penalties legislatively 
with presumptive or determinate sentencing or mandatory minima 
has only recently appeared with any frequency. For simplicity 
in the presentation of findings we have, therefore, elected to 
discuss penalty discretion in qualitative descriptions rather 
than as a separate dimension of policy content. Decreases in 
judicial discretion were incorporated in t~~ severity score in 
two ways. Variants of determinate sentencing appear as n~t 
increases in severity. Although the new maximum penalties are 
much lower (e.g., two years to life maximum will be replaced 
with a seven-year maximum with a plus two years dep~nding on 
aggravating or mitigating circumstances), the sentencing 
procedures are more restrictive to increase the time served. 
The second way in which a change in sentencing discretlon will 
be incorporated in the severity score is in mandatory minimum 
provisions. These we have coded as increases in severity 
because they are intended as increases in the minimum penalty 
that may be imposed; hence, an increase in the severity of the 
penalty. These two types of changes in sentencing policy are 
significant and have been identified in the descriptions of 
penalty discretion. We accumulated the penalty severity score 
in the same manner as the criminalization score. We developed 
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an ,annual net change in penalty severity which we then 
accumulated over time to t h th d wa c e eveloping trends in penalty" 
policy. 
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TABLE 1 

OFFE~SE DESCRIPTORS: DEFINITIONAL ELEMENTS USED TO MEASURE SCOPE AND CRIMINALIZATION OF OFFENSES 

w 
'.-:: . 

.-
/ 

. . " 

PUBLIC ORDER 
OFFENSES 

DISORDERLY 
CONDUCT 

VAGRANCY 

LOITERING 

'" 

WHO 

- Classes of 
people 

- Collateral 
persons 

- Crowds 
- Strikes 

- Classes of 
people 

- Collateral 
persons 

- Classes of 
people 
Collateral 
persons 
Exemptions 

0' 

1. ' 

DESCRIPTORS 
WHAT 

- Definitions 
Duty imposed f.:o prevent 
proscribed behavior 
Individual behaviors listed 

- Failure to leave 
- Language/fighting words 
- Obstructing traffic 

- Definitions 
Duty imposed to prevent 
proscribed behavior 
Individual behaviors listed 

- Failure to leave 

- Definitions 
Duty imposed xo prevent 
proscribed behavior 

- Individual behaviors listed 
Failure to leave 
Obstructing pub.1.ic 
passage 

.' . 

,J. 

,(; 

I . 
... /A 

UNDER WHAT CiRCUMSTANCES 

- Prohibited in public places 
Prohibited in private places 

Location of prohibition specified 
- Time specified in prohibition 

- Prohibited in public places 
Prohibited in private places 

- Location of prohibition specified 
Time specified in prohibition 

- Prohibited in public places 
Prohibited in private places 
Location of prohibition specified 

- Time sp~cified. in prohibition 
Possession of harmful objects 

\ 
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MORALITY 
OFFENSES 

NARCOTICS, 
HEROIN, 
MARIJUANA 

-~------ -

WHO 

- Classes of people 
- Owners, doctors, 

pharmacists 
are liable 

- doctors and 
pharmacists are 
exempted 

- possession is 
exempted 

PROSTITUTION - Classes of 
people 

GAMBLING 

. , 

- Collateral 
persons 
Clients 
proscribed 

- Classes of 
people 

- Collateral 
persons 

", 

-~--------

TABLE 1 (continued) 

DESCRIPTORS 
WHAT 

- Definitions 
- Duty imposed to prevent 

proscribed behavior 
- Possession proscribed 
- Selling proscribed 
- Use proscribed 
- Giving away proscribed 

Narcotics enumerated 

- Definitions 
- Individual behav~~rs listed 
- Duty imposed to prevent 

proscribed behavior 

- Definitions 
Duty imposed to prevent 
proscribed behavior 

/ ' 

,... I~ 

• 

UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES 

- Prohibited in public places 
- Prohibited in private places 
- Paraphernalia regulated 

- Prohibited in public places 
- Prohibited in private places 
- Location of prohibition specified 
- Time specified in prohibition 

- Prohibited in public places 
Prohibited in private places 

- Location of prohibition specified 
Gambling premises regulated 
Games enumerated 
Paraphernalia regulated 
Lotteries 

- Slot machines 
- Pinball machines 
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PUBI"IC SAFETY 
OFFENSES 

FIREARMS 

WEAPONS 

WHO 

- Classes of 
people (for 
license re
quirements) 

- Classes of 
people (for 
license re
quirements) 

\ ' 

TABLE 1 (continued) 

DESCRIPTORS 
WHAT 

- Enumeration of firearms 
Duty imposed to prevent 
proscribed behavior 
Confiscation permitted 

- use or possession exemptions 
- regulation of sales 
- prbhibition' of buying, 

using, or possessing 

- Enumeration of weapons 
- Duty imposed to prevent 

proscribed behavior 
Confiscation permitted 
Concealment prohibited 
Prohibit use or possession 
Sale regulated 

,Sale prohibited 
Use or possession exemptions 

/" -

.... 

.' 

/ . 
,... /" 

UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES 

- Prohibited in public places 
Prohibited in private places 

- Location of prohibition specified 
License requirements 

- License fee requirements 
Reasons for license revccation 

- Prohibited in public places 
- Prohibited in private places 

Location of prohibition specified 
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TABLE 2 

EXAMPLE OF CODING DECISIONS AND CALCULATION OF SCOPE INDEX: 
MINNEAPOLIS FIREARMS PROVISIONS IN 1948a 

DESCRIPTORS FOR DEFINITIONS 
OF FIREARMS OFFENSE 

a. Classes affected 

b. Possession prohibited in 
public 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Possession prohibited in 
private 

Locat~on specified 

Duty imposed 

f •. License requirements 

g. 

h. 

1. 

j. 

k. 

1. 

m. 

n. 

Licence fee required 

Criteria for license 
revocation 

Firearms enumerated 

Firearms prohibited (sale, 
use or possession) 

Confiscation permitted 

Use/and/or possession 
exemptions 

Sale regulated 

Sale prohibited 

a 
Text of provisions follows 

bO : no reference in ordinance to 
I : there is a reference to this 

CTotal : sum of scope scores 

( ! • 

REFERENCE IN ORDINANCE 
ON WHICH CODING DECISION 
WAS BASED 

Youth and those under the 
influence of alcohol and drugs 

No prohibition about possession 

No prohibition about possession' 

Only reference is to sales in 
the city 

Duty on seller to report to 
police; police keep records 
on file 

None - only repo~t by seller 

None 

None 

Mentions pistol, revolver, 
derringer, bosie-knife 

Firearms may not be sold to 
youth, etc • 

Not mentioned 

No provision for use or possession 

Sellers must report to police 

Selling to minors, those under 
the influence is prohibited 

Scope total 

this descriptor 
descriptor in ,~he ordinance 

'i) 
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SCOPE 
SCOREb 
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TABLE 2 (con't) 

37:45 SALE OF FIREARMS 

An ordinance relating to and regulating the sale 
of firearms and other dangerous weapons in the City 
of Minneapolis. 

Section 1. Every person, firm and corporation 
who sells or gives to any person in the City of 
Minneapolis any pistol, revolver, derringer, 
bowie-knife or dirk or any firearm or weapon of like 
character which can be concealed on the person except 
to regular dealers in such articles, shall, within 
twenty-four hours after making any such sale or gift, 
make and file with the Mayor or Superintendent of 
Police of the City of Minneapolis a correct and 
legible written ~eport, stating in such report the 
date of such sale or gift, the true name, age, and 
place of residence, height, weight, complexion, color 
of hair and eyes and national~ty of such purchaser or 
donee, and the nu~ber, kind and description and price 
of the weapon sold or given to such purchaser or 
donee, and the reason given by the purchaser or donee 
for puchasing or accepting such weapon. A record of 
all such reports shall be kept in the office of the 
Mayor or Superintendent of Police. 

Section 2. Any person who shall violate any of 
the provisions of this ordinance shall, upon 
conviction thereof before the Municipal Court of the 
City of Minneapolis, be punished by a fine not 
exceeding one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment not 
exceeding ninety days. 

Section 3. This ordinance shall take effect and 
be in force from and after its publication. 
(Passed 1-14-16, Approved 1-19-16, Published 1-20-16, 
42 C.P.35.) 
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37:47 SALE OF FIREARMS TO MINORS 

An ordinance reI ti 
delivery to a ng to and prohibiting 

certain pers f 
cartridges, percussion ons 0 firearms, 
City of ~inneapolis. caps, powder or other 

the sale, gift or 
guns, pistols, 

explosives in the 

Section 1. No person h 11 h 
Minneapolis sell giv sd a ! ereafter, within the City of 

f i ' ,e or e iver to a o e ghteen years or to an i ny person under the age 
person under the influence ~f i n!oX~cated person, or to "any 
or to any person under th n ox eating liquors of any 'kind 
chloral hydrate, or any of the: influence of opium, cocaine, 0; 
to any person under the in~ compounds or derivatives, or 
whatever, any firearmsi luence of any narcotic or drug 
powder or any other exp'lgosuen, p hstOI , cartridge, percussion 

ve w atever. cap, 

the 
fine 
such 

Section 2. Any person h 
di w 0 shall violate an 

or nanceshall, upon conviction thereof bY proivihsion of 
not exceeding on hundred doll ' e pun s ed by a 
fine is paid not exceeding i ars , or by imprisonment until 

n nety days. 

ordinance shall take effect 
its publication. 

Section 3. This 
force from and after 
(Passed 4-28-16 

Approved 5-4-16~ Published C.P.399.) , 

and be in 

5-9-16, 42 
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TABLE 3 

EXAMPLE OF CODING DECISIONS FOR CALCULATION OF CRIMINALIZATION INDEX: 
1957 ADDITION TO MINNEAPOLIS FIREARMS PROVISIONSa 

DESCRIPTORS OF DEFINITIONS 
OF FIREARMS OFFENSE 

a. Classes affected 

b. Enumeration of 
firearms 

c. Duty imposed 

d •. Confiscation permitted 

e. Use or pOl'lsession 
exemptions 

f. Regulation of sales 

. " 

REFERENCE IN ORDINANCE ON WHICH 
CODING DECISION WAS BASED 

CRIMI'NALIZATION 
SCOREb 

Sale regulations still apply 
to "every person, firm or 
corporation ••• " 

This scoring is somewhat 
difficult since it requires 

I:balancing the deletion of 
the reference to "derringers, 
bowie-knife or dirk ••• which 
can be concealed on the 
person.~." with the addi
tion of the definition of any 
"firearm with a barrel less 
than 12 inches in length," 

" . We scored this as a minor . 
addition because it gives more 
precision to the definition 

'. of firearm and would include 
any firearm fitting the length 

, criterion whether it could be 
concealed or not. 

o 

+1 

Balanced against a longer time -1 
(10-day instead of 24-hour time 
period) withi~which to make 
the report of a sale, the 
seller now must provide more 
information about the weapon that 
would make it easier,to trace the 
sources of firearms. On the other 
hand, the statements must no 
longer be "true" or "correct," 
and the rea~ons for needing a 
firearm are no longer. needed. 
As a result of balancing the 
different changes we scored this 
as a modest reduction in the 
duties imposed on the seiler. 

) 

No re~erence 0 

No reference 0 

We scored 'this a major revision +2 . 
since sect. 3 precludes the seller 
from using important means of con
ducting business: ' advertising by 
displaying merchandise in store 
windows. 
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TABLE 3 (continued) 

g. Prohibition of purchasing No reference 
use, or possession 0 

h. Prohibition in public 0-
No reference places ~~) 0 

i. Prohibition in private No reference places 0 

j. Loction of prohibition No reference specified 0 

k. License requirements No reference 0 
l. License fee required No reference 0 
m. Criteria for license No reference revocation 0 

-------'----------------------

Criminalization index: c +2 

Number of descriptors 
that were changed: 3 

Mean criminalization 
index: (2.,. 3) .67 

~ext of new provisions follows. 

b 
Scoring of criminalization: 

+2: major addition to existiIl:g coverage 
+1: minor addition to existing' coverage 
0: nOl:!hange 

-1: minor subtraction f i i rom ex st: ng coverage 
-2: major subtractl.·on fr i i om ex st ng coverage 

c 
Criminalization index: sum of crim;lnalization 
scores for all descriptors 
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TABLE 3 (con't) 

37:48 REPORTS OF FIREARM SALES 

An ordinance relating to and requiring a report of the 
sale or gift of revolvers, pistols and other like firearms. 

Section 1. The words "pistol" or "revolver" as used in 
this ordinance shall be construed as meaning any firearm with a 
barrel less than 12 inches in length. 

Section 2. Every person, firm or corporation who sells, 
delivers or gives to any person in the City of Minneapolis any 
revolver, pistol or like firearm shall within 10 days make and 
file with the Superintendent of Police of the City a legible 
written report stating there-in the date of such sale or gift, 
the name and place of residence of the person purchasing or 
receiving the revolver or pistol, and the caliber, make, model, 
manufacturer's number, or other mark of identification on such 
revolver, pistol, or like firearm. 

Section 3. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or 
corporation to display or exhibit for sale in any show windows 
abutting upon a public street or sidewalk or a public entryway 
which can be seen from the public street any revolver, pistol, 
or like firearm. 

Section 4. Any person, firm or cor~oration violating the 
provisions of this ordinance shall, upon convicition thereof, 
be punished by a fine not to exceed $100.00, or imprisonment 
not to exceed 90 days. 
(Passed 4-12-57, Approved 4-12-57, Published 4-12-57, 82 
C.P.877.) 
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TABLE 4 
CALCULATION OF CUMULATIVE NET CHANGE IN CRIMINALIZATION 

where A = r. Of 
1 ... n 

where Of = L d 
n 

C = Cumulative Net Change in Criminalization 

A = Annual net change 

!I 

= Mean criminalization score for a change in the definition of 
an offense for all changes in a year 

d = ("~hange score for each offense descriptprs (range = + 2) 

n = num1;>erc/f descriptors which were changed 

t = year in which change occurred 
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